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Abstract 
Demosaicking is the interpolation of missed colour samples in a colour filter array 
(CFA). The term demosaicking has its roots in the word "mosaic" which, in turn 
explains the structure of a colour filter array typically used in a digital camera. The 
detectors (cells) of blue, red and green colours or their combinations are spread 
regularly (mosaicked) on the electronic sensor chip (CMOS, CCD or other 
technology). The resulting mosaic of colour samples is passed through an 
interpolation procedure to determine the intensities of colours that are not sampled by 
the array. 
The pattern of the mosaic is important as most interpolation methods make use of a 
priori knowledge of the configuration for a more precise image restoration. The most 
popular is currently the Bayer CFA. It has twice as many green detectors than blue or 
red, however there are alternative sensors which are based on cyan, magenta, yellow 
and green colours. 
The thesis contains three novel approaches to demosaicking. The first innovation is 
to apply artificial neural networks to demosaicking in order to assess the quality of 
alternative colour filter array configurations. The second new approach is to replace 
an expensive colour aberration correction lens systems with a cheaper aberration-
aware demosaicking technique implemented in electronic hardware. To date very few 
existing algorithms have been adapted for this purpose. The third concept explored in 
the thesis is a noise reduction scheme using several frames of the same scene fused 
together during the demosaick:ing stage of the image processing pipeline. A new cost 
effective multiframe demosaicking technique is thereby proposed. 
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Chapter 1: 
Introduction 
The appearance of digital cameras within the consumer devices market was revolutionary, fast and inevitable. However, with all their features the image 
quality is still a long way from that which is theoretically possible. In addition, good 
quality digital cameras are still in an expensive category of electronic devices. Mass 
production is steadily decreasing the prices of digital cameras, but unfortunately, the 
functional needs of the mass market and the demand for low cost are sometimes 
prioritised over image quality. 
The digital camera consists of hundreds of individual components such as an 
optical lens system, sensors, display devices (such as the screen), image processing 
electronics, and the embedded software. The most important element in achieving 
optimal image quality is probably the optical system. Moreover, in spite of inheriting 
lens construction technology from their analogue predecessors (film cameras) they are 
still often the most expensive components in a digital camera. The long history of lens 
research, development and production leaves very little likelihood that significant cost 
savings can be made on current optical devices without affecting image quality. On 
the other hand modem electronics and microchip production shows stable growth and 
has shown significant advances during the last five decades. And, more importantly, 
scientists agree that it will not yet reach saturation within at least the next ten-fifteen 
years (until 2015-2020). These predictions suggest that the electronic and software 
components of the digital camera will still see significant technological advances into 
the future and consequently they are the most promising way of delivering both 
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improvements in the image quality and new features. In other words, future digital 
cameras will probably have the unchanged, perhaps even simplified, optics and very 
complex and robust electronics. The camera of the future can be compared with the 
human eye and the rest of the human vision system. The primitive, imprecise, single 
lens optical system is supported by extremely powerful image processing background 
which compensates for aJI the inaccuracies of a crystalline lens. The amount of 
computation done in a retina and in the rest of the human vision system is substantial 
[ 1]. Scientists still can not reproduce (or simulate) human vision most sophisticated 
part of which is object recognition. However the characteristics of the human eye 
could provide inspiration for research which aims to improve image quality in 
artificial devices such as digital cameras, video cameras, robot vision systems. 
In basic terms, the usual digital camera image processing pipeline mimics human 
vision. The similarities include that they both have at least one lens and one aperture, 
the recording/perception is performed using millions of spatiaJly spread sensors each 
of which can detect only a small band of wavelengths, and the fact that the colours are 
corrected by both the human brain and the camera electronics according to the 
lighting conditions. As can be seen from this list, many of the mechanisms available 
in a human are already implemented in imaging devices, although others such as 
temporal noise reduction and tone-mapping [3] are still the subject of current research. 
This thesis focuses on only a few aspects of image processing such as 
demosaicking in combination with noise reduction, or in other words reconstruction 
of a three colour image from sensor data with maximal accuracy. There are many 
other areas of possible improvements, but such a narrow field has been selected to 
achieve comprehensive understanding of methods already developed and, to push the 
limits of the existing knowledge. 
1.1 Introduction to demosaicking 
Demosaicking is a reconstruction of missing spectral components of multi-spectral 
images based on correlation between them and known ones within the neighbourhood. 
It became academically interesting after introduction of a colour filter array by 
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Bayer [ 11 . H is patent describes a three colour fi lter pauern that can be used in digital 
sensors. This pauern is illustrated in Figure I . 
G 8 G B G 
R G R G R 
G 8 G 8 G 
R G R G R 
G 8 G B G 
Figure I : Bayer CFA (colour filler array) paucrn [ Jj. 
A fter the expan. ion of interest in digital photography the intere tin demosaicki ng wa 
reborn . There are al. o alternati ves such a one due to Foveon [51 but it is probably 
correct to say that CCDs based on Bayer CFA . till dominate the market today (2008). 
In spi te of all the efforts made in the directi on of creation o f enhanced 
demosaicking algorithms the simplest of them are used in cameras at the moment of 
writing of this thesis. This can be explained by shon time-to-market parameter for 
digi tal camera maker and rhe ab cnce of an effccti ve1 implementation of the 
algorithms for LS I design. This work aims to evaluate, enhance and adapt exi. ting 
demosaicking techn iques according to constraints ex isting in consumer oriented 
digital camera . 
M o t likely the density of electronic components in electronic chips wil l continue 
to grow in the nex t ten years. This will allow integrating more sophisticated 
algorithms of image reconstruction in a single chip within an electronic digital 
camera. Consequently, the following directions of work are proposed: 
I . Evaluation of ex isting algorithm according to applicabili ty for LSI de ign. 
1 Many good demo aicking algorithm u e an iterative approach. The application of iterative 
algorithm is limited for LSI design as they require memory for toring intermediate data. In addition. 
processing becomes slower compared to single pass algorithms. 
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2. Creation and compari on of quality criteria which includes imulation of the 
human eye's perception. 
3. Exploring the dependence of demo aicking algorithm complexity and its 
qual ity. This includes estimation of the number of logical elements required to 
achieve a given level of interpolation accuracy. 
4. Comparison of the algorithms according to various quality criteria. There are 
widely used scientific measures such as MSE l6l and PSNR [7]. But often 
they can give different quali ty estimation when compared to v isual 
assessments. Using the knowledge of human perception model it is poss ible to 
minimize the gap between human vi ion and automatic computer-based 
expertise. 
5. E timating the theoretical maximum for accuracy of demosaicking by using 
statisti cal and neural network ana ly is. U, ing these methods it is possible to 
find the optimal filter parameters for the CFA including the spectral response 
characteristi cs of the sensors. 
6. Combining demosaicking and noise reduction techniques. There are many 
solutions in modern digi tal cameras where noise reduction comes after 
demosaicki ng of the raw image data [8]. ]9J and [ 10]. It should be taken into 
account that some important informalion for noise reduction can be lost due to 
the demosaicking procedure. Ideal ly, demosaicking and noise reduction should 
come together wh ich could increase performance of both procedures due to 
analysis of the original features of an image. 
7. Studying of non-Bayer CFA as a way to improve subj ective image quali ty. 
There are many examples where existing demosaicking methods give 
un atisfactory result due to the fundamental problem of interference with the 
Bayer array and grid-l ike objecls. Most of these obj ects have artificial ori gin 
as well as the CCD itsel f. The likel ihood of this interference is hi gh due to rhe 
artifi cial na[Ure of the human envi ronment. By use of a random-grid or 
pseudorandom grid for patterns in the CCD design it is possible to reduce the 
probabil ity of the interference and improve subjective image quality. 
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These tasks can only be carried with a deep under. tanding of processes which take 
place inside a digital camera and taking into account such effects as optical blurring. 
the electronic noise of the sen or. vari ou type of optical aberration. and non-ideal 
spectral sensitivity of the sensor. Thus. it is required to build a general model of 
mosaicking (or an image formation model) to find good approaches to demosaicking. 
The next section is an attempt to describe both image formation and restorati on in a 
very general manner. 
1.2 Theoretical basis: general demosaicking 
A general definition of demosaicking as a mathematical proce scan be formalized for 
N x M image a • hown in Equation ( I). Using the image formation modelllll : 
s =c(h ®f(r )' A)J+ n 1) I) ' ' ' ' I I) 
AE (_.tmm 'AmaJ i E [l ,N ], j E [l ,M] ( I ) 
where s,, is the l) -th element of the formed mosaicked image, cl] is a co lour fi l ter 
array sampling operator, and h i the lens blur response. AI o, ® represents a two-
dimen ·ional convo lution operator. J(x, y,A.) is the original image. This function 
define li ght intensity at a point (x, y) and having wavelength A. In addition 1],1 is a 
noise modelling function. i, jare image horizontal and vertical coordinates. The 
spatial ampling operator can be also be defined in the form of three-dimensional 
convolution. Thus, we have: 
(2) 
The three-dimensional convo lution operator used here is continuous in space and 
wavelength, i.e.: 
J(x) ® g(x) = JffJ(Y) · g(x - y) · cly (3) 
,. 
where: 
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The three-dimensional volume £ is composed of the image dimensions and the range 
of detected wavelengths. It can be assumed that it is possible to measure the exact 
finite2 (in all three dimensions) impulse response for every cell in a given CFA. 
Denoting it by Pu(x,y, A.): 
p/x. y. lt) = c,/x, y.A. )® h(x, y,A.) (4) 
Therefore. Equation (2) becomes a classic linear model w ith additi ve noise: 
s,1 = p)x,y,A.)®.f(x,y,A.)+'lil (5) 
Although usually the noise is not independent o f the signal, it is possible to transform 
the signal so that the additi ve noise model become reasonable. According to thi s 
notation the task or finding the best dcmosaick ing G~ l gorithm can be de. cribed a. : 
.t;,,u(x,y,A. )= arg max[P(f Is )] 
r 
(6) 
where P(.f Is ) is defined as the conditional (a posteriori) probability density functi on 
of the ori ginal colours .f(x, y, A.) to be recovered given that the regi. cered , ignal from 
the sensor is s(x, y. A.) and / ,,, (x, y, A.) is the optimally restored ori ginal image. 
Using Bayes ru le [ 12]: 
, _ a [ L , . [ P(.f) · P(s I f)] f ,.,) x,y, A.)- ar0 max P(J I s)J - ar g max ( ) fe~ fe ~ P S (7) 
where P(J) is the (a priori) probabi I i ty densi ty functi on that colours .f(x. y, A.) occur 
in the ori ginal image, in other words f represents any of the pas ible images from 
2 l t is required that the impulse respon e will be finite in both spatial dimensions and, in addition, in 
the light wavelength dimension. 
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the avai lable vari ety <l> . P(s) is the (a prior i) probabi l ity density functi on to register 
the co lours s(x,y,A.) from the . cnsor, disregarding any information about J(x, y.A.). 
This equation repre ents the physical approach to the problem of demo aicking. 
Taking into account the human eye's perception some pairs of images f are 
undistinguishable for the human vision system. Therefore the subset <I? can be 
minimized to reduce the search. 
However there are ce11ain chal lenge. in the above approach. Fir t not all of the 
lens-sensor systems can aJway be approx imated as linear. In addi tion, the noise can 
be . et f correlated and signal dependen t. 
Secondly, the numerical methods for solving thi equation such as the maximum a 
posteriori and the maximum likelihood e timation requi re . ign i ficant computational 
resources which are not avai lable in portab le digital cameras a yet. 
Another approach can be described as finding the operator b that transforms a set 
ofCFA samples to an image j' close to the or igi nall1 31: 
f'(x.y,A.)= bs,1 (8) 
Introducing f.JIJ'.j I as a metric of di fference between the original and a 
reconstructed image according to the knowledge of the human eye's perception we 
can optimize our demo aicking operator to achieve the best per formance: 
0,111 = ar& mi n ,U[ bs,1 , f I (9) 
I>E6 
where tl is a space of possible demosaick ing operators, Dsif is a restored image, 
b"P' i the optimal demo aick ing algorithm. The metric of image di fference can be for 
example imple mean quared error (MSE). normalized colour difference (NCO) both 
defined in Appendix A or the much more advanced S-CIELAB [ 14 1. 
As mentioned in [ 15]. widely used cientific measurement metrics uch a MSE 
ometimes may contradict w ith subjective choice of the human in ea. e of image 
restoration. Thu , algori thms can be classi fied di fferently depending on how their 
reconstruction errors have been estimated. One class is targeted to restore missi ng 
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colour components with maximum accuracy. Referring to th is class as RGB-centric, 
the techn ique of estimating the accuracy i illustrated in the flow diagram in Figure 2. 
_. Mosaicking ~ Demosaicking -Of Image Of Image 
Origina l Comparison I Accuracy 
Image Of Images 
Source MSE based 
Figure 2: Typical scheme of accuracy e~timation in RGB centric comparison. 
Mosaicking Demosaicking Human Eye 
-+ Of Image 
-· 
Of Image ~ Percep~ Model 
Comparison 
Of Images 
Original Human Eye v MSE based Image Perception 
Source Model 
Mosaicking ~ Demosaicking ~ Of Image Oflmage Eye-centric 
r comparison I Original 
I Image Source 
Figure 3: Two eye-centric ways of producing accuracy c~timation in dcmosaicking experiment . 
A nother class of estimators contain algorithms which reduce the difference between 
an origi nal and demosaicked image according to its response measured by the human 
visual sy tern (Figure 3). As will be shown in thi. thesis these two etas es do not 
always agree on the accuracy of result produced from demo aicking. 
As an i llustration the RGB MSE i different from the human eye·s perception 
when the three pictures in Figure 4 are considered. Leftmost is the ori ginal image. The 
central image ha been obtained from the original u ing the fol lowing tep : 
Step I : Convert from RGB to CfELAB colour space 
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Step 2: T ake the lightness colour component L of the image stored in LAB colour 
space and apply a Gaussian blur to it u ing 20 convolution matrix obtained using 
the equation: 
where a is the effective radius of the Gaussian blur. 
Step 3: Convert an image from CIELAB to sRGB 
Figure 4: The leftmo L i the original image. the central one is with blurred lightne componem L. the 
rightmost is with blurred chrominance. 
For the central image the effective radiu of the Gau sian blur wa 0.4 (in pixels) . 
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A lmost the same steps have been applied to the ri ghtmo t image. l n this case the L 
component was unchanged, but. the a and b colour components were blurred with an 
effecti ve radius of 7.0 (in pixel ). 
Whereas the centre image has a better MSE (see Appendix A) of 43.9 when 
compared to 49.7 of the right hand image some users would consider this image to be 
blurred and the ri ghtmosr image to be better. 
The next section. de. cribe widely used ex i ting demosaicking algorithms such as 
bi\inear interpolation. constant-hue ba ·ed interpolation. median-based interpolation. 
gradient based interpolation and adapt ive colour plane imerpolation. All of them are 
bui lt u ing the operator-centric approach defined mathematically in Equation (9). 
1.3 Bilinear interpolation 
One of the simplest approaches to demosaicking uses bilinear interpolation [ 11 with a 
standard Bayer pattern CFA as shown in Figure 5. 
R G R G 8 G 
-1,1 0,1 1,1 ·1,1 0,1 1,1 
G B G R G R 
·1,0 0,0 1,0 ·1,0 o.o 1,0 
R G R G B G 
-1,·1 0,·1 1,·1 ·1, ·1 0,·1 1,·1 
Figure 5: Index notation of the Baycr colour array cells m.cd in bil inear interpolation. 
The method use. the following formulae to interpolate missing colour amples: 
u I 
Go.o =4· (Go.1 + G~.o+ Go.-1 +G-1.0) 
B I R0_0 = 4 
· ( R_1_1 + Ru + Rr._1 + R_1._1) 
G I 
Bo.o = 2 · (Bo.l + Bo.-1) 
( 10) 
G I 
Ro.o =2· (R_,_o + R,,o ) 
The missing blue va lue is e timated as the average of the two or four adjacent blue 
pixels, and imilarly for red and green. The colour value BR and GR can be 
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calculated similarly to the missed components at the B pixel. The main advantage of 
thi method is simplicity. The di advanrages and side effect of this method are 
de. cri bed at length in [ 16]. The most significant of them are so-called zipper and 
confetli effects. I t is also to be mentioned that by considering this linear demosaicking 
algorithm as a low-pass fi lter in the frequency domain it is possible to establish that 
the pass bands for the B and R components are lower in frequency than for the G 
component. This may cause additional colour artefacts. 
1.4 Constant hue-based interpolation 
This method of interpolation was introduced by D.R. Cok in hi patent in 1987 (211. lt 
is based on the assumption that the colour rati o~ such as % and % remai n 
constant or change smoothly for most areas with in an image. These ratios arc ca lled 
red hue and blue hue respectively. Instead of using linear value. of the co lour 
components some algori thms use a logarithmic scale. I t simpl ifies computation as the 
difference between colours remains unchanged. The colour constancy is explained by 
Kimmel [1 61. 
This class of algorithms interpolate the green channel u ing either bilinear or 
edge-directed interpolation as a fir. t . tep. After this the hue is interpolated. 
B G B 
·1,1 0,1 1.1 
G R G 
-1.0 0,0 1,0 
B G B 
·1.·1 0,·1 1,·1 
Figure 6: Cell indexing for htuc hue illlerpotation. 
For the blue co lour in Figure 6: 
B B B B 
--=!.:.!.. + - '·' + ~ + ---'.:.=!.. 
G G G G B - G - 1.1 1.1 - 1. I 1.- 1 
0.0 - 0.0 4 ( 11 ) 
The overall cheme of the interpolation is . hown in Figure 7: 
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hill ~ BIG BIG BIG B B BIG BIG BIG B B BIG BIG BIG B 8 8 G 
Blue + + Interpolation + +\ Result 
- + blue 
Green 
Interpolation 
Result 
green 
Figu re 7: Con!>tant hue-based method of interpolation for green and bl ue planes. The red plane 
schema i!> 1.imilar to the hlue. 
B 
B 
B 
The interpolation on a logarithmic scale is not equi valent to the interpolation in l inear 
space. l t is reported in l211 that the accuracy of interpolat ion can be significantly 
improved when the data i f irst converted to the logari thmic scale and then 
interpolated . 
1.5 Median based interpolation 
In 1988 Freeman proposed an original method 1331 consi ·ting of two pas ·es. The first 
pa i rough linear interpo lation of red. green and blue planes. In the second pa . 
median fi l terin g is used to interpolate colour differences between red and green and 
also between blue and green. After reconstructing these di fferences and knowing the 
green plane we can find the missed colours for each cell. The process of demosaicki ng 
i. hown i n Figure 8. 
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G] 
Original Sampled Linearly interpolated 
n rl 
n n r'l r'l r1 r '1 r , r 1 r '1 n 
Colour difference Median filler result Reconstructed 
Figure 8. Freeman's median-based in terpolation steps. 
This approach can be applied for CFA's with all th ree co lours available for each pixel. 
The median fil tering of di fferences between pairs of colours can then be used to 
reduce noise. 
1.6 Gradient based interpolation 
This algorithm was patented in \994 by Laroche and Pre scot l34J and used in the 
Kodak DCS 200 camera. The algori thm can be decomposed into three stages. Simi lar 
to the previous method a first step is interpolation of the green channel which is 
assumed to contain the luminance. Then, co lour differences (red minus green and blue 
minus green) are calculated. These differences are used to find the missing red and 
blue colour channels. Knowledge of the low spatial chrominance resolution of the 
human eye i used in this algorithm. The first pass is simi lar to linear interpolation, 
but, stri ctly peaking it is linear interpolation but with non-linear classifiers. Jn thi s 
method the gradients are determined from the chrominance channels. For example, 
the gradients at a red sample are estimated by using second-order di fferences of the 
red value in the corresponding direction. 
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r---
R 
0,2 
B G B 
·1,1 0,1 1,1 
l -~0 G R G 2~ J ·1.0 0,0 1,0 
B G B 
·1,·1 0,-1 1,·1 
R 
0,-2 
.___ 
Figure 9: Cell indexes for gradient based interpolation. 
Referring to Figure 9 and defining two parameter ·: 
Now, using a and jJ: 
a = R-2.o + R2.o Ro.o 2 
fJ = IR, .. , + R,., - R 
2 0.0 
G-1.0 +Gl.O 
2 
Go.-t +Go.t 
2 
Go.-t + Go.t + G-1.o + Gt.o 
4 
if a> P 
ija<jJ 
ija = jJ 
( 12) 
( 13) 
where a and fJ are termed classifier/ They are u ed to find whether an individual 
pixel belongs to a vertical or horizontal edge. accordingly. Jr is interesting to note that 
classifiers are absolute values of second derivati ves. I f the first order difference has a 
large value and the second order difference has a smal l value, bi l inear interpolation 
along the given directi on can sti ll produce an accurate result. Therefore, the u age of 
econd deri vati ves as classifiers for electing the interpolation direction can improve 
accuracy. The formula for the green component varies depending on which edge thi 
pixel belongs to. In other words, the green channel is interpolated with neighbouring 
1 The more familiar mathematical term for the e coefficient would be thresholds. However. the 
term classifier wu. originally u ed in [34}. The author of thi thesis ha pre erved the term classifier in 
this context as has been the convention in other subsequent papers, such as Hamilton and Adams [351. 
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values that arc distributed across an edge. Simi lar formulae can be used for pixe ls 
where the blue colour component is known. 
After thi s . tep the chrominance val ues of blue and red co lours can be calculated 
using the difference between green and blue channel . This can be formali zed as: 
(B -C )+(B - G ) B = -1.1 -1.1 1.1 1.1 + G 
0.1 2 0.1 ( 14) 
(B - G ) + (B - G ) B = u u 1.-1 1.-1 + G 1.0 2 1.0 ( 15) 
And. fi nally: 
( 16) 
lt is important to understand that the green channel is completely interpolated before 
thi s stage. Similarl y the red values are estimated. The advantage of thi s method is in 
preservation or co lour information as the co lour (hue) changes smoother th an 
luminance (intensity) samples. 
1.7 Adaptive colour plane interpolation 
Hamilton and Adam proposed this method 135 1 in 1997. This is a ·lightly modified 
algorithm from that due to Laroche and Pre. scot [341. As with other approache thi 
method is based on a multi-step interpolation. The difference from gradient-based 
interpolation is in utilization of f irst and second order deri vatives. The approx imate 
values are calculated from ari thmetic averages of red and blue channels and an 
estimated second deri vative value for green cells. The direction of an edge in the 
neighbourhood is al o u ed to determine one of the three po ible ea e (formula ) to 
be u ed. The whole algorithm consists of three stage . The fir t tage interpolate fully 
the green colour plane. The econd and third are used to e timate red and green 
plane . Referring to Figure 9 we can define classifiers a and f3 as: 
a= 1- R-2.o + 2 . Ro.o - R2.ol + lc -l.o - G~,ol 
f3 = 1-R-o.2 + 2 · Ro.o - Ro.2 l + Ieo.-I-Go.1l 
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( 17) 
These classifiers are composed of second derivative of the red channel (or blue for 
other cell) and gradients for the green (inten ity) values. Therefore, the meaning of 
them i to describe high frequency edges in both horizontal and vertica l directions. 
Then, taking into account the values o f a and f3 we can find the intensity of the 
green colour in the central cell R0.0 . The complete green plane interpolation process 
now can be expressed as below: 
C -1.o + G1.o + - R-1.o + 2 . Ro.o + R2.o 
2 2 if a < f3 
CO.-I +GO. I + - R0.-2 + 2. Ro.o + Ro.1 
2 2 if a > fJ 
eo. l + G O.I + G-1.0 + c l.O + - Ro. 2 - R 1.0 + 2 . Ro.o + Ro.2 + R2.0 
4 8 
if a = /] 
( I 8) 
The key to thi s process is that both the green and the chrominance data must indicate 
a minimum of high spatial frequency in formati on for a given orientation. lt has to be 
chosen as the preferred orientation for the interpolation. If there i a large amount of 
high spatial frequency information in either the green data or chrominance data for a 
gi ven orientation. it will inflate the value of the correspond ing classifier. This in turn. 
reduces the likelihood for that orientation to be chosen as the preferred orienration for 
the interpolation [351. 
ln real applications, the green channel e timation proces can be implified to 
reduce the required amount of computations as shown below: 
{ 
G_,,0 + G,,, +-R_2.0 + 2 · R0•0 - R1.0 
c - 2 2 
o.o - Go.-1 +Go. I +- Ro.-2 + 2 · Ro.o- Ro.2 
2 2 
if a s /] 
if a>/] 
( 19) 
Thi simpli fication i based on the a sumption that the situation where the classifiers 
a and f3 are equal occurs infrequently and we can as ume that the horizontal 
direction of the interpolation ha a preference in this case. ln the formula above lhi i 
the horizontal direction. The author confirm in [35 1 that the impact on image quality 
of the resulting interpolated image is negligible. 
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The second rage of the algorithm interpolate. all missing cells of red and blue 
colour channels. The idea and formu lae for this stage were described in Cok's other 
parent issued in 1987l2l). Consider the neighbourhood shown in Figure 9. 
There are three cases. The first case is when neighbour pi xels of the same colour 
are in the same row as for cell G_~,0 . The following formula is used to calculate 8_1•0 : 
B = 8_~, 1 + 8_~,_ 1 +- G_1•1 + 2 · G_~,0 - G_~,_ 1 
~.o 2 2 (20) 
The second case is when the nearest neighbour, to the missed pi xel are in the same 
row. The followi ng predictor is used to calculate 80.1: 
(2 1) 
The last case is when the nearest neighbours to the missed pi x.el are at the four 
corners. Let us take as an example 80.0 . The predictor for thi s blue sample should be: 
B = B_u + Bu + B~u + B-L-1 +- G-1.1- G-1.1 + 4. Go.o - Gu - G-J.-1 
0.0 4 4 (22) 
The formula for the third case can be improved using the following two class~{ters '7 
and J1 : 
(23) 
(24) 
These classifiers are composed of Laplacian second-order terms for the green data 
and gradients for the available chrominance information. Therefore, the classifiers are 
en ing the high spatial frequency information present in the pixel neighbourhood in 
the negative diagonal 17 and positi ve diagonal f.1 directions. 
Then we can form a combinational formu la for missed blue amples (see Figure 9): 
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8,,, + 8_,_, + - G, + 2 · G0.0 - G2.o 
2 2 
tf '7 < f.i 
8o.o = 
8_1•1 + B, _1 + - G_u + 2 · G0•0 - G, _1 
2 2 
ifTJ > f.i 
8 , 1 + 8, 1 + B_,_1 + 8, _1 + - G_, 1 - Gu + 4 · G0•0 - G_, _1 + G1._1 
4 4 if TJ = J-L 
(25) 
The patent describes that these predictors are compo ed of arithmetic averages for the 
chrominance value and approximately scaled Laplacian econd order term. for the 
green channel. The first case is to be used when the preferred orientatio n for the 
interpolation is in the negati ve diagonal direction within the pixel neighbourhood. 
Similarly, the second case is to be u ed when the preferred orientation for the 
interpolation is the po iti ve diagonal direction. The last case i used when there is no 
clear preference for orientation for the interpolation. 
ln his patent Cok claims that for thi s process both the green and the blue samples 
should indicate a minimum of high spatial frequency information or in other words 
sharp edge for a given orientation for the interpolation. If there is a large amount of 
high patial frequency in formation in either the green data or chrominance data fo r a 
given ori entation, it will inflate the value of the corresponding clas. ifier. This, in turn. 
reduces the likelihood for that orientation to be chosen as the preferred orientation for 
the interpolation [2 11. 
1.8 Variable Number of Gradients Interpolation 
Chang, Cheung and Pan introduced an interpolation technique based on directional 
interpolation and the ability to use multiple directions of interpolation simultaneously. 
Termed ·'Colour Filter Array Recovery Using a Threshold-based Variable Number of 
Gradient ", it i de cribed in great detail in [22]. 
This method is important for the current thesis as it provides a very good image 
quality and it is al o belongs to the class of non-iterati ve algorithms which can be 
implemented in a hardware image proces ing pipeline and does not require a large 
amount of memory for storing the whole image. The method will be u ed widely 
though thi s thesis. For example it will be adapted for mu!tiframe-demosaicking in 
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Chapter 6 and w ill be used for comparisons in Chapter 5 for the evaluation of a new 
class of transver. al chromatic aberration-aware demosaicki ng methods. 
The 5 x 5 neighbourhood surrounding each pixel is used in the method l221. The 
algorithm consider eight poss ible horizontal, vertical. and diagonal interpolation 
directions. An estimation of the gradient is calculated for each direction, and a special 
decision making algorithm determines which directions to use for the interpolation. 
Gradients arc defined as a linear combination of the absolute difference of the 
similarly coloured pixel in thi . neighbourhood. The deci ion making algorithm can 
be adjusted using two threshold constants. 
Then, al l three average colours are calculated for each of the directions used in the 
interpolation. The difference between the average of the mi . ing colour and the 
average of the colour of the current pi xel i . calcu lated for each of the missing colour. 
at the current pi xel. Finall y. in order to estimate the missing colour value this colour 
difference is added to the value of the current pixcl. 
The method distinguishes the two principal locations of the Bayer mosaicked 
image: the green location and the red/blue location. The formulae are slightly different 
for the e two locations. These locations will be described separately. 
The basic procedure is: 
• For the pixel under consideration a set of gradients i estimated from the 
colour values in the 5x5 neighbourhood urrounding this pixel. Each 
gradient represents one of eight different directions. 
• A threshold value is determined (see p. 44) for each set of gradients, and 
thi. threshold is u ed to select a subset of gradients. High-valued gradients 
would be expected in region of the image where there are many fine 
detai ls or harp edge whereas low-valued gradients indicate pixel having 
similar colours [221. 
• In order to locate regions of pixels that are most like the pixel under 
con ideration the ubset of gradient is used. Then to determine the average 
difference between the colour of the actual mea ured centre pixel value and 
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the missing colour the pixels in these regions are then weighted and 
summed. 
In contrast to previous work more than one direction is used for interpolation, 
whereas in prev ious methods only one direction was used. The Bayer colour fi lter 
array is peri odic with a repetition frequency of two in both vertical and hori zontal 
directions; therefore there are four separate locations to consider. However, the blue 
and red pi xel arrays have an identical sampling pattern . Thus, the same algori thm can 
be used to recover colours for cases where a green pixel is at the centre. A lso, the 
algorithm can recover colours for rhe other two cases: for a red pixel in the centre, and 
for a blue pixel in the centre. 
A. Green location 
For the cases in which it is required to recover the red and blue values at a location 
where only the green colour is available, the following computations are performed. 
The case where the red pixel is above the centre green pixel can be assumed without 
loss of generality .. The case where the blue pixel is above the green is analogous and 
solved the same way. For reference purposes, the notation of the pixels is shown in 
Figure 10 below. 
G B G B G 
·2.2 ·1,2 0.2 1,2 2,2 
R G R G R 
-2,1 -1,1 0,1 1,1 2,1 
G B G B G 
·2,0 ·1 ,0 0,0 1,0 2,0 
R G R G R 
·2.-1 ·1 ,·1 0.·1 1,·1 2,·1 
G B G 8 G 
·2,·2 ·1,·2 o.-2 1,·2 2,·2 
Figure 10: fndex notation fo r the green location of the Bayer colour array ce lls used in Threshold-
based Variable Number of Gradients Interpolation. 
The steps to recovering the red and blue component values at the central location are 
as follows. The f irst step is to estimate eight gradients that will indicate the similarity 
between the central pixel and the surrounding pixels in each direction. The following 
directions were considered: 
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l. North 
2. North-east 
3. East 
4. South-east 
5. South 
6. South-west 
7. W est 
8. North-west. 
The absolute values of the differences between pair. of similar-coloured pixels are 
u. ed in order to determine the eigh t gradienls..~. They are weighted and . ummed as 
follows: 
D. N =!Ro.l - Ro.-I I+IGo.2 - Gn.ol+ 
jc_~,~-G_~,_Ij jGu-Gl.-11 I B-u- B-~.o! jBI.2- BI.ol (26) 
+ + + + -'-------"-
2 2 2 2 
D. f. ::::jBI.O- B_~,ol+jG2.o -Go.o l+ 
jc~.~ -G-u l jc~,_,-c_,._,j jRl.l- Ro.d jR2.-l- Ro.-1 1 (27) 
+ + + + '-------'-
2 2 2 2 
~s =!Ro.-1 - Ro. II+!Go.-2 -Go.ol+ 
1c.1.-1 - 0-ul lcJ.-1 - G~.~j IB-1.-2 - B_~,ol jB,.-2- B~.o l (28) 
+ + + + "-------" 
2 2 2 2 
Llw = j s_~.o- B1.ol +IG-z.o- Go.ol + 
IG-1.1 -G1.1! !c-1.-1 -G~.-d jR-2.1 -Ro.d jR_z __ , - Ro.-11 (29) 
+ + + +.;..._------'-
2 2 2 2 
~ The term gradie11t used in the original publication i preserved here. However, in tricl 
mathematical term it is not a gradient bul a measure o f slope in the given direction which i averaged 
among all three colour channels. Gradient, in turn, is a generali. ation of lope for functions of more 
than one variable. 
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6 m = lcl. l - G-1.- 11 +IG2.2 - Go.oi+IBI.2 - B-1.ol +IR2.1- Ro.- tl (30) 
6 .v· = IGI.-1- G-ul +IG2.-2 - Go.ol +jBI.-2- 8-l.ol +IR2.-I-Ro.ll (3 1) 
!J.N IV = !G-1.1 - Gl.- 11 +IG-2.2 - Go.ol + IB-1.2 - B~,o l + IR-2.1 - Ro.-1! (32) 
6 .sw = IG-1.-1 -Gui+IG-2.-2 -Go.oi+IB-1.-2- Bl .oi+IR-2.-1- Ro. ll (33) 
The next step is to determine a thre. hold. below which a subset of gradient 
selected. In the proposed implementation. the threshold T is defi ned as 
(3~) 
where the minimum gradient value in the . et is 6 """ and the max imum gradient value 
is 6"" . The first term in Equation (34), k16 "''" . con·esponds to the case when the 
gradients are al l very similar. o that it is possible to include all of them by seLLing a 
threshold that exceeds them. Hence k1 shou ld to be greater than I . The authors of 1221 
have shown empirically that a value of k1 = 1.5 gi ves good result. 
The second term in Equation (34 ). k2 (6 013 , - 6""" ), corresponds to the case when there 
is a sub tantial difference between the maximal and minimal gradient . If thi is the 
case it is necessary to use the maller gradient directi ons and exclude the larger one . 
Thus the constant k2 i used to set a cut-off, and it has been found empirically that a 
value of k2 = 0.5 gives good re ult [22 ]. The set of directi ons used for the further 
interpolation is selected based on the threshold value T and calculated values of 
grad ients so that al l gradients in the ubset are less than T . 
The third step is to determine the average green, red and blue values in the ubset 
of elected directions as follows 
Ro.l 
Go.o + Go.2 
2 
B.J.2 + 8 ~,2 + B.~,o + Bl.o 
4 
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(35) 
Ro.l + Ro.-1 + R2.1 + R2.-1 
4 
Go.o + G2.o 
2 
Bl.o 
l~J Ro.-1 Go.o + G o.-2 2 B.t.o + B1.0 + B_t._2 + Bl.-2 
4 
R-2.1 + Ro. l + R -2.-1 + R o.-1 
[Rl 4 G o.o + G -2.o Gw - 2 
Bw B_t.o 
[ R.,] ~ RO.I +R 2.1 2 GNr: G l.l 
BNE Bl.2 + BI.O 
2 
[ R,] ~ Ra.- t + R2.- t 2 Gs, G t.-1 
Bs,.: Bl.O + Bl.-2 
2 
[RM,] R -2.1 + R o.1 2 
GN\V = G -t. l 
BN\V B-1.o + B-1.z 
2 
[R'l 
R-2.-1 + Ro.-1 
2 
G .IW G -t.-1 
Bsw B-t.o+ B_I.-2 
2 
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(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41 ) 
(42) 
For example when three directions N. E and NE have satisfied the threshold 
conditions the average colours wi l l be 
(43) 
The final step is to propagate the high frequency component from the green colour 
plane to red and blue colours. The high- frequency component of the green channel is 
defined as G0_0 - GMM N . Therefore. all three colours of the current location can be 
round from the fo llowing equation 
[R'·'] _ [R.11M, + (Go.o - G IIMI\ )] Go.o - Go.o 
Bo.o Bw",v +(Go_o -GIIbiV) 
( -+-+) 
B. Red and Blue locations 
The restoration of the colours for the red and blue locations is very simi lar to the 
restorati on for the green location. Thi section brieny describes the procedure and 
provides the required formulae. The neighbourhood of the red location is shown in 
Figure I I for reference purposes. The equations for the blue location can be obtained 
by ub titLilion: B 4 R. R 4 B 
R G R G R 
·2,2 ·1,2 0,2 1 ,2 2,2 
G B G B G 
· 2,1 ·1,1 0,1 1,1 2,1 
R G R G R 
·2,0 ·1,0 0,0 1,0 2,0 
G B G B G 
·2,-1 ·1,-1 0,·1 1,-1 2,-1 
R G R G R 
·2,-2 · 1,-2 0,·2 1,-2 2,-2 
Fig ure 11 : Indexes notation for the red location of the Baycr colour array cells used in Thre. ho ld-
based Variable Number of Gradients Interpolation. 
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To recover the green and blue colours for the central location the same steps are 
required as described in the previous ecti on. The initial step is to calculate the eight 
gradient a follow 
fl ,v = [Go.l- Go .. ,[+ [Ro.2 - Ro.o[ + 
[B.u - B., .. ,[+[Bu- B, .. ,[+[G.,.2 - G.,.o[+[G,.2 -G ~,0 [ (45) +~------~~----~~--------~~----~ 
2 
ll ,. =[G,.o -G.J.o i+ [R2.o - Rn.o[ + 
[8 1•1 - B.u[+[B ~,. 1 - B . ~,. 1 [+[G 2. 1 - G0•1[+[G2 •• 1 -G 0 •• 1[ +~----~~------~~------~~------~ 
2 
!l = IG 0.·1 - G 0. 11 + I R 0.-2 - R 0.0 I + 
[B .~,. 1 - B .ul + [ B ~,_ 1 - B1•1[ + [G .1 •• 2 - G _ ~,0 [ + [G 1.-2 - G ~,0 [ 
+~------~~----~~--------~~----~ 
2 
fl w = [G-1.0 - G t.o[ + [R.z.o - Ro.o[ + 
[s .u - Bu[ + [ 8. ~,. 1 - 81 .. 1[ + [G .2.1 - G0.1[ + [G .2.1 - G0 .. 1[ +~----~~------~~------~~------~ 
2 
!l " ' == I B 1.1 - B -I.-I I + I R 2.2 - R 0.0 I + 
IGo. l - G.J.ol + [G ~,o-Go.-1l +IGI.2- Go.11 +IG2.1- G1.ol 
+~------~~----~~------~~----~~ 
2 
flsL =IBI.-1 - B.u i+IR2.-2 - Ro.ol+ 
[G I.o -G o. II+IGo.-1 - G .~,o[+[G 2.· 1 - G ~,a[+[Gu -G o.-1 [ 
+L-----~~------~~~----~~------~ 
2 
fl Nw == [B.1.1- Bl.-1[ + [R .2.z - Ro.o[ + 
) Go.l- G ~,o l +IG-I.o - Go.- 11 +IG-1.2 - Go.1l + [0 .2.1-G .~,o [ 
2 
flsw = IB.J.-1 - Bul + IR-2.-2 - Ro.ol + 
IG-1.0 -Go.II+IGo.-1 - G ~.oi+IG -2. 1 - G . 1 .o i+IG .~,.2 - Go.- 11 
+L-~--~~~----~~--~--~~--~--~ 
2 
(46) 
(-H ) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
The econd . rep is to determine a thre hold and se lect a subset of direction . The 
ame threshold has been used as in the previous ecti on: 
(5 3) 
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where k1 = 1.5 and k2 = 0.5 were determined empirically. The third step is to 
determine the average green, red and blue value in the subset of selected directi ons as 
follow 
l~J 
l~J 
lR,] ~: = 
Ro.o + Ro.2 
2 
G O. I 
B.u + Bu 
2 
Ro.o + R2.o 
2 
G I.O 
Bu + B1 __ 1 
2 
Ro.o + Ro.-2 
2 
G o.-1 
B.l.-1 + Bl.-1 
2 
Ro.o + R.w 
2 
G. ~.o 
8_1_1 +B.~. . , 
2 
Ro.o + Ru 
2 
G 1.0 + G 2. 1 + G 0. 1 + G 1.2 
4 
Bu 
Ro.o + R 2.-2 
2 
G I.O + 0 2.-1 + G O.- l + G l.-2 
2 
B ~. . , 
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(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
Ro.o + R.2.2 
[R""] 2 G N\\ = G .~,o + G .2.r + Go. r + G.u (60) 4 
B,vw B.r.r 
Ro.o + R.2.-2 
[ R,,] 2 
G~IV = G . ~,o +G.1.-1 +Go.-1 +G .I.-2 (6 I ) 
2 
8~\\1 B .~, . , 
The last step as in the previou . ecti on is to propagate the high frequency component 
from the red colour plane to the green and blue co lours. The high-frequency 
component of the red channel i defined as R0.0 - R \I M" . Therefore. all three co lours 
at the current location can be found from the fo llowing equation 
(62) 
This adaptive algori thm ex.tends prev ious colour recovery methods in two major 
ways. Firstly it uses a larger neighbourhood for the ·carch for imilar colour values, 
and secondly the pixel value from many directions are u ed for interpolation of the 
missing colour sample . This algorithm performs ignificantly better than the previou 
methods in both obj ecti ve and perceptual image quality comparisons. 
1.9 Objective of this thesis 
Many of the described methods use ad-hoc approaches to the problem o f 
demosaicking. The only knowledge rhat i exploited for creation of the e method 
the smooth hue transition in the majority of natural scene images. 
The numerical compari on result. are hown in the table below: 
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TABLE I 
CO\IPARISO\ OF TilE ~lliTIIODS 0 .\ Tile KODAK 1\I;\ GE SL r (70( L 11\G CD (APPE.\ OtX A) 
Method A~eraged CD 
Bi lincar Interpolation 0.0753 
ConMant huc-ba.,cd interpolation 0.0612 
Median Ba,cd lntcrpoliltion 0.0-134 
Gradient Bm.cd Interpolation 0.0396 
Adaptive Colour Plum: Interpolation 0.0-192 
Variable umber of Gmdicnl\ Int erpolation 0.0371 
There are. however. other factors which could and should be taken into 
considerati on when de igning novel demosaicking methods. These are: 
• Knowledge about the human vi ual perception characteristics in all spatiaL 
colour and temporal domain . 
• Knowledge about the camera's lens ystem. In parti cular. the point transfer 
functions for the range or visible wavelengths and also its performance 
when the incoming ray does not fo llow the optical ax i . Such effects a 
optica l blur and variou type of colour aberration could be encountered 
when developing a good demo aicking algori thm. 
• The electron ic characteristi cs of the photo ensor. Its signal to noi. e 
characteri stic depending on light intensi ti es and channel cross-1alk cou ld 
be £aken into considerati on when developing new demosaick ing methods. 
• The temporal characteri sti cs of the ensor and the scene. It could be 
possible to capture several frames of the same scene and fuse them together 
in a digital domain replacing lens anti -shake systems. 
The overall objecti ve of this the is is an improvement of demosaicking methods not as 
a tandalone mathematical exerci e but through the con ideration of demosaicking as 
an integral part of optic and electronics of the modern digital camera. 
1.10 Thesis overview 
Chapter 2 utili ze arti ficial neural networks for the purpose of demosaicking. The 
neural networks can be used as a too l for the comparison of the class ic Bayer sensor 
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and alternati ve sensors with different spectral characteristics and new layout pattern s. 
However, before that it is required to determine what archi tecture of artificial neural 
net is most suitable for the task. The chapter answers uch questions as: the reasonable 
size of the neighbourhood which should be selected as an input vector. how many 
layers and neurons required, what is the performance of a neural net demosaicking in 
comparison with classical approaches. 
Chapter 3 demonstrates one of the applications of the artificial neural networks for 
creation of a new co lour filter array wi th modified spectral characteristi c . . The human 
vision . ystem has better patial resolution of luminance component than chrominance 
component. This feature is widely used in video and still image tandards. ft is also 
partially u ed in the clas ic Bayer colour fi lter array. However. it is possible to exploit 
thi s characteri tic even more by mixing the luminance component into every pixel 
location. Using two neural network with identical architecture it is possible to 
compare the performance of the introduced sensor and the classic Bayer one. 
Chapter 4 is similar to the previous chapter and uses artificial neural nets for the 
further improvement of co lour filter anays. Unlike Chapter 3 it does not change the 
spectral characteristics of colour filters but changes pattern layout in order to obtain a 
better qual ity of result images. An effective way of comparison of new sensor layout 
is in troduced and demonstrated on three layout : clas ic Bayer (2x2), diagonal (3x3), 
and 3x2. 
Chapter 5 introduces a new concept of digital aberration correction during the 
demosaicking stage. A correction of the transverse chromatic abenation with a 
sophisticated lens system is expensive for mass production. The artefacts related to 
the abenation can be con ected with better accuracy in the camera software or 
hardware i f the properties of the sampling characteristi cs of the colour fi lter array are 
taken into account. Several new demosaicking methods with aberration compen ation 
are proposed and compared. It is also shown that a combined approach is more cost-
effecti ve and has better quali ty than application of aberration correction as a post-
proce sing tep after a sophisticated demosaicking stage. In other words, it is shown 
that demosaicking and aberration correction are more efficient when combined into 
one algorithm. 
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In Chapter 6 the author proposes new techniques for multiframe demo aicking. 
The multiframe demosaicking is similar to temporal noise reduction or the so-cal led 
super resolution problem, but operates with mo aicked images. By fusing several 
mosaicked frames of the same scene it is possible not only to restore ful l colours of an 
image but also reduce noise and increase resolution of the resulting image in 
compari son to the one-frame approach. The new co t-effecti ve multili·ame 
demosaicking method is proposed and compared with a conventional demosaicking 
followed by a temporal noise reduction. The proposed method requires changes in the 
hardware of the digital camera. Possible hardware architectures are proposed and their 
performances are compared. 
Chapter 7 summarizes the primary re. ults and conclusions that can be drawn from 
the research. The scientific contri butions are outl ined and the directions for further 
study are also proposed. 
As an additional il lustration, Figure 12 shows the who le workflow of this thesis. 
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Figure l2: Thesis workllow. 
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Chapter 2: 
Artificial neural networks for demosaicking 
The utilization of artificial neural networks [231 for the ta k of demosaicking seems 
reasonable becau. e natural neural nets are used in human vision for the same purpose. 
The utilization of artificial neural network. for demosaicking in di gital cameras is 
described in 1241. However. thi s chapter is not focused on creating an artifici al neural 
net which can be used in a digital camera but instead aims to create a use fu l tool for 
comparing various modificati ons to the Bayer colour filter array. lt also explores 
COJTelati on between neighbour pixels and estimates the optimal size of 
neighbourhood which maximizes the rati o of accuracy over complexity for 
demosaicking algorithms. More effective demosaicki ng algorithms can be bui lt after 
fi nding the optimal ize of neighbourhood to be used. 
Artificial neural net have one additional important quality. If the architecture of a 
neural net is fixed it provides a constant computational overhead regardless of the 
structure of the input data. Therefore with neural nets it becomes possible to compare, 
for example, the performance of different mosaicking patterns alternati ve to the 
classic Bayer CFA without relying on the quality of the demo aicking method. The 
Eastman Kodak Company ha recently announced a new layout [74]. The inventors 
added the white cell which detect all three co lour to the cla ic Bayer pattern. The 
method de cribed in this chapter allow comparison of the "New Sensor" with the 
"Old Bayer Sen. or" independently from the demo aicking algorithms. 
In addition. with neural nets it i po sible to explore other variati on of colour filter 
array uch as co lour mixing in each cell other than pure red, green and blue colours. 
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By increasing the amount of light pass ing through sensor co lour filters it is poss ible to 
increa e the sensitivity of a ensor. Thi type of analysis will be used in the fo llowing 
chapters. 
Summarizing the above paragraphs. the ai m of thi s chapter can be defined a 
fi nding the best ways of comparing photo sensor patterns using arti f icial neural 
networks. This chapter proposes several neural network archirectures and compares 
their characteri . tics . 
An additional experiment i also pre ented which determines the optimal size of 
the neighbourhood required for demosaicking. [n other words, using neura l network 
it is po. sible to estimate how much useful information for demosaicking is contained 
in the given neighbourhood of the pixel. The optimal size of the neighbourhood can 
than be used in the " manually customized" demo. aicking. 
This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part is the experiment on optimal 
neighbourhood for demosaicking algorithms. The second part is a comparison of 
several architectures of neural networks when applied to the task. 
2.1 Estimation of the optimal neighbourhood size for 
demosaicking algorithm with artificial neural network 
A. Description of the artificialneuralnet 
The neural network solution described here is based on the a sumption that spatial 
colour sensitivity of the human visual system is less than its sensitivity to luminance. 
For estimation of missed pixels the RGB co lour space wa assumed wi th colour 
component in the range of [0, 1] . Due to the symmetrical structure of the Bayer 
colour filter array the number of unique layout can be reduced to two. The fir t 
layout i for the green pixel . The inputs of the neural network are swapped depending 
on position. The second layout is for blue or red pi xe ls. The inputs are wapped 
accordingly to reu e the same bia es for both red and blue colour . The ize of area 
taken for composing feature vectors is [2 · N + I, 2 · N + I] for both layout . The reuse 
of bia values can add symmetry to the algorithm and reduce learning time. 
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Each neural network consists of two output linear neurons and (2 · N + I )2 neuron. 
in the input layer wi th a hyperbolic tangent tran fer function. Each neuron in the input 
layer was connected to every feature component. There were (2 · N + I )2 feature 
components in total. They represented a [2 · N + I, 2· N + 1] pixel neighbourhood. Two 
outputs represent two of three miss ing colours for each pixel. The conjugate gradient 
back-propagation training algorithm with Fletcher-Reeves updates [251 was used. The 
adaptation of the Fletcher-Reeves algorithm for the back-propagation neural network. 
is de cribed in [261. 
The set of images was divided into three categories: the train ing set. the validation 
set and the te ting set. The training set was used to prepare training vectors to the 
neural networks. The val idation set was u ed for the purpose of early stopping the 
training proce s to prevent over-training of the neural network. The testi ng . et was 
used to measure an error and for visual evaluation of the quality of the algori thm. 
The training set consisted of 40.000 feature vectors for each (of two) neural 
network . . The images from Appendix I were used for generati on of these vectors. For 
two network 80,000 (2x40.000) feature vectors were u ed in total. However. thi 
number of training vectors was shown to be inadequate becau e there was a visible 
di fference in G 1 and G2 components in the te. t images. This means that stati stically 
the training set is a ymmetric. On the other hand extending the training set 
problematic due to limit on computational re ource . It u ually took 12-18 hour 111 
order to complete the learn ing procedure. One of the pos ible solution i u. ing a 
training set redundancy removal algorithm. One of the simplest algorithms proposed 
is the Fisher criteri on 127] for removing redundant vectors. Another approach is to use 
the ame neural network to select only vector that are approximated with insufficient 
accuracy and than, train more aggre. ·ively on thi . et. 
The dataflow of the neural net demo aicking experiment is i llustrated in Figure 13 
below: 
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Figure 13: Data now for learning of the artificial neural net for demosaicking. 
t error 
There are two nontrivial components in the scheme: decompo e and compose. To 
improve the accuracy of interpolation, the knowledge of hue con tancy wa used for 
feature input and output vector preparation. The ratio between neighbour colour 
component. typically change slowly in natural images. Hence. the samples were 
taken not in linear . cale but in logari thmic ·cale. 
lm11g e Input 
vectors 
........ vectors • 
• 
__. 
I output ~ vectors • 
F igure 14: Scheme of decompo ing RGB image for artificial neural network interpolation. 
The backward compo ing task consisted of conver ion of the value to a linear scale 
from a logari thmic one and combining one input colour and two interpolated value 
for each pixel i n an image. Thi i shown in Figure 15. 
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input 
vectors 
output 
vectors 
Figure 15: Scheme or composing the input and output vectors to receive a ful l colour RGB image. 
The mean square error was u. ed in learning and image comparisons. The fo llowing 
four size of the neighbourhood were used for the experiment: 
I . Three by three neighbour area, N = I 
2. Fi ve by five neighbour area. N = 2 
3. Seven by seven neighbour area, N:::: 3 
4. Nine by ni ne neighbourhood, N = 4 
For every neural net the process of training was continued unti l an early sropping 
condition is satisfied. The early stopping method is a technique where the availab le 
input- to-output vector set is split in to a training set and a va lidation set. The train ing 
set is directly u. ed for the train ing. After each step i n the training proces the network 
is eva luated on the validation set. The train ing i. deemed to be completed when the 
minimum MSE on the val idation is achieved. 
B. Results of the experiment 
T he training set used is shown in the Appendix I (p. 209). The images were chosen to 
represent a maximum number of colours and wide range of spatial frequencie whist 
retaining a limited learning vector si ze. The following image was used for early 
stopping of the learning process and for checking the results o f demosaicking: 
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Figure 16. The image used for early stopping and evaluation 
Figure 17. Resulting images from interpolalions: 3x3 (top-left), 5x5 (top-right), 
7x7 (bouorn-lefl) and 9><9 (bouom-right) 
ln Figure 17 the outputs from the neural nets are shown. These images were resized to 
fit onto the page. A zoomed in fragment of the images is shown in Figure 18 for 
closer comparison. 
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Figure 18: Magnif1ed area in the interpolated image!.: JxJ (top-left), 5x5 (top-right), 
7x7 {l:><mom-lcft) and 9x9 (honom-righl) 
s can be seen after visual asse ment of the result the vi ible difference is on ly 
between 3x3 and the rest of the images, For example, a '·zipper" effect can be een in 
the 3x3 interpolated image, It i marked as (a) area. The mean square errors are shown 
in Table IL 
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TABLE H 
M SF. OF II"TERPOLATED \llTIIODS WITII DIFFERL"T ~EIGIIBOURIIOOD SIZE 
Si1e of MSE 
neighbourhood 
3x3 O.O<ll72 
5x5 0.00095 
7x7 0.0<)105 
9x9 0.00 103 
The comparison of MSE also shows that there is no ignificant increase in the 
accuracy of demosaicking for nei ghbourhood sizes greater than SxS. In fact they are 
wor. e. 
C. Interpretation of the results 
This experiment is just an example of using artificial neural networks for 
demosaicking. Although. it is based on limited assessment (only 5 images were used 
for the training) there is a good indicati on of ati factory per formance. The errors are 
mainly related to the sharp edges. The exper iment showed con·elation between the 
size of neighbourhood and accuracy of demosaicking. The di fference of 3x3 and SxS 
can be clearl y seen. The rest of the neighbours (7x7 and 9x9) showed slightly worse 
performance. This could be due to hortage of reliable training data. On the other 
hand it wa. found to be extremely difficult to perform the experiment wi th larger 
training sets because the process of learning consumed about 2 gigabytes of memory 
for neighbourhood of 9x9. As a result the learning process required days rather than 
hours. Jn addition the resulting networks were often overfitted (i.e. they interpolated 
training set well , however the accuracy was much worse on validation set. In order to 
confirm the re ·ult more experiments are required. Thi i left as future work. 
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2.2 Comparison of the artificial net architectures for 
demosaicking 
Artificial neural nets can potentially be useful tools for image qual ity optimizations in 
digital cameras. But before the neural nets are used for this purpose they themselves 
need to be optimized for this task . In the prev ious section it was shown that for 
general comparisons it is enough to use a 5 x 5 neighbourhood of Bayer CFA for the 
restoration of all three co lours in a given pixel position. T his section aims to find the 
answer to the following is ues: 
• Selecting the best way of training the neural net 
• Selecting the best architecture for the neural net 
A. Choosing the best way of training the neural net 
The methods for training of the neural net are: offline training, on li ne tra ining on fu ll 
size image and online training on a reduced size image. 
Offline training 
Offli ne training was used in the previous ecti on for the evaluation of the optimal size 
of the neighbourhood for demosaicking. Briefly it can be described a train ing on a set 
of images wh ich i different from the images which wi ll be proce sed. The re ultam 
neural net is fixed and can process the images w ithout further reconfi guration or re-
training. When trained fully a neural network can then be hardwired into chips for 
digital cameras. The final neural net can then prov ide good performance on a large 
variety of images. Such a device needs to contain a large number of neurons and 
connections. Thus, it requires large amounts of representati ve train ing data (should 
not contain, for example, all dark images) and the training times will consequently be 
long. Another di advantage of this large neural net is that it is impossible w ay the 
train ing finished near the global minimum of interpolation error. Quite often the 
training fini she in a local minimum of error unless the neural net has only one layer 
of neuron . 
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Online training on a full size image 
Online training is possible only when the original image is available. A neural net i 
in effect retrained for every new image. The task is to receive the image as close to 
the ori ginal as possible. It ha no application in digital cameras. This method is 
suitable only for simu lations as the ori ginal image has to be known a priori. It 
requires small amounts of training data (only one image) and short learning time. 
A I o. the neural net itself could be much simpler in compari son to the offli ne-training 
method. On the other hand. the size of this type of neural net should be carefully 
se lected as a ituation of over-learning may easily occur. For example an ex treme 
condition is when the number of coeff icients (weights) in the net is comparable with 
the number of pixels in the image. 
Online training on a reduced size image 
This method is a combination of the above two. A lthough the original image is not 
availab le for the training in real appl ications, a reduced size image can be restored 
with good prec ision using low-pass filtering and sub-sampling. The neural net can be 
trained every time on thi reduced ize image and then the prepared net can be used 
for the demosaicking of a full size image. Thi method incorporates some of the be t 
parts from both online and offli ne method uch as quick training, mall quantity of 
training data and the small number of neurons required. However, there hould be an 
addi tional facility implemented in hardware to provide a fa t and reliable way of 
performing on-the-fly training for every new image to be demosaicked. 
Conclusion on training method 
A nalyzing both the advantages and disadvantages of the above methods it is possible 
to conclude that the onl ine training of a full ized and the online training on a reduced 
ize method provide the be t combinations of characteri tic . For the pure imulation 
it is po sible to use the online training while i f the po sibi li ty of implementation in 
hardware is also requ ired the online train ing on a reduced size image can be u ed. 
There are however more sophi ticated way of u ing the neural net for demosaicking. 
For example the whole mo aicked image can be divided into ti les and then the neural 
net can be trained individual ly on each ti le. The who le image can then be processed 
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using mooth interpolation of the net weights when cro sing the tile boundaries. The 
reduced amount of processing data and the adaptation for local characteristics of an 
image can resull in improvement of both speed and quali ty of demosaicking. This 
technique can be applied for both online methods. 
B. Choosing the best architecture of the neural network 
Back-propagation artificial neural network have been u. ed extensively in this thesis 
(as well as single layer perceptron networks). lt is a well establi hed class of neural 
nets with an estab lished et of training algorithms. Back-propagation is just a 
generalization of the Widrow-Hoff learning rule [281 to nonlinear differentiable 
transfer functions and multiple- layer networks. A network is trained by using input 
vectors and the con·esponding target vectors until it can approximate a function or 
translate input vector. into required output vector.. Any function with a finite number 
of discontinui ties can be approximated by a network with a sufficient number of 
biases, u sigmoid layer, and a linear output layer. 
The Widrow-Hoff learn ing rule is a gradient descent algorithm, as is the standard 
back-propagation. Jn it the network weights are moved in the opposite direction to the 
performance function gradient. The wt~y in which the gradient i computed for 
nonlinear muhilayer network. is referred by the term of back-propagation. The basic 
algorithm has a number of variations. They are based on tandard optimization 
techniques, for example conjugate gradient and Newton methods. 
Rea enable answers can be received from properly trained back-propagation 
networks when presented wi th inputs that are close to training input vectors. 
Typica lly, a new output is a weighted superposition of the correct output for 
neighbouring input vectors u ed in training. Once a representative et of input/target 
vectors is establ ished this general feature of neural nets make i t possible to get good 
results without training the network for all po ible input/output combinations. There 
however a! way a problem of electing a repre entative et of input/output vectors. 
For the purpo e of demosaicking there is a strong requirement that the training of a 
neural net hould converge to the global minimum for the error. A for many 
application , this requirement puts the limitation on the number of layers used in an 
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artificial neural network. Ideally i t should have one layer of neurons and a linear 
output transfer function, but thi s can restrict the ability of a neural net to adjust to the 
nonl inearity of the input data and nonlinear correlations between the inputs. 
Two po, ible architectures have been proposed. ln both case the input range 
(pixel intensity) was fO, l ]. The first architecture has a single layer of neurons with 
linear transfer funclion but the inputs are not only samples from the neighbourhood 
but al so all combinations of products of the input samples. The linear transfer function 
is defined as: 
{
I, 
!in(x) = ~: 
if X> I 
if x< 0 
olherwise 
(63) 
In other words the inputs are combined in order to form a complete quadratic 
polynomial. I f the size of the required neighbourhood of a pixel a. N x N and the 
number of inputs of neural network is M , then the formula for the number of inputs 
for the proposed neural network architecture is: 
(64) 
Thus, for the neighbourhood 5 X 5 the number of inputs of the neural net will be 350. 
Let u con. ider a pixel neighbourhood with size 5 x 5 shown in the fi gure below: 
lzt lzz lz3 lt4 lzs 
lzo 17 Is lg I to 
lt9 Is lt lz ltt 
Its Is 14 13 ltz 
lt7 Its Its ItA 113 
Figure 19: Index notation for the green location 
Polynomial input · are obtained from the neighbourhood as follows: 
(65) 
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There are two missing co lours for each pixel thus there hould be two outputs. Also 
there are four different locations in the Bayer pauern which is why there hould be 
four different neural nets trained independently . The equation which describe each of 
the four neural networks is: 
0 11 =fin(~ W11111 • ?,11 (f)} /'LE { 1,2} (66) 
Bias coefficient for all neurons was set to zero and was not changed during the 
training ( b, = 0 ). This is because there is a natural constraint that zero input vectors 
should alway produce zero output. The scheme of the neural nets is shown in Figure 
20. 
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Figure 20: Four simple ingle layer perceptron neural networks used for four Bayer CFA locations. 
The second propo ed architecture i a two-layer neural network. The fir t layer i the 
o-called hidden layer and the second layer is the outplll layer. The transfer function 
of the first layer i log-sigmoid, i.e. 
sigmoid(x ) = - 1- _-
1 +e ( (67) 
The output layer transfer function is the same as for the first proposed architecture 
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{I, if X> I 
lin(x)= 0, if x < 0 
x, otherwise 
(68) 
The number of inputs of the input layer is M = N x N = 25. The architecture of the 
propo. ed multi layer neural net work is shown in Figure 2 1. 
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Figure 21: f our multiple layer back-propagation neural ne tworks u~cd fo r the four Baycr CfA 
locations. 
The hidden layer contains 6 neurons with a log-sigmoid transfer function. The 
number of the neurons in the hidden layer has been chosen after several experiments 
as a compromise between the speed of learning and re ulting accuracy of the neural 
network. Each neuron of the hidden layer i connected to all inputs. The ourpw layer 
consist of 2 neurons. each having a saturated linear transfer function and the mis ing 
colours are formed at the output. The equation for each o f the four networks is defined 
a follow : 
(M (M )J 0 , =lin L w,m ·sigmoid L wm4 · 14 , n E (1,2} 
m=l k=l 
(69) 
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TABLE Ill 
R ESl'LTS OF CO~IPARISO, OF THE TWO ARCIIITECTURES OF ARTIFICIAL .'IEt'RAL ' E'I'WORKS AKD TWO WAYS OFTRAII\11\G. 
R ESt'LTS OF BILINEAR INTERPOLA noN AND V 1IRI1\BLE NL',\IBER OF GRADIENTS ARE INCLUDED FOR nil! REFERENCE 
Method MSE PSNR NCD 
Bilincar dcmosaicking 0.00228 26.4 1 0. 153 
Vmiable Number of Gradiems 0.00 104 29.82 0. 106 Dcmosaicking 
One layer AI N with reduced 0.00387 2~. 1 2 0.247 
>it..c image on line training 
One layer A with full >i7.c 0.002 12 26.74 0.187 image on line training 
Two la yen. AN with reduced 0.00 162 27.9 1 0. 160 ~iLe image on line training 
Two layer; AN with full , ;7.c 0.00 105 29.79 0.129 image on line training 
For both architectures two types of training have been carried out: online training 
on full . ize images and online trai ning on reduced size images. The Kodak Image Set 
(24 images) from [701 was used for the experiments. The qual ity has been evaluated 
using three measures: mean square error, peak signal to noise ratio and normalized 
co lour difference. All of these method· are described in detail in Appendix A on 
p. 193. 
The result are summarized in Table Ill. For comparison. the results of bilinear 
demosaicking and also Variab le umber of Gradients interpolation were al o 
included in the tab le. 
As can be ·een from the results the best precision IS achieved with Variable 
Number of Gradients method. However, the two- layer artificial neural network w ith 
ful l image size training showed the second best performance. The results of it in MSE 
and PSNR measures are very close to the best results obtained in this experiment. 
A lso, its NCO resul ts are significantly better than bilinear demosaicking. The worst 
result i s obtained from one-layer artifi cial neural net with reduced size image training. 
For all ea es there is significant difference between performances of one-layer and 
two-layer neural networks for both full ize and reduced size image train ing. [t i 
po sible to conclude that the two- layer network i more ui table for demosaicking 
purpo es than polynomial-one layer network for the test daraset However none of the 
ANN approaches could outperform Variable Number of Gradients method. 
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2.3 Conclusion 
A new application of artificial neural networks for the purpose of demosaicking is 
introduced in this chapter. The new ro le of the neural network is proposed: by fixing 
the architecture of the neural network and, rhus, fixing its computational power it is 
poss ible to quick ly build new demosaicking methods for the new (non-classic) sensor 
patterns. This allows a comparison of different sensor patterns independently from 
custom-built demosaicking algorithms. 
The goal of this chapter is al o to determine the architecture of an artifi cial neural 
network which is optimal for rhis purpose. Ir was found through experiment that the 
optimal ize of neighbourhood to be used as input vector for a neural network is 5x5. 
The smaller ize neighbourhood does not appear to provide enough data for the 
restoration of high frequencies. With sizes of the neighbourhood larger than 5x5 it i. 
difficult to perform the train ing in a reasonable time or on a sufficient set of training 
data. 
I t is also shown that online training of a neural net is a fast and reliable way of 
comparing different sensor layouts without any adjustment to the architecture of the 
neural network itself. The back-propagation neural net with only one input layer (6 
neuron ) and one hidden layer (2 neurons) provided image qual ity comparable but 
slightly wor e than one of the "best-in-class" demosaicking method (Variable Number 
of Gradients). 
These re. ults will be used in the following chapters to design neural networks for 
comparison of new kinds of sensor patterns. One way of enhancement is to form a 
sensor pattern based on the spatial colour resolution of the human vision. It is partially 
achieved in the Bayer pattern where the number of the green amples is double that of 
the red or blue ones. However, thi s approach could be exploited further. Taking into 
account that the human' spatial resolution of the luminance i higher than the 
resolu tion of the chrominance, it i po sible to mix-in the luminance into every pixel 
of a ensor thus increasing the resolution of the luminance component and decrea ing 
the spatial resolution of the chrominance. 
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Another way o f enhancement o f a sen or pattern is finding a pattern layout which 
produces fewer anefacts such as zipper and confelli effects. In many cases such 
artefacts are the re ult of interference of the repetiti ve image contenr (such as a fence 
or brick wal l) and the repetiti ve structure of the sensor. By changjng the frequencies 
and locations of colour samples on a CCD array it could be possible to improve the 
image quality. The neural networks can therefore be used in order to compare 
efficiently such a new sensor layouts without the effort of introducing '·custom-made·· 
demosaicking algorithms. 
In the next two chapters the author applies the gained knowledge in order to solve 
two practical tasks: modification of sensor's spectral characteri stic and optimization 
or its panern layout 
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Chapter 3: 
Perceptually based enhancement of Bayer CFA 
filters 
Most demosaicking algorithm have been based on the assumption that CFA samples 
contain .. pure" co lour . This is. however. nor the case in practice. Colour filters in the 
CCD sensors are far from ideal and usual ly the intensity measured at a pixel 
effecti vely consists of the intended fi lter colour plus contributions from other spectral 
components. This can be interpreted as the luminance information being added 10 
every array element. Therefore. the luminance could potent ially be restored with more 
accuracy by comparing to a CFA with "pure" colours. On the other hand, 
chrominance components wi 11 be less accurate than "pure'' colours. The human 
perception is al. o adapted to receive more luminance information than chrornimmce. 
Hence, the optimal characteristics of a CFA filter can be e timated by exploiting 
knowledge of human vision. 
3.1 Basic concept 
In formation about the colour in every ensor cel l should be restored as three 
component vector which contain red. green and blue value . The intensity of light a 
given at a poin t on a photo ensor depends on the wavelength of the measurement. As 
was mentioned before in the general case it is a continuous function. 
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Figure 22: Approximation of continuous spectrum with finite number of samples of intensi ty. 
Nevertheless, a full y continuous light spectrum is technicall y impossible due to the 
quantum nature of all image sources. For the purpose of demosaicking, the continuous 
spectrum detected at a given point of a sensor can be approximated as a fin ite number 
of intensity bars each covering a relati ve ly short range o f wavelengths. According to 
Ill I the intensity of the detected light at any pi xel location can be represented w ith 
given accuracy as a P -band vector r : 
r = 
r I 
(70) 
where the number of bands P is selected according to the accuracy required. The 
approx imation is illustrated in Figure 22. The fi l ter characteri stic for every CFA can 
be represented as matriK S : 
(71 ) 
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where Q i. the number of colours which a colour filler array can detect. Usuall y, it is 
three or four colours. The output of the ensor is given by: 
c = Sr (72) 
The output co lours from the sensor are mixed with the noise produced by the sensor. 
This sensor noise is explained by the photon nature of the l ight and has a Poisson 
distribution. In order to simplify the formulae and minimize the amount of 
computation. the image samples can be converted to a pace where the noise has a 
normal distribution (i.e. Gaussian). lt can be done usi ng the variance stabilizing 
transform. If there is a relation between mean and variance: 
(73) 
The following transformation makes variances approximately equal -even if means 
di ffer: 
Y = f(X ), where f'(;.L) = [~()1 ))-12 (74) 
In the Poisson distribution it is possible to approximate with normal distri bution as 
follows: 
(75) 
Therefore the stabi lizing tran form for a Poisson distribution is: 
J(X)=.JX (76) 
This can also be done for the samples of ori ginal intensity r . AI o it is important to 
note that colour c is not in perceptual ly uniform colour space and it is required to 
perform additional conversion in order to obtain the colours for which perception-
based difference i Euclidian. 
5 In July 2003 Sony ha introduced a newly developed 4 colour lilter CCD. Sony'l> new ·'RGB+E'' 
CCD image sensors are aiming to incrcw c colour accuracy, line-tuning the colour arrays to bcucr gel 
with the quirks of human colour perception. 
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With a certain range of colours it can be a sumed that linear tran formation is 
enough to convert co lours from the sensor's raw colour pace to perceptually uni form 
colour space: 
h = Ac (77) 
where A is the matr ix wh ich conver ts the output colour c to normalized perception-
based tri stimu lus vector h . 
Now it is helpful to consider two neighbour pi xels c, and c2 • Their correspondi ng 
pixels in perceptually-ba ed colour space are h 1 and h:! re pecti vely. A uming that 
the pcrception-ba. ed di tance between them is Euclidean and defined a : 
(78) 
Using Equati on (77) it is possib le to obtain: 
(79) 
The approx imated values of the ori ginal intensities for the pi xels c1 and c2 are 
denoted as r, and r2 . [t can be assumed that a priori probability density functi on 
p(r2lr1) is known and obey the Gau. sian (normal) distribution: 
(80) 
where E is the covariance matri x of the components of the vecror r . Using the 
property 1291 that i f x == By is a linear transformation of p(x )= N(J1, E) where B is 
an N x M matrix then y has a multivari ate normal distribution w ith an expected 
value 811 and variance6 BEBr i .e .. p(y ) = N(B,...,Br:Br ). T hen, the probabilities 
a sociated with the CCD outputs will be: 
6 The definition of this term differ from book to book. Feller 130) terms this matrix ' the variance of 
the random vector X ·, since it is the generali£ation of the one-dimensional ea e. On the other hand, it 
is the matrix of covariances between the scalar components or the vector X. Hence: 
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(8 1) 
Similar ly. the probabi lity distribution function in the percepti on-based space wi ll be: 
(82) 
The variance of thi s distribution i s: 
(83) 
The task can be defined as minimization of the error in perception-ha eel space while 
preserv ing the expected values o f co lours for al l vo lume of the colour space. Using 
Equation (72) and Equation (77) i t is possible to define h through r : 
h = ASa· (84) 
The minimization of the en-or in this space is equal to minimization of vari ance: 
arg minJvar(h ~ = arg minj(AS!: -1S r A r t' I 
. A , A 
(85) 
where Jvar(h~ is determinant of var(h ). While preserving the condition: 
AS = Const (86) 
cov(x, x) = cov(x) = var(x) = E [(x - E[x D(x - E[x ]Y] 
Neverthelc s, the ··cros -covariancc" notation between two vecto rs is always: 
cov(x, y) = E[(x - E [x ]XY - E[y ]Y] 
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This condit ion needs to be preserved as it is required to obtain the . ame resu lt colours 
as they were before optimization. In other word , for every input pectrum r i t i 
required to obtain specific colour h . 
This resul t can be interpreted as follows. l t can be imagined for simplicity that the 
co lour signal consists only o f two components R and G. The consideration can be 
easil y extended to three colours. Accord ing to 1391 and 143 1 the spatial resolution of 
the human eye in the r + g directi on and r- g direction is not the ame. The 
experiments showed that the di rection of r + g has grearer spatial resolution. It i · also 
termed luminance. The small lertcrs rand g are used here to denote the measured 
value , capitals R and G are used for real co lours which are to be restored. The 
improvement of the luminance accuracy can be achieved by replacing original fi lter. 
wi th new filters which have the linearl y combined spectral characteristics of the 
ori ginal fil ters. T his is shown in Figure 23. After such rep lacement the accuracy of the 
di fference w ill be reduced, but the spati al sensiti vity o f the human eye sensiti v ity for 
colour i s low . Therefore the overall percepwal quality can increase. 
g , rz 
Replacement 
c:+d=a+h=l 
Figure 23: The replacement of filte r characteristic of the en or 
(c + d =a + b = I . a > 0, b > 0, c > 0, d > 0) 
The two dimen ional probabi l ity density functions for two types of sen ors are 
illustrated in Figure 24. The ori ginal value of colour can be expressed from the 
mea ured value as: 
(87) 
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Where G1 is an original value of green co lour at the pixel location g 1 (see Figure 23). 
Similarly G2 is an ori ginal value of green colour at the location '2. lt i assumed that 
the distribution of two neighbouring pixels has the ame form but a greater variance, 
thus: 
(88) 
In Figure 2~ an ell ipsoid of equal spatial sensitivi ty i. shaded. The measurements of 
interpolation for a modified colour sen. or . hould be performed in co lour pace which 
has the di tance defined close t to the visual co lour-intensity difference. 
Figure 24 can be explained as follows: p(R2 .G2 ir:?. ,g1 ) is likelihood of having 
ori ginal colours R, and G, at pi xel location 2 (. ee Figure 23) given that value r, is 
- - -
observed at pixc l location 2 and t: 1 is observed at pi xcl location I . The probabil i ty 
distributions arc modelled as the Gauss ian distributions. Thus, the probable area i. 
displayed a. an ellipsoid. The red colour r2 is measured at given location and it is 
po. sible ro estimate original red co lour R2 wi th better preci ion than G2 for which we 
have ample g1 measured at neighbour location only. Th is is why the ellipsoid is 
tretched along the green colour direction. Similar description can be applied to 
p(R1, G1 1 r2 , g 1 ) shown a a green ell ip oid which is stretched along the red colour 
directi on. Let us imagine that the human eye is most sen itive to an inten. ity which 
can be defined as: 
I = R+G 
Through modifications of the sensor filters as hown in Figure 23 i t is possible to 
obtain the inten ity I with better accuracy. The ellip oid p(R2 +G2 , R2 - G2 1 r1 ,g1 ) 
and p(R2 + G2 , R2 - G2 1 ar1 + bg,. cr1 + dg 1 ) are shown in Figure 24 for comparison. 
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r 
Figure 24: Ellipsoid of probability di\tribution in (r. g) space. The ellipsoid of equal spatial 
. ensitiviry is filled in grey 
3.2 Experiment description 
The spectral characteristics of sensors improve quickly with every new generation of 
CFAs. As a result it i difficult to obtain precise and detai led characteristi cs of modern 
colour filter arrays. For this reason thi s chapter propo e. a method of improvement 
starting from rhe "ideal .. co lour filters of CFA. The two-layer arrificial neural network 
described in Chapter 2 was used for the simulati on (see Figure 2 1 ). 
A computer based simulation was used for both optimization of colour filter 
characreristi cs and the evaluation of the results. The standard ("idear') and modified 
Bayer patterns were compared using the neural networks. The standard co lour fi Iter 
has ideal response i .e. all three colours are pure co lours. The modified pattern has a 
mix of red green and blue colours at each location. 
The used architecture was a two- layer neural network. The scheme of the neural 
net is shown in Figure 25. The fir t layer i the so-ca lled hidden layer and the second 
layer i the ourpHI layer. The transfer function of the fir t layer i log-sigmoid as in 
Equation (67). The output layer has saturated linear transfer function a shown in 
Equation (68). 
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Figure 25: 1\rchitectures o f the back-propagation neural networks used in the experiment. 
The hidden layer contains 6 neurons with a log-sigmoid transfer funct ion. Each 
neuron of the hidden layer i connected to all inputs. Unlike the neural network 
descried in Chapter 2 the owput layer consi ts of 3 neurons. each representing one of 
three colour . 
In order to obtain the new optimal characteri stics of co lour filters a special colour 
con·ection matrix M is introduced. From Equation (72) the initial pectral 
characteristic of the en or is denoted a matrix S . Therefore, the characteristic of the 
optimized sen or can be defined as: 
(89) 
where M i a 3x3 matrix. In practice the coefficients from each row were used 
eparately in order to obtain red, green and blue colour at four different locations of 
the modified filter. 
The overall proce of the optimization i. shown in Figure 26. In the initial rate 
the colour correction matrix M i et as an identity matrix. 
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Estimation of the 
new matrix M 
Figu re 26: The diagram of the <.lemosaicking processing. 
The first step of the optimization is to perform demo aicking of every image in the 
database using current colour correction matrix M . The original RGB images are 
mosaicked into the Bayer pattern with the matrix M applied in this process. Then the 
neural network restores the original/missing colours. The resulting restored images are 
compared with originals and the Normalized Colour Difference (NCD) metri c is 
computed fo r every image. After that the individual NCD values are used to obtain the 
average NCD for the whole image database. 
The next step is to find a minimal possible value of the average NCD by modifying 
the matri x M . This is done by using a gradient descendant algorithm. The popular 
BFGS algorithm l3 I] was used. This method is derived from the Newton method and 
belongs to the qua i-Newton clas of algorithm . The difference to the Newton 
method is that BFGS method does not require the second derivatives matri x (or 
Hessian matri x) to be calculated. Instead of the exact Hessian matrix it u es 
approximated second derivatives. Thi. approach require storage for the approx imated 
Hessian matrix. For a neural net with N weights and biases the matrix will have a 
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dimension NxN. Due to thi s memory requirement it is difficu lt to apply BFGS 
method to large neural networks. However, it is convenien t and fast for the current 
application. 
The process of optimization stops once the optimal matrix M is found. The 
standard Kodak Image Set from f701 was used for the experiments as the target image 
database. This data set is very well establ ished in the image signal processi ng 
community and used in numerous publications. The images in this set represent a 
variety of typica l scenes; however. it need · to be taken into account that the databa e 
is stored in sRGB colour space and the results for linear co lour space which come 
direct ly from the ensor cou ld be different. The sRGB is a nonlinear (gamma 
corrected) colour space, while in the real world applications demosaicking is usually 
applied to linear RAW amples from a ·ensor. In . pile of thi di advantage the author 
decided w u. e it j ust because it is a de facto standard for publications related to 
demosaick i ng. 
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Figure 27 : Results of dcmosaicking wi th anilicial neural net works: (left) before colour li lt er 
optimization, (right) after colour !iller optimi t.:ation. 
3.3 Experiment results 
The images demosaicked with neural networks before and after colour fi lter 
optimization are hown in Figure 27. The restoration of the colours is more preci e 
after optimization. This is especially vi ible in red object where spatial re elution i 
defined by les frequent red pixels. 
The quality has been evaluated using three mea ure : mean quare error, peak 
ignal to noise ratio and normalized colour difference. All the e method are 
de cribed in detail in Appendix A on p. 193. As was previously mentioned the 
imulation used a range of pixel intensity value. within the range [0, 1]. 
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TABLE IV 
ERROR OF INTE.RPOL,\TION BEFORE. i\ND ,\FTER OPTIMIZi\TION 0 1' THE CHi\Ri\CTE.RISTICS OF TH£ COLOUR FIL TE.R 
Filler MSE PSNR NCD 
" ideal'' Bayer filter (Before 0.00 112 29.5 1 0. 139 Optimization) 
Modified Bayer fi lter (afler 0.00097 30. 13 0. 117 
optimization) 
The results are summarized in Table IV. The fi gures in the table are averaged error 
values derived from the entire image database. As can be seen from the results after 
optimization are better according to all three measures. The final colour correction 
matrix M obtained after optimization is: 
3.4 Conclusion 
[
0 448 0.249 
M = 0:289 0.454 
0. 11 2 0.364 
0.3031 
0.257 
0.524 
(90) 
A new method of optimization of the colour fi lter array's characteri stic based on 
human vision has been proposed. The artificia l neural networks were proved to be a 
convenient and flex ible tool for the evaluation of newly specified colour filter 
patterns. The results of optimization are either evaluated visually or using the 
described method of perceptually based automated comparison. It is also shown that 
the proposed method of colour fi lter optimization gives a better resul t accordi ng to the 
MSE, PSNR and NCD measures. However, the experiment with parameters from real 
sensor remains to be seen. For this experiment the behaviour of CFA can be simulated 
using a multi-spectral image database. It is also of interest to compare the accuracy of 
the proposed method of error esti mation with human based assessments. These two 
tasks are included into thejitture work section. 
Artificial neural networks can be used not only for the analysis of the optimal 
spectral characteristics of a sensor's filters but also for the optimization of its layout. 
Using the adaptive capabilities of neural networks it is possible to effectively compare 
different layout patterns of colour filter arrays. In the next chapter two alternatives to 
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the classic Bayer layout are proposed and compared. Neural networks are one of the 
three methods of compari son used in th i thesis. 
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Chapter 4: 
Assessments of colour pattern layouts 
The performance of digi tal cameras depend not only on the accuracy of methods of 
restoration of missing co lour samples (demosaick ing) for a given colour filter array. 
but from spatial configuration of the colour en. ors in the array itself. On the other 
hand it is hard to evaluate the performance of a given CFA wi thout using some 
demosaicking algori thm. To reso lve this dependence th ree methods or comparison 
have been proposed. The first method is based on measuring windowed averages of 
colours on large areas. The second method provide. visual comparison of interference 
between a regular wave pattern and a CFA. The th ird method is ba ed on utilizati on of 
a ingle layer perceptron neural network to build a demosaicking algorithm for the 
selected colour fi lter arrays. 
4.1 Introduction 
Since the introduction of the Bayer co lour fi lter array [I] in 1975, digital 
photography has seen dramatic progress. However, one feature of digital photography 
which has remained almost unchanged throughout the decades is the layout of co lour 
components in the photo-sen iti ve array. 
The de-facto . tandard i the Bayer colour fi lter array which is proven to be 
technologically fea ible and robust enough for a w ide variety of applications. 
Although alternati ve are available on the market (such as Foveon CFA) their 
wide pread uptake ha been uppre sed due to technological difficulties in production 
which lead to increased costs of the produced electronic chips. 
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The Bayer co lour array was based on knowledge of human visual perception 
avai lable at that time and is consistent wi th the theory of YUV colour space. The 
purpose of thi s thesis chapter i to evaluate an optimal distribution of colour 
components in a colour filter array where the YUV model is not assumed. Several 
alternati ve colour patterns wi ll be compared and appropriate performance mctrics will 
be introduced. 
As an example of the above it can be considered how the luminance component i 
calculated from red. green and blue colour in a clas. ic YUV conversion 137]: 
Y = 0.299R + 0.587G +0. 114B (91 ) 
This linear formula provides only rough approximation for the luminance colour 
resolution and the contrast and overall harpne. s of the resu ltant grey image differ 
significantly after converting it from a full colour image. The reason is that the human 
sense of intensity of colour is not equal to the capability of resolving colours in space. 
In this th esis the experimental resul ts 1381, 139 1 and 1431 about capabi li ty of the 
human eye to designate co lours in space are u ed. 
4.2 Selecting colour patterns for evaluation 
Since there are an infinite number of po sible co lour filter layouts it i necessary to 
select a . mall number of candidates for further evaluation. The selection of suitable 
patterns from all the possible configuration is a complex task which i not de. cribed 
in detai I here, however the constrain ts used are (brietl y): 
• Minimization of the atomic bui lding block for the pattern. fn other words, i t 
should be a 2x2, 3x2 or 3x3 pattern. 
• The frequency of colour component should be imi lar in the horizontal and 
vertical dimensions. 
• The frequency of colour samples should be consistent wi th an e tabl ished 
theory of human visual perceptual sen itivity [39 ]. 
After removing trivial cases the fo llowing pattern were selected for evaluation: 
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I ) Standard Bayer CF A 2) 6 samples CF A 3) Diagonal Bayer CF A 
G R G R G R R G 8 R G 8 R G B R G B 
B G B G B G G 8 R G B R G 8 R G B R 
G R G R G R R G 8 R G 8 B R G 8 R G 
B G B G B G G B R G B R R G B R G B 
G R G R G R R G 8 R G 8 G B R G B R 
8 G 8 G 8 G G 8 R G 8 R B R G 8 R G 
Figure 28: Spatial layout of patterns used for evaluation 
The left hand layout pattern in Figure 28 represems the c lass ic Bayer pattern. The 
bui lding block in the Bayer pattern is a 2x2 matrix. The central layout represents the 
next possible size o f building block ( 3x 2 ). Contrary to the classic Bayer CFA the 
colours are mixed here in equal proportions. One disadvantage o f the 6 sample CFA i 
that it i not , ymmetrical to permutation of vertical and hori zontal dimensions. This 
type of asymmetry is removed in the diagonal Baycr CFA (ri ght hand pattern in 
Figure 28). It has a building block wi th dimensions 3x3 and in common with the 6-
sample CFA. has an equal number of each co lour fi Iter element. 
4.3 Methods of comparison 
Three different methods were selected to compare these CFAs: 
• Calculation of the average value of colour for a local area to compare 
mo aicked and original image in an image databa e. 
• Eva luation of errors in the average colours on synthetic patterns. 
• Creation of demosaicking algorithms using neural networks to evaluate 
their performance. 
Many modern robust demosaicking algori thms use implici t statistical as umptions 
about po ible configuration of mall image detail . Although they are mostly 
heuristic they work well for most cases. However, the exceptions are high frequency 
repetitive pattern where it is impo sible to restore all the data due to the Nyquist 
limit. {n thi ea e the algorithm can mi interpret not only local detai l bu t al o the 
mean colour of large areas. The ability to restore mean colours is highly dependent 
on the configuration of the CFA layout. 
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A. Evaluating errors in colour on Large image database 
Due to interference between image repetitive structures and the repetiti ve pattern of 
colour filter arrays, errors in interpolating co lour components can accumulate even on 
areas which are signi ficantly bigger than the demosaicking pattern itself. 
The image wi th a lighthouse which is used commonly i n artic les about 
demosaicking can show an illustration of this effect (Figure 29). 
Figure 29: The lighthouse i u. efu l to tudy the effect of in terference between image repetitive 
structures and the repetitive pattern of Bayer colour fi lter array. 
ln the picture above the original image and the result of simple demosaicking is 
hown. The demosaick.ing was carri ed out with Gaussian window averaging of colour 
planes. As can be seen the average col our on a fence i n the centre of the image is not 
whi te in the result image. This is not a disadvantage of the part icular algorithm but the 
fundamental problem of interference between the CFA and image contents. For 
example the same image with the same demosaicking method, but sampled wi th 
diagonal Bayer CFA wi l l look like that hown in Figure 30. 
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Figure 30: The 1.ame image with the same demo aicking method. but . ampled with diagonal Bayer 
CFA. As can be seen there is no interference on the fence. 
Using a representative image database it is possible to determine which pattern 
minimizes the colour averaging artefacts on areas larger than the minimal repetitive 
block of colour filter arrays. 
The UCID databa eversion 2 from [36 ] was u ed to perform the mea urement.. It 
contains 1338 uncompressed images. Each image has a size of 512 x 384. The images 
were captured using a Minolta DiMAGE 5 camera and stored in uncomprcsscd TIFF 
format. The original size of the CCD matrix of Minolta DiMAGE 5 camera is much 
larger than the fi nal image size and therefore high frequency detai l are well 
represented. Thus, it is assumed that the reference images are relati vely unaffected by 
the quali ty of optical system or the demosaicking algori thm used in this camera. The 
ori ginal images were mosaicked again by selective sampling of the RGB data using 
the patterns hown in Figure 28 for the experiment. Then, the following formula was 
u ed to calculate the average colours for each pixel : 
(92) 
' , 
- 1"+.1 " 
y 
I" I (93) 
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These formul as were used for calcu lation of the red average, R , however similar 
expressions were used for the other colour planes. M xy are matrices for demosaicking 
composed of zeros and ones. A value of I in M xy represents the presence of a given 
colour detecwr at position (x, y) and a va lue of 0 its absence. Equation (92) has been 
also used to calculate the average value for colour components. To do th is, all 
elements of matrix M xy were assumed to be unity. In other words we have all colour 
detectors in every position (x, y). For the purpose of quanti fyi ng the errors introduced 
by the array patterns. the mean square eJTOr. MSE has been calculated. However, it is 
recognized that thi s metric does not account for the differences that a human would 
perceive between the original and restored pictures. To estimate the visual difference 
the fol lowi ng simple model was used [381, [391 and l40l. The areas with a small 
deviation in co lour are not distinguishable for the human eye from those parts where 
the colour is exact. There is some thre hold beyond which the difference in colour 
becomes visible. T he theory suggests that for every combination of R, G and 8 
components there ex ists a three dimensional elli psoid of perceptually equi valent 
changes. The volume of indistinguishab le co lours can be roughly approx imated as a 
system of constraints: 
JR, - R,J ~ 0.02 
Jc, - c,J ~ o.o2 
JBa - B,J ~ 0.04 
(94) 
where R
11
,G, ,B0 E [0,1] are ori ginal colours and R, ,G,, B, E [0,1] are the restored 
colours. For the simplified model the constraints given in (94) give a volume in co lour 
space where samples are indistinguishable for the human eye. The volume is greater 
than the average volume of distinguishable colours. The capabili ty to reso lve colours 
by a human will also depend on the output device. Here the chosen maximum volume 
is used in order to detect the worst case, i.e. when errors in co lour restoration wou ld 
be visible on almost any output device. 
Al l images From the UCID databa e were used to compute MSE [361 of colour 
components. On the other hand another important part of image quality assessment is 
a detection of just noticeable differences in images under consideration. Therefore a 
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TABLE V 
R ESULTS 0 1' C0MI' IIRISON OF THE ALTERNA1NE COLOUR PATTERN LAYOUTS. TII REE I. AYOUTS WERE COMI'ARED: 
STANDARD BAYER. DIAGONAL BAYER AND 3X2 LAYOUT 
S1andard Bayer 2x2 Diagonal Bayer 3x3 3x2 1ayoul 
lVI SE 0.0123 0 .0 11 4 0.01 27 
R channel 
dcviarion 0.0053 0.0050 0.0058 
MSE 0.0108 0.0108 0.01 19 
G channd 
dcvialion 0.0047 0.0047 0.0052 
MSE 0.0 111 0.0 10.1 0.0 109 
B channel 
dcvintion 0.0047 0.0045 0.0047 
u111bcr of ' i~ible lllC!\11 3 1.t.39 l77.63 361.50 
di ffc r..:ncc~ deviation 153.25 139.35 173. 17 
total number of samples which exceeded the bounds of the volume defined in (94) 
was determined and included in the results table. A standard deviation figure was also 
ca lculated for both these characteri stics. Deviation can give us certain level of 
convenience when comparing CFAs using large image database. The results are show 
in T able V . 
A can be seen from Table V, the diagonal Bayer CFA outperform the . tandard 
Bayer pattern w ith the used co lour perception model. The 6 sample pattern i 
generall y in ferior to the tandard Bayer CFA. The errors produced by it are greater 
then for the other two an ays. 
B. Visualization of errors on synthetic images 
As has been explained, the demosaick ing of periodic structures can be the most 
challenging cases. The CFA has a tendency to interfere wi th these producing visible 
artef acts and as a result, false colours appear. In most cases the periodic tructures 
have an artificial origin such as fences, buildings, and so on. ln general , any discrete 
repetiti ve structure with size of repetiti ve block N x M can be written in rhe form of a 
OFT as: 
I (x, y) = Re[II c/11, . ei(.lll+,l'lll)l 
" m 
(95) 
where I is the pixel intensity, e i s Euler's number, i i the imaginary unit i = ~ 
and Re[ J is the real part of the complex function. The structures which can be 
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generated vary signi ficantly and can produce any combination of pixels in a block. 
Thi make. exploration of interference more difficult as it requ ire. more 
computations. To minimize experimental computation time only one-dimensional 
wave were used. They can be repre ented u ing the following subspace: 
l (x, y) = Re[e'1;H+II·,·•o ] (96) 
The formula (96) describes the waves . hewn in the figure below: 
figure J I: Simple waveform.~ which arc common in images: edge . bui ldings. fence!.. clothe!>. 
As wi ll be shown below this simpli f ication allow easy visualization of two 
dimensional images. fn addition. this kind of structure is reasonably representative of 
the type of pattern which is common in image . These types of pattern are vu lnerable 
from interference with CFA periodic . tructures. Usually false colour anefacrs are 
especially visible in uch textures. 
The procedure of visualization can be de cribed as follows: for every a and b 
with a given Nand M, find the maximum di fference between the windowed average 
of the original image and windowed average of the restored (from the mo aicked) 
image. 
(97) 
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where M~· describe coef ficients of the mosaicking pattern for the red channel. The 
formul as for green and blue channel are simi lar. The resul tant R(a,b), G(a, b), and 
B(a,b) can be j oined together and viewed a a colour image. Resul ts of the 
visual ization for the CFAs being considered are shown in Figure 32. The dark areas 
represent local error max ima; brighter areas show smaller en ors. The centre of each 
image represents the condition a = 0 and h == 0 . 
The images illustrate clearly which wave are most di fficult for interpolation for given 
filler and colour channel. Only one pattern is asymmetrical with re peer to colours. It 
is the classic Bayer array. As can be seen. the green channel has very low interference 
but the red and blue channels are sensitive to horizontal and vertical waves with 
wavelength of 4 ·D. . where 11 is the distance between centres of two horizontal or 
vertical cells. The second and third layouts taken for comparison demonstrate 
equivalent configuration of errors for every colour plane. T his is logical as they are 
symmetric with respect to the permutation of colours. 
As can be seen, the most sensiti ve to low frequency waves is the 6 pixels CFA. 
Then. for the Bayer CFA. en·ors for low frequencies ex ist for red and blue channels 
only (4 green pixels). The diagonal Bayer CFA can therefore be viewed as ineffective 
on diagonal waves but it produces no inter ference patterns if waves are directed 
vertically or horizontally. The visualization does not provide a quan ti tative mea ure of 
Red . :+:. + • + 
. 
Green • + + 
. 
Blue . :+:. + .. + 
Figure 32: Results of visualization of artefacts for Bayer CFA (left), 3x2 CFA (centre), Diagonal 
Bayer 3x3 CFA (right) 
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errors in colour interpolation; however it demonstrates clearly the weaknesses in the 
imaging of repetiti ve structures for each CFA. 
C. Utilization of neural networks for comparison of colour arrays 
The algorithms u. ed in demosaicking di ffer depending on the configuration of the 
CFA. As a result it i · difficult to compare the pure performance of different layouts of 
co lour filter arrays for demosaicking. Back-propagation l inear neural network can 
however be used to minimize this dependence. Neural nets were selected because it is 
possible to bui ld a demosaicking algorithm using a training process. The structure of 
the nets can be the same for all layout . This can possibly give us an assurance that 
the di fferences of performance of demosaicking w ill be not a result of robustness of 
an algorithm but mainly re ult of layout of a pattern . The elect ion of a suitable 
architecLUre7 of' the neural network is covered at length in Chapter 2. Although, the 
uti lization of non-linear two- layer back-propagation neural networks can provide a 
better per formance, linear one- layer perceptron neural networks have been chosen as 
they: 
• Converge to one and only one elution which represents minimum error for 
given training et and a neural net configuration. 
• Provide faster learning due to their impl ici ty. 
• Are compatible with well developed linear demosaicking H 11. 
A lternati vely it is pos ible to use linear regression method. but it was found that the 
too ls avai lable for neural networks provide more control on the process of find ing an 
7 It i sounds obviou lhat the best neural net archi tecture from previou chapters should be used. 
However for thi particular La k it i important to have exactly the ame computational power for all 
three layout . . This cannot be achieved with architecture from Chapters 2 and 3. The number of unique 
locations is varyi ng for elected layout meaning that the total number of neuron will al o vary from 
one layout to another. 
In addition, the current chapter chronologically repre ents the earl ier study when re uh from 
previous chapters were not available yet. 
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optimum. T he neural network confi guration used in the experiments is depicted in 
Figure 33. 
0 
/m 
Figure 33: Simple . ingle layer perccptron neural network has been u. ed for colour restoration 
Input images have been split in to 6x6 block . . The . ize was selected to fit an integer 
number of atomic blocks of each pattern given for evaluation. These blocks have been 
imerpolated by the neural network as a whole. The number of outputs for one block 
is: 
(98) 
where C = 3 i the number of co lours and H1,"~ ~ == w,,~ 4 = 6 for every CFA. Width 
and height have been chosen as the lowest common multiple of dimensions of t~ll the 
selected colour fi lter arrays to ensure that the total number of neuron can be the . ame 
for each array tested. Neighbours of size 12x I 2 have been chosen a inputs of the 
nets ( N = I 2 x 12 = 144 ). 
The output layer transfer function is: 
{
1, if x> l 
Lin(x) = 0, if x < 0 
x, otherwise 
(99) 
The ame image was used for learning and evaluation. lt was not the intention to 
create the be t pos ible net for demo aicking u ing an offl ine learn ing scheme, but in 
con tra t to explore the input data in the context of it linear correlation with a visually 
perceptible output image. [n other word there wa an attempt to fix the number of 
biases in the linear demosaicking algorithm and to fi nd which configuration of input 
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sample provides the best resultant image according to subjecti ve perception and M SE 
for RGB colour components. 
Mean quared error in the RGB colour pace for the lighthou e image are hown in 
Table Vl: 
TABLE VI 
M EAN SQUARE ERRORS IN I liE R(j8 C"OLO R FOR I IIF l.IGII I IIOUSE IMAGE 
Paucm Cla ... ,ic Baycr 3x2 paucm Diagonal Baycr 
~lSE 0.()()() 1539 0.0001062 0.0001297 
As can be seen the MSE measure correlates reasonably well with perceptual 
di f ference of ori ginal and restored images i hown in Figure 34. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 34: (a) result for classic Bayer pattern , (b) re ult for 3x2 pauern, (c) result for d iagonal Bayer 
pancrn 
Twenty random images from UClD [36] have been processed with colour restoring 
neural net . Restored images have been compared vi ually. During the vi ual 
asses ment the thesis author gave a qualitati ve result for each image triplet, giving the 
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TABLE VII 
Vi UAL ASSESSMI!NTS ON 20 J,'viAGI!S FROM UCIO 
Clas>ic Bayer 3x2 paucm Diagonal Baycr 
37.5 47 33.5 
best image 3 points the nex t 2 and the worst I . l f two images were indistingui hable in 
quality and both were best they were given 2.5 points each. If they were 
indistingui hable but wor. e than th ird image they both were given 1.5 points each. 
The points were . ummed and placed in the table as vi. ual asses ment points. The 
summary of the compari son i shown in Table VII. 
A nother metric used in the evaluation apart from MSE was Normalized Colour 
Difference (NCD). Both M SE and NCO measure are described in Appendix A on p. 
193. 
Neural network were trai ned for every image indi vidually. The MSE between the 
ori ginal RGB block and the output vector was used for train ing. The condition for 
halting the training proces was reaching a very small gradient of I o-10. The Neural 
etworks Toolbox in MATLA B 2006a was u. ed for the experiment . The roolbox 
allowed the setting of a stopping condition when the gradient became less than a 
predefined constant. The constant has been set to I o-10 which is close to zero (taking 
into account the limi tations of fl oating-point number representation in PC). This very 
small gradient was reachable because of the extreme simplicity of the applied neural 
network configuration. [t had on ly one layer with saturated linear transfer function. 
Experiments conducted with di fferent random initial biases but the same training data 
gave virtually identical solutions (within accuracy of computations). 
TABLE VIII 
RI!SULTS OF OI!:VIOSAICKING OF 1338 1\IAGES FRO~ I Til E UCID SI!T USING ARTIFICIAL 'IEURAL NETWORKS 
Cl:t~sic Bayer 3x2 paucm Diagonal Baycr 
Average NCD 0.0790 0.0769 0.0779 
Average MSE 0.00153 0.00 138 0.00139 
S1andard deviation x 10"' 0.62 0.36 0.65 
Maximum MSE 0.00167 0.00147 0.00148 
Minimum MSE 0.00145 0.00132 0.00 11 8 
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In practice, the minima were found relatively quickly due to linearity of the net and 
a very small trainjng set (one image). The I 338 image from UCID (361 have been 
processed wi th colour restoring neural nets. Restored images have been compared 
using MSE and NCO. The summary of the comparison is given in 0. 
The results show that most precise image restoration according to NCO measure is 
achieved with 3x2 pattern. The second best result is achieved with the Diagonal Bayer 
pauern. The classic Bayer partern demonstrated the worst performance. The MSE 
measures generally confirm the NCO resu lts. However, the tatistical difference 
between 3x2 pattern and Diagonal Bayer is ~mall therefore there could be an 
uncertainty which of the e two patterns is the best. 
The measurement data from 0 and vi sual a e sments results summarized in Table 
V are in agreement, neverthele. s Table V shows slightly different results indicating 
that 3x2 pattern layout is the worst out of three studied layouts. On the other hand 
Table V confirms that Diagonal Bayer CFA layout is the best of three. 
4.4 Conclusion of image layouts assessments 
In thi s chapter three different ways of comparing the performance of colour filter 
arrays have been proposed and demonstrated. Usually when comparing colour filter 
array with different spatial configuration the performance depends significantly on 
demosaicking algorithm selected for specific CFA. 
Two of the proposed methods do not depend on the demosaicking algorithm and 
are based on averagi ng of the image data. The third method is an attempt to equalize 
the capabiliti es of the demosaicking algorithms for various configurations of colour 
filter array by using back-propagation arti ficial neural networks with identical 
configurations. Both statisti cal error evaluation (MSE) and visual assessment of 
result have been performed. The applied model of colour filter array does not include 
noi e of input data and its colour aberration. Also a primitive model of the human 
vi ual perception has been used. It has been hown that alternatives to cla ic Bayer 
CFA can give good performance in some circumstances, and that there may be 
benefits in using a different pattern. 
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In this and the previous chapter the author descri bed ways of improving a phoro 
sen or u ed in a digital camera. However, the sensor is not the only part of a camera 
which has signi f icant contribution ro image quality. A lens system plays an important 
role in the formation of an accurate image. These are a just few eau es of image 
degradation taken as example. : longitudinal and transverse chromatic aberrations 
159), distortion o f shapes l60j . optical vignetting 16 11. Distortion compensation and 
optical vignening compensation are already widely u ·ed technjques. But chromatic 
aberration compen ation for digital cameras has only recently started ro appear in 
mass production l62]. Often, the chromatic aberration compensation is added at the 
end of image processing pipeline and operates with full colour images [63 1. The next 
chapter shows that a u eful improvement can be achieved when chromatic aberration 
compen. ation i. incorporated directl y into the demosaicking algori thm. 
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Chapter 5: 
Adding models of colour aberrations into 
demosaicking algorithms 
One of the important problems of both digital and analogue photography is colour 
abetTation. The most popular analogue technique for reducing colour aberntion is to 
improve the optical lens system. As a result lenses become complex and expensive. 
An alternative for digital photography is to resolve artefacts related to the aberration 
in the camera in software or hardware taking into account the properties of the 
, ampling characteri sti cs of the colour lilter array. 
5.1 The colour aberration problem 
The refracti ve index of light for a given medium varie depending on the frequency of 
the light beam. The name of thi s physical phenomenon i. disper ion. There is a well 
known example of a glass pri m that splits a pure white beam into a range of di fferent 
colours [64 1. This is shown in Figure 35: 
Figure 35. An example of dispersion of white light due to a glass prism 
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Photographic lenses are also affected by dispersion. but. different types of glass 
materials can have different refracti ve indices and, as a result, varying levels of 
di persion. Usually, significant efforts are required to correct this effect and focus the 
original beam onto one point. The two main types of chromatic aberrations can be 
distinguished. Longitudinal chromatic aberrat ion takes place when the photographic 
lens system has varying focal dis tance depending on light wavelength. This effect is 
shown in Figure 36. 
Camera lens 
Figure 36: The effect of longi tudinal chromatic aberration i shown. Focal plane~ for different colour. 
do not match. 
In thi . diagram the green colour is sharply focu. sed onto the fi lm plane. The red and 
green colours have a so-called "circle of confusion" and, a a result, are blun·ed on the 
f ilm plane. 
The ituation can occur when all colours are in focus. but the image magnification 
depends on the light wavelength. Th is effect is called transverse chromatic aberration, 
which is often called lateral colour. This situation is i llustrated in Figure 37. 
lt is interesting to note that lenses which are corrected for longitudinal chromatic 
aberration are prone to tran verse chromatic aberration and vice versa. The c f igure 
illu trate two impli fied cases and. in practice, both effects occur together. The 
chromatic aberrations are most vi sible on wide-angle lenses of the retro-focus type 
and on low-end consumer vari able-zoom ten es. 
IOl 
Camera lens 
Red 
Green 
Blue 
Figure 37: The effect of tran ver c chromatic aberration. The magnification o f the image depends on 
it colour. 
In parallel to the re earch described in this thesis Donald J. Stavely, Christopher A . 
Whitman. Robert E. Sobol. Kevin J. Mather on at Hewlett-Packard Development 
Company published a patent [67 1 which describes the architecture of the camera 
system featuring demosaick ing with colour aberration compensation. The patent 
describes a hardware bui lding block structure in great detail but lacks the information 
about mathematical apparatus used to compensate the latera l colour aberration 
artefact . Unlike the publi hed patent the aim of thi s chapter is to propo. e and analyse 
concrete mathematical algorithm. whi lst leaving the hardware architecture detai ls out. 
5.2 Simplification assumptions 
In the approach below only one type of chromatic aberration i con idered: tran verse 
chromatic aberration. This case is shown in Figure 38. 
Reducing the longitudinal chromatic aberration effect in digital camera hardware 
and software requires de-blurring algorithms and can be analyzed a a separate 
problem. Arguably thi s can be achieved more effectively following the demosaicking 
step. The following section de cribe a novel approach to thi s problem. 
By a uming ideal detectors in each cell of the CFA which can measure continuous 
pectrum of ab orbing light it is pos ible to build an algorithm which attempts the full 
correction of tran ver e colour aberration effect. However, it i not clear whether the 
ex isting array wi th 3 or 4 (RGB + white) co lour bands can provide enough 
information for resolving the task of de-aberration. The following chapter aims to 
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Figure 38: A point ··white·· light source is tran!>formed to an elongated spot in the focal pane as a result 
of the transver:-c chromatic aberrat ion effect. 
answer the que ti on: can the ex i. ting Bayer CFA be suitab le for the purpose of de-
aberration? 
The light sensiti vi ty characteristi c of a typical CCD sen or is hown in Figure 39. 
As can be een the ensirivi ty curves are ignificantly overlapping. A a result each 
poi nt after undergoing disper ion form. an ell iptical Gaussian bell -li ke spot on the 
CCD sen or plane. 
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Figure 39: Spectral Re ponsc Function:, o f the Kodak DCS-420- Wiener E. timate 1651. 
As can be seen from Figure 39 the ranges of ensitivi ty for the Kodak CCD en or are 
overlapping. 
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The task is to minimize the size of the pot caused by transverse chromatic aberration. 
Imagine the situation where a point source of polychromatic white light having a 
continuous8 and uniform pectrum passes through a I en sy ·tem and uffers transver. e 
chromatic aberration. In the focal plane, a rainbow- like elongated spot will be 
rendered. It is assumed that it is poss ible to measure the th ree co lour channels with 
infinite patial accuracy. The beginning of the coordinate . ystem i assigned to the 
maximum of intensi ty of the green channel. The maximum of the intensity of the red 
channel is in the point with coordinates (xr , Yr) . Accordingly. (x6. yh) is a point of 
maximum of intensity in the blue channel. Having three channels as continuous two-
dimen. ional functions it is possible to estimate a radius of the spot eau. ed by the 
chromatic aberration within each colour plane. To minimize the negative effect 
caused by the aberration it is po. sible to move (or shi ft) the red and blue colour with 
respect to the green colour plane in order to reduce the radius of the overall spot. It is 
also important to use another assumption (without losing general ity) is that aberration 
is linear in the spatial domain. Or, using equati ons we can say: 
( I 00) 
This type of lens sy rem is called chromatic [581. However, there are more complex 
lens systems, such a : "achromatic", " apochromatic", " . uperachromatic". The effect. 
of the e three types are non-l inear. A ll three types of transverse chromatic aberration 
are illu trated in Figure 40. 
K The fully continuous light pectrum i technical ly impossible due to the quantum nature of all image 
sources. 
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Figure 40: Typl!S of ll!ns systl!m~. 
For every colour plane it is pos ible to calcu late the most probable wavelength wh ich 
the mathemat ical expectation (or mean): 
-(2,)= JA.c,(A.)c/2 ( 101) 
where i takes the values of I , 2 or 3 for red, green, and blue colour. re pectively, 
(A,) is the mean wavelength for given colour channel, c1(2 )= cr (2) , c2 (A.)=c~ (A.) , 
and c3 (A.)= c, (A.) are the ori ginal spectral response functions for the three colour 
channels as hown in Figure 39. 
ln order lO minimize the size the ·ize of the spot ir i pos. i ble toe timare what hift 
is required for the red and blue co lours: 
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/!:iy,ed == Yo- Yrrd =-
1 ((-t~,w,)-(-t,ed)) 
a, 
where: 
or. written in index form: 
~A.,,..d = ( -l~,..,..,J ) - ( A,,..d) 
~A,Iut• == ( A~m·n ) - ( ~>/ut• ) 
5.3 Practical approach 
( I 02) 
( 103) 
( 104) 
The average radius of the aberration for real digital camera is comparable with the 
ize of individual colour cells. Therefore, the "continuous" solution is usua([y 
unsuitab le for the Bayer colour fi lter array. However, rough corrections for many of 
the ex isting demosaicking algorithms can give a signil'icant improvement of the image 
quality. The cunent thesis aims to identify simple (and ideally, minimal) changes 
which can be applied to existing well-known algorithms in order to reduce the effect 
of tran verse chromatic aberration. 
Due to the repetitive structure of the CFA and the large number of its rows and 
column. it is possible to make the following assumptions and simpli fications. 
Consider the case where len aberration characteri tics are measured and con ection 
vector ,..d and -~~~"" are known for every cell of the colour fi lter array. Then. for a 
small neighbourhood they can be considered as constant. On the other hand, every 
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correction vector can be split onto two components. First, the major component is a 
multiple of the distances between repetitive blocks of an arTay. The second, the minor 
component i · les than or equal to the size of the single repetitive block and. in turn, 
represents an offset within the block. Figure 41 hows the combination of these two 
correction components for the red co lour plane. 
figure 41: The mean off et of red colour plane with lateral co lour effect (transverse chromatic 
aberration) 
The maj or component of the hift can eas ily be removed u ing a substitution of colour 
cel ls or, in other words, re-indexing. Hence. w ithout los ing general ity, we can as. ume 
that the . hi ft vertical and horizontal components are both in a range: 
( I 05) 
Although, an exact solution of transverse colour aberration is not possible on the 
Bayer CFA due to its discrete nature, uti lization of the know ledge of the colour shifts 
can potentially reduce significantly the effects of aberration. Two approaches to the 
problem of the co lour aberration compensation can be propo ed. One i to determine 
an interpolation algorithm from the very beginning using the model of tran ·verse 
colour aberration. Another is modification (or correction) of existing algorithms. Both 
approaches will be described in the nex t section starting from the modification of the 
exi ting demosaicking method . But fir t of al l , the a umptions which will be used 
later for different types of demosaicking are formu lated: 
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Figure 42: Constant parametcrization or the aberration for small areas or CFA. 
I. Each element of a sensor array can be considered as a geometrical point rn 
two-d imensional space. 
2. The focal point for any wavelength is a geometrical point in two-dimensional 
space. 
3. Configuration of foci for projection of whi te geometrical point is constant 
wi thin considered neighbourhood. 
The fi rst two assumptions have been already u ed in thi s thesis. The third assumption 
requires detailed explanation. 
The typical size of blun·ing produced by the transverse aberTation is always much 
smaller than the size of CFA. Thus, f or a neighbourhood of several pixels it can be 
assumed that offsets of red and blue colour planes remain unchanged. This area is 
hown in Figure 42. 
The central sensor area (Area I) which rel ates to optic axis has no offsets of red 
and blue colour planes relatively to green one. That is why the offsets of A rea I can 
be described as: 
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- I _A I _ ( 6,xred) _ (tl.xl>/ur) _ (0) 
"d Ar~al - blur Aua l - 6.y - 6.V - 0 
r~d Art•ll l • blur Arrll l 
( 106) 
The other areas of the sensor wi ll have non-zero offsets of red and blue planes. 
Usually, the physical co lour filters used in CCD sensors are not ideal and do not 
perform complete colour separation. In order to compensate, the mix ing for the 
co lours a colour separation matrix need to be applied to the restored RGB image. 
This colour crosstalk affects the performance of demosaicking algorithm since many 
of them a . ume that there is a strong linear correlation on the logari thmic scale (not a 
li near one). The consideration of the l inear colour crosstalk may require a refining of 
the methods which utilize the smooth HUE tran ·ition as umption9. These methods 
are: O.R. Cok 198712 1 land 1251. Kimmel f\61. 
A lso. the fen blur should be taken into account when designating and evaluation 
the new demosaicking method . . While designing a new digital camera a manufacturer 
carefu lly adjusts the physica l resolution of the lens system and the resolution of the 
CCD. I f the resolution of the lens is much higher than the resolution of the CCD the 
optical part can be simplified making the overall cost of the camera lower while not 
affecting the image quali ty. lt is assumed that every modern digital camera has a lens 
blur which is comparable to the CCD pixel size. A. will be shown later in this chapter 
adding a mall lens blur to the imulation of demosaicking process can signi ficantly 
equalize the performance of imple bilinear interpolation compared to the 
ophisticated Variable Number of Gradients method 122 1. 
Finally, a small noise component is always present in the digitally acquired images. 
This makes various sharpening techniques difficult to apply for real cameras. From 
the practical point of view, a demosaicking method should also behave as a noi e 
reduction fi Iter. 
9 The smooth HUE transition is a term that refers to . tatistical property of natural cene image . . The 
IIUE colour component of a pixel usually changes much more smoothly from pixel to pixcl than its 
corre ponding intensity component. Thi can be explained by the fact that natural object are u ually 
uniformly coloured. This property is exploited in the human eye structure. It i al o u ed in many 
demosaicking algorithms. 
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Summarizing, these are the factors which were used in design. modification and 
compari on of the algorithms in this chapter: 
• The transverse colour aberration of a lens . ystem 
• The presence of optical blur 
• Mixing of colours in the CCD due to imperfections in the physical co lour 
fi lters 
• Sen or noise 
Figure 43 i llustrates the difference between application of Variable Number of 
Gradient interpolation to " ideally" sharp image and the image which has simulated 
the lens blur and the transverse co lour aberration. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 43: (a) original image, (b) ideal lens and Variable Number of Gradient , (c) len~ ~imulat ion 
pipeline and Variable Number of Gradients. 
A can be een in Figure 43 the appl ication of clas ical demo aicking method. 
w ithout compensation of lens effects produces a poor quality image with artefacts. 
However it is possible to significantly suppress these lens effects ether after 
demosaicking or during it. 
The fo llowing methods and improvements of ex i ting demo aicking algorithm 
have been compared here: 
• Aberration-aware bilinear demosaicking with a colour separation module. 
• Aberration-aware bicubic demosaicking with homogenei ty-directed 
interpolation of the green channel and with a co lour eparation module. 
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• Variable number of grad ients with an additional colour separation module 
and post-processing aberration correction. 
• A novel aberration aware method based on homogeneity directed 
interpolation and hue preservation. It also includes colour . eparation 
module. 
These methods are described first and then compared via simulation with the 
following conditions: 
I . Ideal lens and sensor: no colour aberration. no len blur, no colour mix ing. 
no noise. 
2. Simple case wi thout transverse chromatic aberration. wi thout noise. without 
co lour mixing. but wi th lens blur. 
3. Simulation of transverse chromatic aberration. lens blur. but without noise 
and w ithout colour mix ing. 
4. Transverse chromatic aberration, with lens blur. without noi e, with colour 
mixing. 
5. The mo t complex case: tran verse chromatic aberration, wi th len blur, 
with noise. with colour mixing. 
5.4 Colour separation module 
Imagine the ituation where a digital camera has an ideal lens without blur and 
aberrations. In addition, the sensor can detect all three co lours in every pixe l position. 
The only imperfection is colour channel crosstalk. Let u. also assume that the colour 
affect each other in a linear way. Therefore, we have a linear 3 x 3 matrix as follows: 
c, = Ac ( I 07) 
where A is a colour mix ing matrix, c is a vector compo. ed of three pure colour 
channel and c, is the registered mixed colour at a given pi xel of a sensor. It is 
·traightforward to find the original colour c from the regi tered colours c, by 
solving the ystem of l inear equation . . The exceptional case when the determinant of 
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A is zero is excluded from the consideration as it usual that sensor is designed to 
avoid this condi tion. Providing: 
the restored colours wi 11 be: 
det(A ):t 0 
- A - I c - C111 
( I 08) 
( I 09) 
In reali ty only one colour i. avai lable for any given position. In addition, due to 
aberrations the colours of a pixel are far les corre lated. One can so lve this prob lem 
using Wiencr deconvolution [661 however after experimentation a simplified so lution 
has been chosen. The simplification become possible by using the a sumption that due 
to the len blur it i. po sible to estimate the mi sed colour from neighbouring pixels. 
In practi ce it is done by applying low-pass fi lteri ng to the regi tered co lours c, . Then 
the low-pass component of actual co lours has been restored using equation ( I 09). The 
overall procedure can be formulated as follows: 
c = A - I LPF(c, ) + A - I (c, - LPF(c
111 
)) ( I I 0) 
Taki ng into account the expectation that the high-frequency part (c,- LPF(c,)) is 
zero and that on ly one high- frequency co lour component is avai lable at any pixel the 
equation can be rewri tten as: 
c = A - I LPF(c"' )+ diag(A - I )(c, - LPF(c"' )] ( I ll ) 
The diag operator here means that all non-diagonal coefficients of a matrix are set to 
zero. In practice it is implemented as a pre-possessing fil ter which takes the 
mosaicked image data and splits it into three colour channels. Then, the function 
applies di fferent . patial filters to the colour planes. Fo llow ing this a 3x 3 LPF filter is 
appl ied to the green channel : 
( 11 2) 
The filter for the blue and red channels i 
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[I 2 I] LPFr~d.bl"" = ± 2 4 2 I 2 I ( 113) 
After that the A - I matrix. is applied to filtered data. A lso, colour planes wi th high-
frequency di fferences are mul tiplied by their respective diagonal coefficients of A 1 
Finally, the low frequency and high frequency parts are combined together. 
Appendix B (p. 197) contains the co lour separation transform implemented in the 
Matlab programming language. 
5.5 Aberration correction for bilinear demosaicking 
One of the simplest approache is based on the bilinear cheme of interpolation of 
missing co lour components. The important feature of bilinear co lour aberration is that 
thi . method does not use the correlation between channels. This means that the 
aberration correction can be performed after the demosaicking procedure. The bi lincar 
demosaicking is not unique in this class. For example. bi-cubic interpolation also has 
thi s property. 
The interpolation for the green colour is the same as in simple bilinear 
interpolation a the green colour does not have a shift by definition. The previous 
formulae for red and blue planes are just pecial ea e of the general bi linear 
interpolation formula. 
H 
- t + i.<. - l+.tl 
(i 
1,0 
IJ 
/ +. tr. - I+J.r 
Figure 44: The o ff et of the blue colour plane relative to the green plane. 
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The configuration shown in Figure 44 was used to estimate the bilinear coeffi cients in 
equation ( 114) for interpolation of the value of blue channel for point with coordinates 
(0,0). 
( 11 4) 
Th i. is a general formula, wh ich can be also applied to red co lour interpolation. In the 
implemented method the green colour plane was used as a reference with zero off et. 
The . imple average of four neighbouring samples ha been used a the estimation of 
mi ed green colours. The bl ue and red planes were interpolated u ing ( 114). The 
Matlab language implementation of this method can be found in Appendi x C on page 
199. 
5.6 Bicubic interpolation and lateral colour 
The results of bilinear and bicubic interpolation often give the same result for points 
placed in the middle of known nodes. This is especially true for demosaicking. 
Usually bicubic demosaicking does nor have significantly better accuracy than simple 
bil inear. However, when interpolated points are placed asymmetrical ly relati vely to 
the known nodes the bicubic in terpolation can produce much more accurate results. 
Don P. Mitchell [66] considered the convolution cubic fi lters u ed for image 
reconstruction. The formula for a generic two-dimensional cubic filter i 
where: 
c(x,y)= L:Ic(xi' yJk~x - x;\) ·k~ y - Yj i) 
i j 
{
P ·/x/
3 
+ Q ·/.,f + R ·J.~+S if /x/ < I 
k(x) = T ·lx/3 + u ·l-'r + v ·l~ + w if 1 ~ /xl < 2 
0 otherwise 
( 11 5) 
( 11 6) 
The coefficients have in turn several constraint . The mo t important constraint i that 
the filter should be smooth in terms of its first derivatives. ft should al o be 
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continuous it elf. M oreover. the sample-frequency ripple problem should be avoided 
by normalising the sums: 
-L k(x- n)= I ( I 17) 
·--
The above condition means that in the case of constant values on the ori ginal image 
we receive the same values (no average intensity lost). Using these constraints the 
number of free parameters can be reduced to two. The following equation represent. 
all variety of cubic splines available for interpolation: 
(12 - 9· B-6·C)·jxj3 + 
+ (- 18+ 12· 8 +6·C)·Ixl 2 + if jxj< l 
+(6-2· 8) 
{- B - 6 · C)·jxj ~ + 
k(x)= _!_ + (6 ·B+30 ·C)·\.\i2 + 
6 +(- 12· B- 48 ·C)·jxj+ 
+(8· B+24·C) 
0 
(/' I s; jxj < 2 
otherwise 
( 11 8) 
Some pairs of values {B,C) correspond to well -known cubic-spline . For example 
(1 ,0) is the cubic B-spline, (O,C) is the single parameter space of cardinal cubics with 
the Catmuii-Rom pline for (0,0.5), and (B,O) are Duff's tensioned B-splines 1661. 
Formula ( 115) can be easily applied to our ituation of hifted colour planes. Thus, 
the value of blue colour for point (0,0) interpolated using the cubic fi lter can be 
written as below: 
80.0 = L . L BI+MJM'· k(~ ·lllx - i - ll)·k(~· ldy- J- 11) ( 11 9) 
r={-3.- 1.1.3}. ,={- 3.-r.r.J} 
The green colour plane can be interpolated using the sub titution: 
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Where the backward transform i 
17 = j + i 
m =J-1 
. n -m 
1=--
2 
. n + m j =--
2 
The green co lour in the point with coordinate (0.0) is: 
( 120) 
( 12 1) 
G(O,O) = L L c ( n-m,n+ m) ·k( _!_ · ln + ll)· k( _!_ ·lm + ll) ( 122) 
n={- 3.- 1.1.3)m=(- 3.- 1.1 .3} 2 2 2 2 
In thi formula the coordinate ystem was rotated to match the diagonal green layout 
(in the Bayer CFA). This is illustrated in Figure 45 . 
.,r.:-
··,. 
Figure 45: Coordinate sy tern used for bicubic interpolation of green colour plane 
The coordinate ystem was rotated 4SO in order to align the axes of bi l inear 
in terpolation in horizontal and verti cal direction for illustrative purpose . It i 
important to mention that in practice the harpne of each colour plane for bi linear 
and bicubic demosaicking can be increased by obtaining linear combinations of the 
known colour planes using the A matrix in Equation ( I 07) wi th proper off et . 
The proposed implementation of bilinear and bicubic demo aicking take the green 
colour plane a a reference. In other word the green colour never hifts. The off ets 
of the blue and red channels are measured against the green channel. I t significantly 
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simpl ifies the computations in addition for the green channel as it is possible to use 
well developed parts of other demosaicking algorithms. For example it is possible to 
use minimal gradient guided interpolation u ed in f681. 
B G B 
-1,1 0,1 1,1 
G R G 
·1,0 0,0 1,0 
B G B 
-1,·1 0,·1 1,·1 
Figure 46: Cell indexing for green interpolation 
Following is a short description of the used method. For the green pixels in Figure 46 
calculate two absolute differences Wand il V as: 
And: 
Then the mi sed green ample is calculated using the equation: 
Go.o = 
Go. 1 +Go.l 
2 
G_l.O +GI.O 
2 
G -1.o + G~,o + Go.-1 +Go. I 
4 
if W >ilV 
otherwise 
( 123) 
( 124) 
( 125) 
The more sophisticated methods are to use red and blue colour planes to ex tract 
additional information about the edges. However they are not applicable here because 
the channel are uncorrelated due to transversal aberration. 
The implementati on of bicubic demo aicking with aberration correction 
prov ided in Appendix D on page 20 I . 
The method uses piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation [69]. For each 
interpolation interval it finds a cubic polynomial for each direction depending on the 
given value and certain slopes at the endpoints. The fir t derivative of the re u lting 
piecewise polynomial function is continuous. The second derivati ve generally is not 
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continuous. The slopes are cho en in such a way that the polynomial preserves the 
shape of the data and respects the monotone behaviour of the original ample . This 
means that. on the intervals where the data are monotonic. so is the polynomial. At 
points where the data have a loca l extremum, so doe. the polynomial. 
5.7 Post-processing aberration correction module 
Jn many modern digital cameras the aberration correction is done as a post-process ing 
step. This module aims ro imulate this method. The co lour planes are already 
demosaicked into a full RGB image. The method simply restores the colours using an 
inver. e colour mix matri x and shifts the blue and red plane . The green plane remains 
untouched. A ppendix E on page 204 contains the ~ource code of th is funct ion 
implemented in Matlab programming language. Thus, the algorithm simulate the 
correction for a small portion of the image when it is possible to assume that colour 
shift coeffi cients remain constant. The post-processin g transversal co lour aberration 
correction module has been used in the adapted Variable Number of Gradients 
method which wa included into the compari son. 
5.8 Minimal gradient directed aberration aware 
demosaicking 
This i. the newly-proposed method which takes its root from the hue preserving class 
of demosaicking algorithms. Some of them are described in thi s thesi ( ec Section 
1.6 on p. 35 and Section 1.7 on p. 37). The minimal grad ient methods distinguish two 
directions of interpolation: vertical and horizontal. It looks in to all three colour 
channels in order to find the minimal gradient direction. The colour planes are shi fted 
in advance to compen ate the aberration correction. The preferred direction was used 
not only for interpolation of the green channel but also the red and blue. This 
approach i much impler than the Variable Number of Gradients method which uses 
three out of eight direction for interpolation of a given pixel. 
The overall procedure can be descri bed a fo llows. Fir t of all. the colour. have 
been restored with the colour eparation procedure described in Section 5.4 on p. l l I . 
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Secondly, all three co lour planes were re tored using bil inear demosaicking as in 
Section 5.5 on p. 11 3. This preliminary step and the restored colour will be used for 
more precise computations. The nex t rep is to determine for every pixel the minimal 
gradient direction. These directions selected to be horizontal and vertical. However. 
the number of used directions can be increased if computational complex ity is not a 
con ideration. The edges direction is determined by applyi ng Laplacian- like operators 
to all three colour planes. For each individual pixel two Laplacian directions were 
computed: hori zontal and vertical. The coefficients of the point spread function were 
the following: 
H =[~ 0 ~] -2 0 ( 126) 
and 
V= [~ I ~] -2 I ( 127) 
where H is an indicator of hori zontal edge and V is an indicator of vertical edge. 
The abso lute values of the results of Lap lacian operators were summed for all three 
colour . The result values of horizontal and verti cal direction were compared to each 
other in order to fi nd the direction of least change. Let us denote that for the each 
individual pixel, h, , h~ and h, are the results of the horizontal Laplacian operators 
and v,, vK and v, are the results of the vertical one. The least change direction cl is 
calculated using the fo llowing equation 
d ={ ' iflh,l+lhx l+lh,l>lv,l+lv ~~ l+lv,l 
0 otherwise 
( 128) 
The value of I means that vertical direction wi 11 be used a the smoother direction and 
0 means that horizontal direction wi ll be used for interpolation. In practice it was 
found that not on ly the direction of the given pixel can give the valuable information 
for the interpolation but also the directions of the neighbouring pixels. The 
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information from the neighbourhood can help to fi x discontinuities and local etTors in 
the direction prediction. Median filtering was used to fix the errors in prediction. The 
filter uses a 3 x 3 neighbourhood. 
Depending on the preferred directions of the interpolation the missing green 
samples are restored either hori zontal ly or vertically as shown in the fol lowing 
equation (the indices referred to are those in Fi gure 46 on p. 117) 
{
CO.-I + GO.I 
G - 2 00 -
· c_~,o + c,.o 
2 
if cl> 0 
( 129) 
otherwise 
The final step is to restore the high-frequency components of the red and blue colour 
channels. The assumption that all three channels are highly corre lated is used here. 
The high-frequency information from the green channel is propagated to the red and 
blue. Again, the hue preserving technique has been used here. The high frequency 
"gain" channel was extracted from the green channel using the equation below 
. ( ) c + g (x, y) gam x y = · 
' c + LPF(g(x, y )) ( 130) 
where g(x,y ) is ful ly restored green channel, LPF(g(x. y )) is the green channel 
restored during bi linear interpolation stage. And c is a coefficient which cancels the 
proportionality of the colours for the dark regions. When the value of the green 
channel is small it could mean that the given area is either dark or contain on ly blue 
and red co lours. In both cases it is unreasonable to use the green channel as a source 
of the high frequency information. It has been found from the experiments that the 
best results can be achieved when c = 0.2 assuming that the green colour is in range 
between 0 and I . 
The blue and red colour plane were mu ltipl ied by a high-frequency gain factor 
ex tracted from the green plane according to the following equations 
R(x, y ) = gain(x, y ) · LPF(R(x, y )) ( 131) 
and 
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B(x, y) = gain(x, y) · LPF(B(x, y )) ( 132) 
where LPF(R(x. y)) and LPF(B(x ,y )) are low-frequency results of bilinear 
demo aicking. The M atlab programming language implementation of th is method i 
listed in A ppendix F (p. 205). 
5.9 Comparison of the aberration correcting demosaicking 
algorithms 
The aim of the comparison was to study how the algorithm behave under real. or at 
least close to real. conditions when both sensor and lens are not ideal. However. the 
ideal case wa. al o included into result. primaril y to demon trate how the proposed 
methods relate to the previou. ly proposed demo aicking algorithm . The non-ideal 
lens and sensor were simulated on a computer. It wa convenient to work wi th the 
computer simulations as ir allows the optical characteri sti cs to be known. 
The Kodak Image Set from 1701 was used for the experiments. lt contains 24 
uncompres ed co lour images. Due to the large number of experiment the original 
image were reduced twice in size in order to minimize the amount of the 
computations. 
The lens blur was simulated using the fo llowing point spread function 
[
I 2 ll PSF,~,, = 
2
1
0 
2 8 2 
I 2 I 
( 133) 
The kernel radius of the lens blur has been assured to be close to one pi xel as usually 
the quality of lens and the reso lution of a sensor are adjusted to optimize the quali ty 
per cost. 
Poisson noi, e has been used to simulate the photon noi e of the sensor. Just two 
cases have been considered: with noi e and w ithout. Having that the po sible pixel 
value x are in the range [0, I J, the probability mass function of the di tribution i 
J (k,J. )= il~:,-,l ( 134) 
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TABLE IX 
SIMPLE CASE OF T ilE SIM l~LATION WITIIO T TRANSVERSE CIIROMA TIC AllERRA fiQ,\, W!TIIOUT LENS llLUR, WITIIO\JT NOISE AND 
WITHOUT COLOUR MIXING 
A lgorilhm MSE PSNR NCD 
I. Bi linear demo,aicking wilh O.OO ICH 28.79 0.105 
post-processing abcrralion 
correction 
2. Bilinear dcmosaicking wirh 0.00 164 28.79 0.105 
embedded aberrarion 
correcrion 
J. Bicubic dcmo,aic~ing wirh 0.00 17 1 28.63 0.1 15 
embedded abcrrarion 
correction 
4. Variable number of gradicnh 0.00061 33.22 0.069 
wilh po,l-proccs~ing 
abcrrar ion corrccl ion 
5. Minimum gmdicnr 0.00 11 3 30.4 1 0.095 
dcmosaicking wirh embedded 
aberrarion correcrion 
k=LA.xJ ( 135) 
where A. = 0.25 · I 05 and L J is the floor operator. The sensor colour mixing matri x 
described in Secti on 5.2 was 
[ 
0.7 
A = 0.2 
0.0 1 
0.29 
0.6 
0. 19 
0.0 11 
0.2 
0.8 
( 136) 
In total the 5 cases described on p. Ill have been considered. The quality of the f inal 
image has been evaluated using three quantities: mean square error, peak signal to 
noise rati o and normalized colour difference. As was mentioned previously the 
simulation used range of pi xel values within the range [0, 1]. Three quanti ties were 
u ed for the comparison: MSE, PSNR and NCD. A ll these methods are de cribed in 
the detai ls in Appendix A on p. 193. 
Results for the fi rst case are summarized in Table IX. The best result is marked 
with bold font. It is achieved with a Variab le N umber of Gradients. Th is is consistent 
with other studies as the Variable Number of Gradients algorithm is one of the best 
(though most computationally intensive) in the cla s of non-iterative demosaicking 
methods. The bicubic interpolation gives the wor t results. The bilinear interpolation 
with post-processing and bilinear interpolation with embedded aberration correction 
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TABLE X 
T liE SIMULATION WrniOUTTRANSVERSE CHROMATIC ABERRATIO, . WITH LENS BLUR, IVITllOUT NOISE, WITHOUT COLOUR MIXING 
Algorithm MSE PSNR NCO 
I. Bilincar dernosaicking with 0.00 175 28.46 0.066 
po,t-processing aberration 
correction 
2. Bilincar dcrnosaicki ng with 0.00 175 28.46 0.066 
embedded aberration 
correciion 
3. Bicubic dcntosaicking with 0 .00 162 28.8 1 0.065 
embedded aberration 
correction 
4 Va1iablc nun1ber of gradient, 0.1>0111 30.44 0.054 
with po,t-proccssing 
aberration corrccl ion 
5. Minimurn gradi<!rll 0.00 1 3~ 29.62 0.06 1 
dcmosaicking with em bedded 
aberration correc tion 
give the same results as tn thi s particular test case these are mathematicall y 
equivalent. 
The proposed Minimum Gradient Interpolation approach is the second best. 
However there is a significant difference in quality between Minimum Gradient and 
Variable Number of Gradients methods. This is because the Vari able Number of 
Gradients algorithm is much more sophisti cated. However, as will be shown later in 
thi s section, the margin will start to reduce as more and more "real world" facto rs will 
be introduced into the simulation. 
Table X above illustrates the results of the simulation without transverse chromatic 
aberration , without noise, without colour mi x. ing but with lens blur. As can be seen 
from the results the Variable Number of Gradients demosaicking still outperf01ms the 
rest of the algorithms but the difference in quality is significantly reduced for all three 
metri cs: MSE, PSNR and NCD. This case illustrates that in the real world situations, 
when lens blur is present the reduction in quality does not necessaril y justi fy the 
additional complexity and extra power consumption required to implement a high-
quality demosaicking algorithm. Instead, the s impler demosaicking method could be 
selected if hardware limitations are a factor. 
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TABLE XI 
TilE ~1\lli.A TIO' WITII TRA, SVERSE CIIRO~IA TIC AllERRATIO, , WITII Uo\ llLt R. IVITIIOL'T ' 01 E. WITIIOl 'T COLOL'R \IIXI'G 
Algorilhm MSE PS 'R CD 
I. Bilinear dem~aicking wiJh 0.00186 28. 19 0.063 
po>l·proce>>ing abcrralion 
correclion 
2. Bilinear demo~aicking wi1h 0.00 194 27.99 0.064 
embedded abcrmlion 
cOITeclion 
:1 . Bicubic dcmo;.aicking wilh 0.00 17 1 28.57 0.062 
embedded abcrralinn 
correclion 
~. Variable number of gradient- 0.00189 28. 13 0.075 
wilh po>l·procc"ing 
abcrralion corrcc1ion 
5. Minimum gradicnl 0.00148 29.16 0.058 
dcmo,aicking wiJh embedded 
aberral ion corrccl ion 
The bi linear demosaicking again . hows the worst results. Also as in the previous 
experiment for the given simulation conditions the bilincar demosaicking with post-
process ing aberrati on correction and bilinear demosaicking with embedded aberrati on 
correction are mathematically equivalent and therefore show the identica l results. This 
wou ld not be the case as colour mixi ng i introduced in the following test ea e 
Unlike in the prev ious simulation the bicubic demosaick ing show slightly better 
results compared to the bilinear one. Thi can be explained by the fact that with image 
blurring more information about the current pixel can be extracted from its 
neighbourhood. Taking into account that bicubic demo aicking uses a wider 
neighbourhood. it can interpolate the value o f the current pixel more accurately. 
The novel Minimum Gradient method has the second best result with a difference 
of approximately I 0% in NCO from the best algorithm. 
The re ult of the imulation with tran ver e chromatic aberration, with lens blur. 
without noise and without colour mixing are summarized in Table X I. There i a 
dramatic change in the performance of studied algorithms when the transverse 
chromatic aberration wa turned on in the imulation. The Variable Number of 
Gradient from the fir t place in the previou experiments moved to the last place. Thi 
method relies heavily on the correlation between colour channels. Thi correlation 
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TABLEXU 
TilE RESULTS OF n lE SIMULATION Will-! TRANSVERSE CIIROMATIC ABERRATION. LENS BLUR AND COLOUR MIXING HUT Wll'IIOUT 
NOISE 
A lgorilhm MSE PS R CD 
B ilincar demo;.aicking wilh 0.00 196 27.94 0.074 
po;.l -procc.,-' ing abcrrmion 
correc1ion 
2 Bilinear dcmo>aicking wi1h 0.00 185 28.20 0.07 1 
.:mbedded abcmuion 
correcrion 
3 Bicubic dcmosaicking wi1h 0.00 165 18.74 0.069 
.:rnbcddcd abcm11ion 
correcrion 
4 Variable number o f gradient, 0.00 190 28. 13 0.077 
wi1h po, t-procc;.sing 
aberration correction 
5 Minimum grJdiclll 0.00136 29.53 0.063 
demosaicking with embedded 
abcrra1ion corrcc1ion 
becomes weaker with co lour plane shifts caused by transverse chromatic aben·ation. 
As a resul t the predictions of the missing colours become less accurate. 
The second from the bottom result is produced by bilinear demosaick ing with 
embedded aberration correction. It is even worse than bil inear interpolati on with post-
processing aberration correction. This is because in case of no colour mixing i t is 
more accurate to perform transversal aberration coiTection as a post-processing step. 
However , with more accurate bicubic interpolation with embedded aberration 
correction it i better than bilinear demosaick ing with post proce sing. This method is 
second best from the top. 
The optimum method for the described simulation condition is the novel Minimum 
Gradient Interpolation method. This interpolation takes into account the o ffset of the 
colour plane caused by transverse colour aberration and intelligently extracts high 
frequency components of the original image from the green colour plane. 
The results of the simulation with transverse chromatic aberration, with lens blur, 
and with co lour mix ing but without noi e are summarized in Tab le X ll. The vari ab le 
number of gradients algorithm and bi linear demo. aicking with post-processing 
aberration correction are the two worst methods for the gi ven simulation condition . 
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TABLE XIII 
TilE COMPLETI! SIMULATIO. WITII TRANSVERSE CIIROMATIC ABERR•\TION. LENS Bll:R. :>OISE AND COLOUR MIXI!"G 
Algori1hm MSE PSNR NCO 
Bilinear dcmosaicking with 0.00 199 27.86 0 .082 
po, J-proc.:;;sing abemuion 
correction 
2 Bilinear demosaicking wirh 0.00187 28. 13 0.078 
embedded abe rra1ion 
correcrion 
3 Bicubic dcmm.aicking with 0.00167 28.63 0 .078 
embedded aberration 
correc1ion 
4 Variable number of gradicnl~ 0.00 192 28.07 0.08 1 
with post-procc>.,ing 
aberration correc1ion 
5 Minimum gradient 0.00139 29AO 0.070 
demosaicking with embedded 
aberr.ll ion correct ion 
The bilinear demosaicking has a better NCD metric while the Variable Number of 
Gradients has better MSE and PSNR metrics. 
The bilinear demosaicking w ith internal aberration correction shows the th ird best 
results. Jt can be seen that it is clearly better than bilinear interpolation with post-
processing. 
The bicubic interpolation is in turn better than bilinear. lt is in the second place. 
There i. not much difference between bilinear and bicubic in the NCO metric but the 
MSE and PSNR are significantly better. 
The propo ed minimum gradient interpo lation technique with internal transverse 
aberration correction appears to give the best results for the given simulation 
condit ions and images. There is a significant margin between first and second place in 
both NCD and MSE metrics. 
The la t simulation was when all described "real world" factors were turned on. 
The simulation included: tran ver e chromatic aberration, lens blur, sensor noise. 
filters colour mixing. The results from the imulation have been included into Table 
XIII. 
The worst result is shown by bilinear demosaicking with post-processing 
aberration correction module. The Variab le Number of Gradients was just slightly 
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better. The almost identical performance of tho. e algorithms can be explained by the 
fact that such factor a tran verse chromatic aberration, sen or noise, colour mixing 
and len. blur dominate over the cro s-channel correlation exploited by many of the 
demosaick ing methods. Even the post-proce sing aberration correction . tep doe. not 
work wel l in this situarjon. 
Jt is clear from the results that for the simulated " real world" factors the embedded 
tmn. verse aberration correction is always better than the post-processing aberration 
correction. 
The third be. t method is bi linear demosajcking with internal aberration con·cction. 
This ·hows good results in spite of its simplicity. The method is only I 0% less 
accurate by NCO measure than the be t method in this comparison. The bicubic 
interpolation is marginally better than bilinear. Showing the very close results by 
CD the onl y difference is MSE and PSNR metrics where bicubic demosaick ing is 
better than bi I i near. 
The best demosaicking algorithm for the given simulation conditions is Minimum 
Gradient Interpolation w ith internal aben·ation correction. lt was specifically designed 
to compen ate for transverse chromatic aberration and at the same time was robust 
enough to work with noisy and blun·ed images where colours are mixed. lt is not only 
the most accurate but also computationally effecti ve. For example it i much simpler 
than Variable Number of Gradient method and comparable to bicubic interpolation. 
lt is al o important to note that the simulation showed consistency between MSE 
and NCD measures for thi s particular image set and experimental conditions. It is not 
always the case as the NCO metric was speci fical ly designed to overcome the 
limitations of the MSE. The aim of the NCO is to measure the perceptual difference 
between images more precisely than MSE. That gives addi tional confidence about the 
validity of the result . 
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(a) Original 
(c) Variable Number of Gradients 
with post-processing 
(e) Bicubic Interpolation with internal 
aberration correction 
(b) Bilinear with post-processing 
(d) Bilinear with internal aberration 
correction 
(f) Minimum Gradient with internal 
aberration correction 
Figure 47: Six fragments of the image ··parrot ":(a) original, (b) bilinear demo aicking with post-
processing aberration correction, (c) Variable Number of Gradient Interpolation with post-
proces ing aberration correction, (d) propo!.cd bilinear interpolation with intemal aberration 
correction, (c) propo ed bicubic interpolation with internal aberration correction, ( f) propo cd 
method of minimum gradient interpolation with internal aberration correction 
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The resultant images were compared not only computational but also visual ly. 
Figure 47 shows the region of interest in the image " parrots". It includes six 
fragments one of wh ich is the original (a). The fragments were processed with: (b) 
bilinear demosaicking with post-processing aberration con·ection, (c) Variab le 
Number of Gradients Interpolation with post-proce. sing aberration correction, (d) 
proposed bi l inear interpolation with internal aberration correction, (e) proposed 
bicubic interpolation with internal aberration coiTection, (f) the proposed method of 
minimum gradient interpolation with internal aben·ation con·ection. The images were 
proces ed under the fol lowing conditions: with tran. verse chromatic aberrati on. with 
lens blur, with colour mixing but without sensor noise. The fragment (b) lacks 
harpne. s and also fal e colour and zipper effects are clearly visible near the parrot 
eye. 
In fragment (c) interpolated with Variable Number of Gradient the fal:e co lour 
artefacts are less visib le but the image appears to be more blurred than (b). The 
fragment (f) is perceptually closest to the ori ginal (a) when viewed on a TFT screen. It 
ha. the best sharpness and minimal of the false co lour artefacts. 
A lthough, there are v isible difference. between the shown fragments it can be 
stated that the result image are very close to each other perceptually. Thi is 
confi rmed by CD measurements. 
5.10 Conclusion on aberration correction 
The various types of colour aberration are amongst the most important factors that 
define image quali ty in both digi tal and analogue photo cameras. Nowadays, most 
digital cameras address the problem of transverse chromatic aberration in the same 
way a thei r analogue predecessor ; the aberration is mostly suppressed by a specially 
designed lens system which opti cally minimizes the aberrations. It greatl y affects the 
price of a digital camera. Some digital cameras are trying to approach thi problem 
u ing alternative way: digital aberration compensation as a post-processing step after 
demosaicking. 
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This chapter introduces thi s new class o f demosaicking algorithms: aberration 
aware demosaicking. The aim is to minimize the eo. t of a digital camera while 
pre erving or even improving the image quality. The study not only propo e several 
aberration aware interpolation methods but also introduces a framework for 
comparison of such algorithms. The proposed methods are compared with one of the 
best demosaicking methods in the class of non-iterati ve algorithms: Variable Number 
of Gradients demosaicking. This method is combined with post-processi ng aberration 
correction in order to achieve a high quality reference by current standards. In 
addition to thi s method the simple bilinear interpolation w ith post-proces ing 
aberration correction also has been included into the compari son. 
Three new aberration aware interpolation methods have been propo ed and studied 
in thi s chapter: 
I . Bilinear interpolation with embedded aberrarion correction 
2. Bicubic interpolation with gradient directed interpo lation of' the green 
colour and embedded aberration correction 
3. M inimum gradient interpolation which u es the ··constant HUE" 
assumption. gradiem-directed interpolation and propagate the e 
approaches to patially shifted co lour channels. 
The study includes a simulation of the physical factor. which affect image quality in 
digital cameras. The e factors are: 
• Transverse chromatic aberration 
• Lens blur 
• Cross-channel colour mix ing due to ensor 's colour fi lter imperfections 
• The sen or's photon noise 
The Kodak Image Set has been u ed for the reference images. [n total 26 images were 
processed during the simulations. In order to minimize the computational time and 
improve the accuracy of the tran. ver e aberration simulation the original image 
dimensions were reduced by hal f in each direction. 
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During the study i t has been shown that the performance of the wel l known 
demo aicking methods greatl y depends on the simulation conditions. For the ideal 
case when there is no lens blur, aberration and colour mixing the Variable Number of 
Grad ients demosaicking hows the best result.. However. the introduction of the lens 
blur and transversal abenation drastically changes the performance of the methods. 
The simple bi l inear demosaicking becomes more effecti ve than the sophisticated 
Variable umber of Gradients. 
From the results i t can be concluded that i ncorporation of the abenation correction 
into a demosaicking algorithms is almost always better than the application of the 
aberration con ection as a post-processing step. In thi s study the novel M inimum 
Gradient Interpo lation showed the best results. 
U. ing common assumptions. it has been . hown that image restoration algori thms 
can be ea ily modi f ied to include the simpli f ied model of transverse colour aberration. 
The proposed methods can be propagated to other demosaicking algori thms. However 
many ques tions sti ll remain regarding the best uses of this resu lt. T he described 
framework si mulated on ly mall part of an image where the abenation parameters 
remain constant. Therefore, the actual (hardware ready) implementation of the 
described methods remains to be seen. A comparison of the real images with 
aberration with the cunently used interpolation methods is of great interest. It is 
almost certain that even implest correct ions proposed above can signi ficantly 
improve the qual ity o f real-world images. Moreover, this is only an initial tudy and 
most interesting results are yet to be achieved. 
The progress in electronic industry made it poss ible to replace many physical parrs 
of a camera with a digi tal processing per formed in the embedded electronics. The 
digi tal aberration compensation is not only way to improve the quali ty of a digi tal 
image using an advanced image proce. sing. Another area of interest de cribed in thi 
the is is a temporal proces ing of the sensor data. By sequentially capturing several 
frames from a photo ensor and intell igently fusing them together it i possible to 
reduce noise in an image. The everal hon-expo ure . hot are better than one w ith 
equal exposure time becau e the motion of the cene and camera can be tracked and 
13 1 
compensated in digital domain. The next chapter de cribe a eo t-efficient way or 
multi frame demo aicking- a replacement of a mechanical anti-shake y tern. 
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Chapter 6: 
Cost-effective multiframe demosaicking for 
noise reduction 
Digital camera: and . o-called camera-phone. are now widely u ed. A l though image 
quality from them has improved drasti cally in recent years, still. it is not comparable 
to human vision capabilitie. especially under low light conditions. One or the main 
problems is sensor noise. Current cameras perrorm at their physical limits and photon 
noise is dominant. On a physical level, this type of noi e can be reduced by increas ing 
the number of photon detected by each cell on a sensor. Usually, the so lutions are: 
increasing the opti cal efficiency of a !ens system or increasing exposure time . 
Improving optical efficiency is expensive as the complex ity of the lens grows 
disproporti onately relati ve to it quality, not to mention that the camera often needs to 
be small in its application (e.g. a camera-phone). Longer exposure , in turn, produce 
motion blur which can be compensated mechanically or electronicall y. Taking into 
account the generally falling cost of electronic components electronic motion 
compensation becomes more and more attracti ve in terms of quality per unit cost. 
Both frame-ba ed demosaicking and multiframe noise reducti on are well 
developed areas in their own right. The combination of the e two method only 
recently received proper attention [44[. However, there is till a lack or simple but 
effecti ve methods which can be implemented in exi ting devices. 
rn thi chapter the propo ed method of multiframe demo aicking i compared to 
combination of simple frame-ba ed demosaicking and multi-frame noise reduction. 
The comparison is carried out u ing computer-based simulation of a eri es of shot 
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which are shi fted and rotated, then mosaicked. A fter that, Poisson noise is added to 
simulate the photon noise of a photo sensor. 
6.1 Noise reduction algorithm requirements 
The ori ginal prerequisite for the proposed algorithm is that it can be put into a camera 
image processing pipeline without a significant increase in cost. This leads to the 
following requirements: 
(a) The method hould not consume too much memory (not more than 4 image 
frame ) even i f the technique involves merging many more frames. 
(b) lt . hould be on l ine or, in other words. the user ·hould receive the result just 
after the shot (no time-consuming post proces. ing i. allowed). 
lt is clear from the requ irements that algorithm should be stream based and data 
should be accumulated and processed "on the n y". 
Having many images of the ·ame scene it i possible to u ea wide vari ety of super-
resolu tion algorithms (l45l- 1481). The requirements for memory and computational 
power do not al low for an increase in the re olution except by reducing noi ·e. 
A simple but effecti ve multiframe demosaick ing method is proposed. lt is 
compared to a multiframe noi e reduction of similar complexity. The comparison is 
based on computer-based imulation of a camera being (unintentionally) haken by a 
human operator. MSE, PSNR and NCO error. mea. urement were taken. Further 
way of enhancing the algorithm wi thout significant increase in complex ity will also 
be presented. The described multiframe demosaicking algorithm is suitable for mass 
production devices such as mobi le phones or digital cameras. Its primary goal i to 
replace more cxpen ive mechanical motion compen ation sy rem . 
This chapter i an extension of the work published by the au thor in f49j. 
Measurements on the data captured by a real camera were added. An additional 
enhanced multiframe demo aicking method i propo ed which show superior result 
for both imulation and li ve data. To adjust the parameters of the propo ed algorithm 
typical camera shake dynamics were mea ured and incorporated into the re ult . T o 
measure the dynamics two methods were used. One with mea. ured signals from 
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gyroscopes attached to a camera, another uses motion estimation applied to the 
captured data. These two methods were compared. 
Finally, an electronic de ign schematic is described. The capabi l ities of the camera 
with several analogue-to-d igital converters and wide memory bus are estimated. 
Using Table XX £ (p. 172) the optimal working image resolution can be found 
depending on the camera hardware configuration. 
6.2 Description of Methods 
There were six independent modules implemented: 
• Global motion estimation on mo ·aicked images. 
• Simple multiframe noise reduction ba ed on the ''affine transform and 
accumulation·· method. 
• Multi frame demosaicking based on the "affine transform and weighted 
accumulation'' method. 
• Multi frame noi e reduction based on Variab le Number of Gradients 
Demosaicking [22 1. 
• Multi frame Temporal Demosaick ing. 
The same global motion estimation module was u ed in all four methods. The 
performance of these method i highly dependent on the precision of the global 
motion estimation algorithm, but using the same motion estimation for all methods it 
is possible to make the comparison more accurate. The global motion techn ique is 
briefly described below. However, a detailed discussion on motion estimation is 
out ide the scope of the current thesi 
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Figure 48 : Global motion esti mation using block matching. The proposed model as~umc!> that if 
rotat ion is small ( 0° - 2°) it can be neglected for motio n blocks (J2x32 pixcls). Only shifts arc La ken 
into account. 
6.3 Global motion estimation on mosaicked images 
A the global motion estimation was not an essential part of the comparison the 
simplest exhausti ve search was taken as a ba is. I t was assumed that global motion of 
the frame can be described as an affine tran form with a relati vely mall number of 
coefficients so that for small area of image it can simply be defined as a shi ft in two 
dimensions (see Figure 48). The figure shows two frames taken by a camera (being 
shaken) with short time intervals: one is drawn as a solid green line another is drawn 
as a dotted red line. Image area with maximal contra t are elected a key location 
to be searched in the econd frame. Effectivel y the bi g red dotted rectangle how 
how the fi rst frame needs to be transformed (shifted and rotated) in order to match the 
. econd frame. Equation ( 137) and condition ( 138) define this: 
( 137) 
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Sums of dropped values Numbers ol dropped values 
0 8 0 0 2 0 
1 ? 1 1 0 1 
0 8 0 0 2 0 
Figure .t9: The problem be ing olvcd is : "'What is the cxpccrcd value o f rhe blue colour in the central 
locatio n (indicated with a quCl>lion mark)'!"" 
where 
( 138) 
A limited number of blocks with maximal con trast were selected. The target is to find 
shifts in these blocks and to calculate the global motion using linear regression or 
robust fitti ng 1501. Figure 49 illustrates thi s. 
The exhausti ve search block matching algorithm was adapted from l511 . H wa 
modified to introduce a penalty term for large motion vector . ln ea es where two 
vectors exist with an equal cost the shortes t will be selected. 
The preci ion of motion estimation can be optimized further with a priori 
knowledge that the tran form contains only rotation and shift. Thi condition can be 
de cribed as follow : 
[<]-[ co.sa sin a a13 ] [x] y - - •n a cos a a23 · y I 0 0 I I ( 139) 
As the rotation i small, the eo a component can be replaced by I . Let c be: 
c= ·in a (140) 
Hence: 
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r
<]-[-1 c au]·[x] y c I 23 y 
I 0 0 I I 
( 14 1) 
The number of transform coefficients is thereby reduced from 6 to 3 making linear 
regression methods more effective. 
The difference between classical motion e timation techniques and the proposed 
approach i that it is required to work wi th mosaicked image . The mosaicked images 
can be demosaicked before motion e timation bu t this is not the mo. t precise or mo t 
computationally efficient way. The proposed method uses mosaicked (RAW) images 
for motion estimation. I t will be shown that it is possible to obtain pixel preci. e 
motion estimate vector. using mosaicked data. 
The ba. ic operation in motion estimation is a mea. ure of similarity between two 
regions of images. In our case the mask of ex istence of the gi ven colour in a given 
position is available, which simpli fies the task. Let us assume that the penalty is the 
absolute difference between the two colour at a given pixel. Then it i possible to 
say that having no particular colour i n the ma k . hould not add a penalty. This can be 
formal ized as fo llows 
c 
p(x" y1.x2 , Y2 ) = :Lis1 (x" y"c)m2 (x2 , y2 ,c)- s2 (x2 , y2 ,c)m1 (x1, y1• c)l ( 142) 
c=l 
where C isnumberofcolour u ed in a en or(u ually Jor.J.), p(x"y1,x2 ,y2 ) is the 
penalty term for pi xels in locations x"y1 and x2,y2 respecti vely. Also, s1 denotes a 
sample of the first image, m1 is a mask value for the f irst image, s2 and m2 are 
defined imilarly for the second image. 
Then, the penalty or dif ference mea. ure P(x1, y1, x2 , y2 ) for the block of pixels 
with dimen ion. N and M wi ll be 
N M 
P(x" Y~tX2, Y2 )= LL p(xl +i, YJ + j,x2 +i, Yl + j) (143) 
1=1 J- 1 
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The experiment carried out by the author show that Gaussian fi ltering with a small 
3x3 kernel o f one of the images (including ma k) improves the accuracy of the 
motion e timation. 
6.4 Camera shake measurements 10 
In order to optimize global motion algorithms and to simulate the processe. of 
multi frame demosaicking and temporal noise reduction more precisely it is required to 
measure the motion of a real camera in a person's hands. 
Camera hake measurements were performed with a Canon PowerShot Ill IS. lt 
has an internal image stabil izer mechanism but for thi s experiment it was turned off. 
The camera wa. witched to video mode wi th 30 frames per second 640x480 pixels 
reso lution. lt allowed acquiring precise video footage which was. in turn. used for 
global motion extraction. 
In parallel the camera shake was measured with 3 gyroscopes. The board with 
gyroscopes and the "shutter" buuon was attached to the camera. Data from the 
gyro copes and the bunon wa. captured with a ational In trument USB-6008 data 
acquisition device connected to a PC through a USB cable. 
D. Principal scheme of the gyroscope boards 
Three angular velocity ensors from Murata (type ENG03R) were used in the 
experiment. Their characteristics have been . ummarized in Table XlV below. The 
sensors use the phenomenon of Cori olis force, which is generated when a rotational 
angular velocity is applied to the vibrator. They belong to the class of piezoelectric 
vibrating gyro. cope . Such gyroscopes are ultra-small and ultra-lightweight and have 
10 The author i very grateful for the dedicated help provided by Sankesh Waghray of 
Loughhorough Univer ity who kindly allowed gyroscope boards originally designed to measure cricket 
bal l rotation to be u ed in this experi ment and also patiently assisted in board modification and the 
experiment irsclf. 
In addition, many thanks to the taff member and swdents of the Electronic and Electrical 
Engineering department of Loughborough Univer ity who gladly participated in the experiment. 
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a quick response. They also requ1re low driving voltage and have low current 
consumption. The manufacturer recommends using them in digital cameras for anti-
hake systems. 
TABLE XIV 
CIIARA(.ItlR I 11CS OF TilE PIEZOELEC'I RIC VIBRATING GYROSCOPES LSED IK THE EXPERIMENT 
Part umber ENC-03R 
Supply Vohagc 2.7 to 5.2S V de 
Maximutn Angular Velocity (deg.l ,cc.} +1- 300 
Output (al Angular Velocity"' 0) 1.35 
Scale Factor (m V I dcg. I <cc.) 0.67 
Linearit y (o/o FS) +1- 5 
Rc>pOn><! ( Hl) 50 
Weight (g) 0.2 
To reduce the effect of temperature drift (due to change of ambient temperature), a 
high pass fi lter must be connected to the sensor output to eliminate the DC 
component. The filter is implemented as an RC chain connected to the output of the 
gyro. The recommended component values in the RC chain are 4.7f1F and IOOH2. 
However during initial evaluation. i t was discovered the recommended high-pass filter 
cUI-off frequency of 0.3 Hz needs to be reduced to 0.0 I Hz or less in order to 
accurately capture the fu ll response of the shaking camera. T his was because it was 
required to preserve low frequency camera movements with good precision. The 
maximum exposure time interval for the experiments has been chosen to be I ec. The 
le low pass fil tering is done the better precision it i pos ible to obtain. However the 
temperature drift still has to be suppressed. It was assumed that for room conditions 
(where the experiments were taking place) the temperature changes take minutes 
rather then econds. Consequently, the resi tor value in the filter circuits were 
increased to 2MQ and the capacitors were changed to I OOflF. The cut-off frequency in 
this case was: 
I f = -- = 0. 0008Hz 
27CRC 
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ENC-03R 
r----~ Vcc Out 
3V 
Gnd 
1 1 001J 
2M 
NJM2115 Out to 
ADC 
Figure SO: The principal scheme of amplilier and filter auachcd to the gyroscope 11 • A low pa:,:, filler 
i ~; al. o present in the amplifier feedback loop in order to band limit the outpu t and remove noil.c. 
To suppress output noise component around 30-33 kHz (the resonant frequency of 
sensor element), a low pass filter which has higher cut-off frequency than the requi red 
response frequency must be connected to the sensor output. The low-pass fi Iter's cut-
of f frequency was approx imately I kHz. Figure 50 above il lustrates the principal 
scheme of the gyroscope. high-pass fi Iter. amplifier and low pass filrer. 
The values of the resistors of the ampli fication feedback loop were also adjusted to 
increase the ampli fier gain by I 0 times. The differential amplifier wa powered from 
the ame source as the gyroscope. Figure 51 illustrates how the electronic. were 
attached to the camera. 
E. Description of the experiment 
Three gyroscopes were attached to the camera orthogonally to each other as shown in 
Figure 51. 
11 Thi is the recommended principal scheme included into the datasheet for the gyroscope. The 
alteration. of the high pass filter have been made as described in the text. 
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Figure Sl: The photo of Canon PowerShot 3 IS camera used in the experiment. Two boards with 
gyro copes arc attached to it. Gyroscope mea urc (a) roll rp . (b) pitch B and (c) yaw 1/f , (d) 
additional button which was used in~tead of nati ve shutter button of the camera. 
The used gyroscopes measure rotation velocity not angle which is why the integration 
of the captured data was required. The system was calibrated before the shake 
mea urements. Firstly. zero angular velocity voltage level was mea! ured separately 
for each gyro when the camera was in steady position. Secondly, the camera wa 
f ixed on the rotation table so that it rotati on was affecting only one gyro. The rotation 
by 90° with various speeds and acceleration was captured. In total 20 recordings were 
taken for every direction. This data was then u. ed to determine the precise ratio of 
angular velocity per volt. 
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Roll (<P) 
Figure 52: Tait-Bryan angles used in the experiment 
Another task was to calibrate the global motion tracking algorithm so it is possible to 
convert the offset i n pixels extracted from the video sequences to the three Tait-Bryan 
angles shown in Figure 52. ln order to do that the relationship between video pixels 
and phy ical dimen ions needed to be establ ished. A one meter bar was drawn on a 
whireboard so that every video sequence contained the link to the physical 
dimensions. A special video sequence of the whiteboard which was hot exactly from 
the distance of 2 meters was also used. The image from this clip was used for 
cal ibration purposes. The distance of the camera for every ubject was recalculated 
based on the size of the reference I meter bar in pixels a was the knowledge of the 
angular reso lution in the central area of the clips. l t is assumed that the angular 
resolution of the camera in the central area remained constant during the experiment. 
Let us assume that W is the horizontal reso lution of the video and H is vertical 
re olution. Also L i the di tance between the camera and the whiteboard. The ize in 
pixels of the I meter bar i denoted N. [n order to pre erve dimension in the 
equations, the I meter distance i replaced by M. IL is assumed that the pixels in the 
video are quared or in other words they have aspect ratio I : I . A was mentioned 
above the task i to convert the pixel offset in a video into the angular motion shift . 
By doing this it was possible to compare the re ults from gyroscope with the resuh 
from global motion estimation based on video motion tracking. These re ults can, in 
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turn , be used for estimation of a minimally acceptable motion search area in the global 
motion e. timation algorithm. The smaller the area, the lower the computational power 
required for the digital motion compensation. The following equation was used for the 
conversion: 
M 
a=-x NL 
( 144) 
where a is the angular off et in radians and x is the offset in pixels in ether the 
vertical or horizontal direction. L is the distance between the camera and the 
whiteboard. Thi. equation can be applied only when angles are small and tangent of 
the rotation angle approximately equals to the angle itself: 
a ::::: tan a 
or L i much greater than the relati ve physical offset of the whiteboard: 
M L>>-x NL 
( 145) 
( 146) 
The camera ready for the experiments is shown in Figure 51. Two boards with 
gyroscope. are attached. Gyroscopes measure (a) roll q;. (b) pi tch B and (c) yaw 1/f . 
(d) is additional button which was used instead of native shutter button of the camera. 
The boards had the capability of a wi reless link, however it was not necessary to use 
it. 
There was a minor is ue of the output voltage drift on the one of ensors. The drift 
occurred because one of the gyroscopes was powered from a small battery but not a 
stationary power supply. This was partially compensated with an additional 
calibration procedure after the experiment and intermediate " zero angular veloci ty" 
estimation when the data from the gyro copes wa processed. 
I t hould be noted that the camera used in the experimen t wa heavier than an 
average low cost digi tal camera. ln addition attached boards and data acquisition 
dev ice only added weight to the device. The extra weight can tabil ize camera more 
thus making shake maller. 
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During the experiment 20 subjects were asked to make a shot with the prepared 
camera trying to keep it as steady a po sible. Or, in other words they were imitating 
the u ual picture shot. Each per on wa asked to repeat the experiment 5 times. For 
each shot a one second fragment of video footage and data were captured and 
analyzed. When making shots people directed the camera to the whiteboard wi th 
contrast black marks to make the global motion estimation algorithm more robust. 
The distance from the whiteboard was 2 meter . They kept the camera wi th two arms 
at eye level with approximately 30 centimetre distance from the face. Each . ubject 
was asked to use the embedded LCD creen a. a viewfi nder. This is for two rea. ons: 
according to surveys embedded LCD screens are used more often than viewfinders, as 
a result and in addition to that many manufacturers do not equip their cameras wi th 
viewfi nder any longer. Figure 53 shows the experimental etup. 
Figure 53: The experiment setup of camera shake mea uremcnts 
The resources were not avai lable to conduct a detai led measurement campaign. The 
main purpose was to collect data which can be used for modelling the camera shake in 
the imulation and also for the estimation of the parameters of the motion estimation 
module in camera hardware. However for completeness, the majority of the subj ect 
were males between the ages of 20 and 40 and were taff and students from the 
department. 
The ound of the shutter button click wa u ed to synchronize the video sequence 
and the captured data. 
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The chematic diagram of the motion track ing device is shown in Figure 54. The 
boards with gyroscopes and analogue-to-digital converter were both attached to the 
camera in order to minimize analogue noise. The data acquisi tion device was 
connected to a PC with 2m of USB cable. 
Gyroscope Amplifier 
National Instruments USB-6008 
USB 
Converter 
o~----~-----~ 
L.._ __ __J 
Shutter button 
Figure 54: Schematic diagram of the device con. isting of three gyro copes. three analogue amplifier , 
a shuncr bullon, multi-channel ana logue-to-digital converter connected to a PC with long USB cable. 
F. Results 
The results from both gyroscope measurements and video motion tracking are 
incorporated in Table XV. The purpose of this table is to be a reference material for 
camera designers and other experiments. By knowing the exposure time and requi red 
confidence it is possible to estimate the required neighbourhood for earch. 
Four time intervals were considered (each being measured from the in tant when 
the button was pres ed): l second, 0.5 econd . 0.25 econd and 0. 125 seconds. The 
follow ing parameters were estimated for each time interval: 68% confidence level of 
deviation, 95% confidence level of deviation, 99.7% confidence level of deviation, 
and the error between gyroscopes and video based motion track..ing. Deviation here 
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means the absolute difference between the initial angle and the angle at the end of the 
time intervaJ measured in degrees. This is one scalar value for each of the three axes. 
TABLE XV 
RE ULTS OF CA~IERA SI lAKE \ IEASUREMEi'<'T USING TilE SYSTE~I OF GYROSCOPES A:-ID GLOBAL MOTIO:-: ESTIMATION USI'I:G 
CAPTURED VIDEO SEQUENCE 
68% confidence level 95% confidence level 99.7% confidence leve l MSE between Time imerval of deviation of dcviat ion of deviation 
and angle! gyroscope' :md 
Gyro,cope.' l Video Gyro,copc' i Video Ciyro,copc'l Video I' ideo 
y;I\V ljl 0. 1~8 0. 179 0.508 0.568 1.690 0.878 0.033 1 
I sec pitch B 0. 16 0.226 0.379 0.601 0.7 16 0.853 0.05 11 
roll (/) 0. 11 8 0. 137 0.346 0.342 0.946 0.679 0.0 12 
yaw if 0. 103 0.0978 0.358 0.301 1.450 0.6-D 0.0227 
0.5 ' cc pitch B 0. 136 0. 15 1 0.349 0.530 0.545 0.838 0.().1 18 
roll (/) 0.0947 0. 11 0 0.292 0.274 0.873 0.604 0.0 106 
y:tw ljl 0.0644 0.065 0. 188 0. 153 0.606 0.25 0 .0 11 5 
0.25 'ec pitch B 0. 105 0.0753 0.308 0.274 0.525 0.6-14 0.0240 
roll (/) 0.066 0.066 0. 163 0.201 0.866 0.58 1 0.00922 
yaw ljl O.Q.IQ.l 0.0226 0. 143 0.0928 0.2 12 0. 152 0.()()549 
0. 125 ~cc pitch B 0.075 1 0.0502 0.235 0. 143 0.374 0.354 0.0126 
roll (/) 0.0473 0.0 163 0. 11 5 0 .1 79 0.345 0.29 1 0.00628 
As can be een from the table the estimates from the global motion estimation and 
from gyroscopes can vary signi ficantly. It is possible to conclude from analysis of the 
statistical data that the results from the video clips and global motion estimation 
algorithm are more precise than the results from the gyroscopes. The reason may be 
that data acquisition device in with combination gyroscopes did not capture 
frequencies higher than 2.5 k.Hz. On the other hand, the frequencie close to the 
maximum quantization frequency contained important information about rotation. 
Therefore, some motion represented by these high frequencies was probably lost 
during the quantization process. The results of th is experiment were used in the 
conclusion section of this chapter for the estimation of the required search area for 
the global motion e timation module for digital cameras with similar physical 
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characteristi cs. The worst case was selected by choosing from both gyroscopes and 
global motion estimation. 
Figure 55 shows the roll rp , pitch rp and yaw 1/f angular motions of one of the 
subjects over one second time interval extracted from both a video sequence and 
gyroscopes data. The dotted l ine indicates video estimations, the so lid l ine indicates 
data from the gyroscopes. 
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figure SS: The roll rp . pitch rp and yaw 1/f angular motion of one of the ubjects over one second 
time interval extracted from video sequence and gyroscope!> data. The dotted line indicates video 
cstimarions the solid line indicates tl1e data from the gyroscopes. 
lt would be usefu l to know the optimal earch area for the global motion estimation 
algorithm. The earch area wi ll be measured in pixels and the whole image wi ll be 
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considered to be SM pixel image with a resolution 2560 x 1920 pixels. The rollowing 
equation was u ed to calculate backward transform of angular shift into pi xel shi ft 
- R WI' N\'(]A . L 
x ---· ·a 
Rvc;A M 
( 1·+7) 
N · L This equation is deri ved from ( 144). The ~~~ ·a term represents the angular 
. hift into pixel hift for YGA resolut ion (640 x 480). The RsMP term is the ratio 
R\'CJA 
between YGA resolution and SM pixel resolution. The RwP is the angular resolution 
of the SMP image and R vGA is angular resolution of the YGA image. It is assumed that 
the rocal di ·tance is the ame for both re oluti on . . U ing thi equation it i possible to 
estimate the max imal pixel offset ir there are only yaw and pitch type rotations but no 
roll. T he roll component of the shift needs to be calculated separately for verti cal and 
horizontal motion. The roll angle axis is positioned in the centre of the image, thus the 
roll has no effect on the central area of the image. However, the roll type o f rotation 
need to be taken into considerati on on the borders of the image. It is simple to show 
that the further from the centre, the more contribution to the area shi ft the rol l has. It is 
also obv ious that the mo t di. tant areas rrom the centre are the image corners. 
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Figure 56: Thl: direction of shift on thl: corner area in ca~c of roll only type of rotation. 
Figure 56 above shows the direction of shift of the corner area of the image in the 
case of ro ll only type of rotation. The result offsets in vector form wil l be: 
[x] [.iny] .Jw 2 + H 2 = · · tan qJ 
.r cos r 2 
( 148) 
where W is the width of the image, H i the height of the image, y in the angle 
between the bottom edge of the image and ir diagonal. and qJ i the roll of the image. 
Taken into account that: 
( 149) 
and: 
(I SO) 
his possible to impl ify ( 148) to give: 
( 151) 
ISO 
Finally, taking into account all three rotation directions, the shifts 1n vertical and 
horizontal directions will be: 
[X]= R5MP • N\'GA · L . [ "'] + [H]. qJ )' R V(JA M 8 w 2 ( 152) 
The predicted search areas required for different exposure times are summari zed in 
Table XV I. This table was obtai ned by substituting data from Table XV into equation 
( 152). 
TABLE XVI 
ESTI~I,\TED SEARCII ARUA 0 1'-IE:O. 10\S DEPE:O.DII\G 0:-: EXI'O URE riME 
1-!xpo,urc lime 
68~ confidence l.:,cl 95"f confidcncc lc'd 99. 7"1 confidence lcH:I 
and -.carch area 
dimcn,ion' in pi\er-
of de' ial ion of de\ ia1 ion of de' iation 
Horizon1al 12 91 26-t 
I 'cc 
Venical 33 87 154 
Horizonta l 21 64 232 
0 .. ) 'cc 
Vcnical 21 76 l-t7 
HoriLOmal n 38 142 
0.25 -.cc 
Vertical 16 46 126 
HoriLomal 9 31 53 
0.125 'cc 
Vcnical 11 37 63 
From the obtained results it is possible to conclude that a search area of 91 x87 pixels 
i sufficient in 95% of ea es. I f better coverage is requi red (99.7% confidence level) 
the area needs to be extended to 264x 154 pixels (for 5M pixel image). Secondly, 
referring to Table XV none of the three rotation angles exceeded 1.69° during the 
experiment.. The e results can be used in the camera shake simulation process. 
During the fu ion of several frame ome edge effect can appear such as 
darkening of re ul! image borders. Two methods of removal of uch artefacts can be 
proposed. The fi rst method is to crop the resul tant image in order to eliminate any 
potential artefacts which can appear on edges. The second way is to dynamically 
renormalize the image values on edge as we know how many pixels are available for 
any given location. The second way may result in higher noi eat the edges however 
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in this method the image border are retai ned. The second way wa used later in thi. 
chapter. 
6.5 Noise reduction 
These were the steps taken for noise reduction: 
I . Demosaic, every given frame with bilinear or a more sophisticated 
demosaicking method. 
2. Find the global motions between the key frame (in our case simply fi r t 
frame from the sequence) and the re. t of the frame. using the demosaicked 
images. 
3. App ly a backward affine transform to match wi th the key frame. 
4. T ake average colours from the matched frames for each pixel. 
The following methods were also used instead of bi linear demosaick ing 
I. Variable Number of Gradients [221 
2. High quality li near interpolation 14 11 
3. Hue preserving interpolation [2 11 
It is important to note that the above described scheme is memory efficient a images 
can be processed one by one, or in other word , the amount of mernory required does 
not depend on the number of frames in one sequence. 
6.6 Multiframe demosaicking 
The multi frame demosaicking method proposed here consists of the fo l lowing steps: 
I . Initial demo aicking: B ilinear demosaicking i u ed here. 
2. Find the global motion between frames ba ed on the recon tructed image 
from the fir t step. 
3. Apply a backward transform to the Bayer pattern and the Bayer pattern 
mask. 
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4. Fuse the Bayer frames and masks using an averaging method as de. cribed 
below. 
Step I and 2 are the same as for noi e reduction; however, step 3 requires a more 
detailed explanation. 
Let us assume that the colour planes of an image are processed separately and that the 
scalar value of one colour (for a given co lour plane) in pixel wi th coordinates (x1.y1) 
I : 
( 153) 
51 
52 
Figure 57: CenLral pixcl s1 and I he neighbouring pixcls (N = 8). 
Jt is po iblc to describe a probabi lity of the following event: pi xel s2 from the 
neighbourhood o f pixels i closest (by value) to the central pixel s1 as: 
( 154) 
where p(s" s2 ) is the distance between two pixel coordinates. For current appl ication 
it is assumed that the probabi lity depend only from the distance between these pi xel . 
If two pixels in the neighbourhood are equal (by value) it is always possib le to set an 
additional order (such as relati ve position) when only one pixel can be selected as the 
closest. Thus, for any neighbourhood of N pixels it is possible to define N mutually 
exclusive events (that the n'1' pixel is cl ose t) and apply the law of total probabi l ity 
[521: 
N 
P(s)= l:P(s,)·P(sls, )= 
r=l 
I N 
=-L P(s, ) · J(p(s, s, )) 
C r~ l 
( 155) 
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where P(.\·; ) is a distribution of individual co lours and c is a normalization 
coefficient. The form of P(sis; )= J(p1) can be estimated from experimental data for 
a gi ven set of images. The mathematical expec tation of s equals: 
I N ( s) = - L ( s;) · f (p;) 
c 1=1 
( 156) 
with normalization coefficient: 
N 
c= l: J(pl ) ( 157) 
1=1 
In practice the described formula can be calculated using cumulati ve value and weight 
masks for every colour plane. 
As we are work ing with di crete images to use equation ( 156) we only need to 
know the cumulative sum of all the va lues and the number of value. associated with a 
given location. An example is shown in Figure 49. For the given distribution of 
pixels. equation ( 156) will give a value of 3. The distance from the four neighbouring 
pixe l is the . ame. Hence, P(sls1 ) functions are equal and can be cancelled. 
6.7 Multiframe demosaicking with spatial noise reduction 
The multiframe demosaicking method can be enhanced if it is combined with spatial 
noise reduction. A suggested procedure which would achieve this is a follows: detect 
uni form areas without edges and for these areas extend the kernel area of the filtering. 
These can be illustrated by the enhanced formu la: 
I N (s) = - L (s1) ·(e· J.,{p; )+ (1 - e)· f,1 (p, )) 
c t=l 
( 158) 
where e is smooth edge detecting function in the range [0, 1] . Value of 0 i ndicates 
that in the given neighbourhood values are uniform and I indicates that an edge is 
detected. Functions J)p;) and J,
1
(p,) are modified weighting functions for areas as 
wi th edges and uniform areas respecti vely. Both functions should be calibrated on the 
real data from the camera as they depend from the lens ystem and the resolution of 
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the proto sensor. A ll three colour channels need to be raken into the con ideration 
when detecting edges. lt can be achieved using the following equation: 
( I 59) 
Assuming that a/ is the variance calculated for the given neighbourhood for the red 
channel: 
( 160) 
The value of eR can be ex pressed as: 
( 161) 
Where a 2 is the estimated variance for the given pixcl neighbourhood. and a,2 is the 
vari ance of the ideally uniform area due to noise. The variance a,2 needs LO be 
calibrated for a given camera in advance. lt is important to note that the kernel size of 
fi ltering . hould be determined from the computational capabilitie. of the target 
device. The larger the ·'window" of processing, the more hardware resources are 
required. In the compari son a window of 7x7 was simulated. This was chosen as a 
reasonable cornpromi e between quality and hardware l imitations. 
6.8 Temporal Bilateral Demosaicking 
The structure of data avai I able after the process of motion compensation and 
accumulati on i suitable for bilateral-like fi lterin g. Indeed. the pixel value and their 
weights can be directly u ed in the bi lateral fi ltering equation. Having the classical 
bi lateral fi ltering equation for image / (x) as in l53 1: 
t<>ot<>o 
h(x) = k~1 J J J(~)c(~- x ) s(/ (~)- J(x))d~ ( 162) 
and normalization coefficient kd: 
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kd = J Jc(~ - x)s(J(~)- J(x))d~ ( 163) 
where c(~-x) is the geometric closene s between the neighbourhood centre x and a 
nearby point ~, s(J(~)- J (x)) measures the photometric similarity between the pixel 
at the neighbourhood centre x and that of a nearby point ~. 
For the task of multiframe demosaicking it is possible to introduce an addi tional pixel 
weight coefficient responsible for reliability of a pi xel w(q). ln the situation when 
several frames are merged together some pi xels may contain more pixels of a 
particular co lour (as shown in Figure 49). The greater the number of values in a given 
pixel position, the better the accuracy. Thus equations ( 162) and ( 163) become: 
-lz(x) =k; ' J fJ(~)w(~)c(~ - x)s(J(~)- J(x )) c~ ( 16~) 
and 
--kd = J Jw(~) c(~- x)s(J(~)- J(x))d~ ( 165) 
___ .. 
where ](~) are the re ultant mean values of the colours in the gi ven locations. By 
converting the equation in discrete space we have 
__, -h(x, y ) = k; ' L L: ](i, j) w(i, j)c(i- x, j- y)s(J(i, j)- J(x, y )) ( 166) 
t=~J=-oo 
And 
--kd = L L w(i , j) c(i - x, j- y )s(J(i, j)- J(x, y )) ( 167) 
·=-J=-
Usuall y the plwtometric similarity function is defined as: 
( 168) 
where 
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5(J(i,j)- J (x,y)) =ilf (i , j)- J(x,y~l ( 169) 
Usually, IIJ (i, j) - J(x, y ~~ is elected a a uitab le measure of distance between the 
two co lour values. ln the scalar case, this may be simply the absolute difference of the 
pixel values or, since the photon noise increases w ith intensity. an intensi ty dependent 
version of it. lt is possible to determine what the photometric similarity function 
·hould be in ea. e of Pois on noise. In order to simplify the formulae and minimize the 
amount of computations the image samples can be converted to a space where the 
noi e has a normal distribution ( i.e. Gaus ian). A I o, it is assumed for simplicity that 
image under consideration has only one channel. The equations below can be easily 
ex tended for multi-channel images. The probability function relating to the difference 
of two image samples which are close in space is: 
p(a - b)= ~ , exp{- ((a - b) -,<!la ~ p,,)f } ( 170) ~2;rr(a; +a,; ) 2(a; +a,; ) 
where a 2 is variance of a random variable and Jl is the mean or its expected value. 
The probability that the e two samples have the same value is 
( ~ I { (a- b)1 } p a - b~ _ = exp - , , 
P.-Ph ~2;rr(a; +a,; ) 2(a; +a; ) ( 17 1) 
lt can also be demonstrated that the standard deviation of both variables are the same 
( 172) 
Thus 
1 { (a-b)2 } p = exp - , 
.J 4;rra2 4a- ( J 73) 
which i imilar to equation ( 168). For the experiment the fo llowi ng conversion to the 
space wi th a normal distribution was used 
f n (x, .Y) = ~JP (x. Y) ( 174) 
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where J,, are the samples with a Poisson distribution and !,, are the samples with a 
normal d i stri buti on. 
In order to reduce the amount of computations used a simplified spatial penalty 
function was used: 
{
I - N s, i s, N ,-M ~ j s, M 
c(i,J)= 
0
'. 
otherwise 
( 175) 
The multiframe bilateral demosaicking algori thm was applied on a 5x5 
neighbourhood with N = M = 2 . 
6.9 Local motion handling 
ln addition to compensating for global motion the multi frame demosaicking and noise 
reduction method can effecti vely handle local motion. 
Key 7 0 0 ~Supplementary 
frame .---- - - ----, frame with 
moving ball 
Only 
information 
from the key 
frame is used 
in this area 
Figure 58: Illustration o f local moLion handling. Two or iginal images with a moving ball and one 
resullanl image are shown. For the background area, pixels from both frames are combined while for 
the ball only the key frame is used. 
Although the proposed method does not estimate the local motion vectors it does 
minimize the effect of the motion blur. The idea is to detect areas with local motion 
and for these areas do not perform the fusion of the frames, but to use the values from 
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the key frame only as shown in Figure 58. A a result the moving obj ect w ill appear 
noisy but sharp. M oved areas are estimated according to the equation below: 
( 176) 
where ~. is average value of the red colour of neighbourhood pixe ls from the key 
frame, sR is average of the same colour from the frame under consideration. 
I 
Threshold 0"
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is delermined using noise characteristi cs of the data from the camera. 
The pair of images i llustrated in Figure 59 show the moving car image wi th and 
without local motion handling. This image was captured by the author from a fast-
flowing road in Loughborough. In Image (a) the car blended into the image, however 
in Image (b) these areas were excluded. In both case. these five images were aligned 
using the method described in section 6.3 (p. 136). The cars appeared in just one of 
the fi ve images. 
(a) processing without local motion handling, 
5 frames were fused, the cars which only 
exist in one of the frames are visible 
(b) processing with local motion handling, 
no artefacts 
Figure 59: Five frames combined together with and without local motion handling. Some of the 
frames contained fast moving cars. 
6.10 Comparison 
In order to obtain the reliable result. two methods of comparison were used. The fir t 
method is based purely on simulation of the lens and ensor system where the ideal 
result image is known a priori. The second method of comparison is based on real 
raw data captured with a Sony A I 00 camera. The camera was changed from the 
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previously used model because the Sony A I 00 can store mosaicked (RAW) images 
whereas the Canon PowerShot Ill IS does not have thi s feature. Several equential 
shot. were taken and the resultant raw images were scaled down. The two methods 
were used because both of them have specific advantages and disadvantages. For 
example, the method of pure simulation can give us a precise error between ideal 
pixel values and estimated ones. On the other hand the images from the "K odak 
Image Set"' [701 are already gamma corrected and colour corrected and the 
distribution of inten itie differs from the ori ginal sen ·or data. 
A. Comparing algorithms using pure simulation 
The algorithms were compared using raw image generated from the "Kodak Image 
Set". Images were down caled in order to reduce imulation time. The aim wa to 
simulate the image sequence from a real camera. Simulation was introduced into the 
comparison because with real raw images it is impossible to get precise colours for 
every pixel. 
The fo llowing as. umptions were made when comparing the two method : 
I . Overal l expo ure time of a set of shot i short ( less than I 1-+ ·econd). 
2. There are alway more than 16 frame to be captured. Thu the duration mu t 
be less than 1/64 econd per frame. 
3. There is only rotation and shift taking place (no . caling). 
4. Rotation always less than 5 degrees between any two individual image. in a 
set. 
5. Motion shift is no more than I 00 pixels between any two images in a set. This 
restricti on i applied only to et an upper limit for a reasonable simulation 
time. 
The quality has been evaluated using three mea ures: mean square error, peak signal 
to noi e ratio and normalized colour difference. A ll of the e method are described in 
detail in Appendix A on p. 193. 
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TABLE XVII 
RESUl.TS OF MUL TlFRAME DEivlOSAlCKlNG COMPARED TO T EMPORAL NOISE RcDUCTlON ON TilE KODAK IMAGE SET 
umber of Temporal oi.~c Reduction Mullifmme Dcmo:-aicking 
frame>- in a ~et MSE I PSNR I CD MSE I PSNR I NCO 
I 0.00919 20.44 0.407 0.00846 20.8 1 0.372 
~ o.oo~o4 25.32 0.208 0.00309 25.30 0.193 
9 0.00204 27.19 0.146 0.00220 26.9-t 0.137 
16 0.00 168 28. 17 0.115 0.00188 27.76 0. 11 0 
25 0.00149 28.78 0.097 0.00170 28.26 0.09~ 
36 0.001~0 29. 11 0.086 0.00163 28.52 0.084 
-19 0.00135 29.33 0.078 0.00158 28.70 0.078 
6.11 Results 
A. Comparison based on simulation 
The simulation was performed for different number of frames in a set varying from 
to -+9. The re ults are shown in Table XVII and Table XVIII. The methods in each 
table have comparable implementation cost. In other words each table contain results 
grouped by complex ity of the algorithm. Table XV Tl contains results of temporal 
noise reducti on based on bi linear in terpolation and cost-effecti ve multiframe 
demosaicking. Both of these methods operate on a 3x3 pixel neighbourhood and have 
comparable computational complexity. Tables show mean square error (MSE). peak 
signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and normalized colour difference (NCD) as in Appendix 
A. 
Table XVII shows the different behaviour of MSE and NCD measures. The MSE 
better for temporal noise reduction approach while NCD is better for Multiframe 
Demosaicking. This, however, is not true for the result grouped in Table XVIII. The 
Multiframe Bi lateral Demosaicking shows best results for MSE, PSNR and NCD 
measures. 
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The second group of results, shown in Table XVIH, contain the combination of 
Temporal Noise Reduction with Variable Number of Gradients Demosaicking 
(TVNG) and the novel Multiframe Temporal Demosaicking (MT) technique. Variable 
Number of Gradients Demosaicking [221 is one of the best non-iterative algorithms 
described in scientific publications. The operational neighbourhood for both these 
methods is 5x5 pixels. However, the computational efficiency of Multiframe 
Temporal Demosaicking i better than for Temporal Variable Number of Gradients 
Demosaicki ng. 
TABLE XVIIl 
R ESULTS OF TE~IPOR1\L VARIABLE NU~IBER OF GR>\OIENTS OEMOSAICKI~G COMI'AREO TO M ULTif'R;\ ME B ILAf£RAL 
OEMOSMCK I!'<G ON THE KODAK IMAGE SET 
Number oi Temporal Variable Number of Gradicnls Mullifrarnc Bila1eral Dcmosaicking 
frames in a ;cl MSE I PSNR I NCO MSE I PSNR I NCD 
I 0.00966 20.22 0.301 0.004 14 24. 19 0. 181 
-+ 0.00262 25.90 0. 154 0.00236 26.57 0. 116 
9 0.0015 1 28.38 0. 11 0 0.00 15 1 28.50 0.09 1 
16 0.0011 1 29.80 0.089 0.00 108 29.97 0.076 
25 0.0009 1 30.76 0.077 0.00079 3 1.29 0.065 
36 0.00083 3 1.27 0.069 0.00066 32. 12 0.059 
49 0.00077 3 1.67 0.065 0.00057 32.81 0.055 
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Figure 60 shows the dependence of normalized colour di fference (NCO) from 
number of image available for fusing. 
The grey dotted line shows the best estimated temporal only results for 
compari son. The estimation was as fo llows: 
The error value of temporal bilinear method at single frame experiment was taken 
as a reference. Then, taking into account that we have Poisson distribution, the 
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Figure 60: Dependence of nonnalizcd colour difference from number of images avai lahlc for fusing. 
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standard deviation CJ' v for the N shots can be estimated as: 
( 177) 
where CJ'1 is the standard deviation of co lour values compared to reference value for 
the experiment with one frame. The square root scale of the horizontal axes was 
selected to show the proportional reduction of the noise. According to the equation 
above the noise . hould be proportional to }N (where N is the number of images in 
the set). In thi s scale it can be ea ily seen. 
lt is hown that mu lti frame demosaicking is more effective than temporal noise 
reduction for a mall number of frames. A. the number of frames increases these two 
method become statistically indistinguishable. On the other hand. multi frame 
temporal demosaicking is the best overall for the cases described in this experiment. 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Fi gure 61: From left to right: (a) original image, (b) one noi y image from the sel of 32, (c) resul t of 
temporal noi c reducLion on 32 image , (d) result of muhi frame noise reducLion on 32 i mages. 
As can al o be seen from the graph in Figure 60 all four methods become equall y 
effecti ve as the number of frame. in one set i ncrea es. Actual image amples from the 
proce sing are hown in Figure 6 1. 
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The figure contains four images. The first one is an ori ginal image taken from the 
Kodak image set l70] . The second one is obtained from one of the fames in a set. It 
was obtai ned as follows: 
I .The original image was mosaicked. 
2.The photon noise (Poi. son distribution) wa added to the mosaicked image. 
3.The noisy image wa demosaicked using Bil inear demo aicking 
The thi rd image was obtained from a set of 32 noisy raw images using multiframe 
noise reduction described in Section 6.5 (p. 152). The fourth image is a result of the 
proposed Multiframe Bilatera l Demosaicking. As can be seen the result of the 
mul tiframe demosaicking is considerably sharper than the result of temporal noise 
reduction. This is because the multiframe demo. aick ing was designed to preserve 
high frequency in formation of an image. 
Lt is imponant to note that the proposed methods such as Cost-effecti ve Multiframe 
demosaicki ng or Multiframe B i lateral Demosaicking are not based on the speci fic 
structure of a classic Bayer fi lter layout and can be easi ly adapted for alternative fi lter 
patterns such as described in earl ier chapter . 
B. Comparison based on the real sensor output 
The overall procedure for examining a real sensor output is discussed here. A ·et of 
images was taken wi th interval of approx imately one econd and with camera held in 
hands. Then each image was . caled down 8 times in each dimension so that the 
ori ginal Bayer pattern was preserved. In addition the fi rst frame was used a a key 
frame and i t was then scaled down using averaging methods to achieve most precise 
values of colours in given posi tion . A mall key frame wa used a the reference 
image and the re t of caled down images were used a an input to the algori thm. The 
result scheme of the experiment is shown in Figure 62. 
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A wa mentioned before. the sen or output wa used to simulate a eries of 
sequential shots. The Sony A I 00 camera was used to acquire mosaicked RAW 
image . . Set. of images were taken with fixed exposure time and lens aperture. The 
analogue gain or ISO value was set to 1600 for all sets. In total 15 sets of images were 
u eel in the experiment. lmages contained indoor and outdoor scenes. Some of them 
contained fast moving objects such as cars. Due to limitations of the camera it was 
hard LO acquire more than 25 shots of one scene. During the time of acqu isition the 
lighting condition were changing significantly enough to affect the results. This was 
mainly due to moving cloud in the outdoor scenes. The overall frame rate was one 
frame in 3-5 econds. As a result the overall frame brightness was changing from 
et;~ Ion 
RGB 
Image 
first 
imag~/n / 
a se~ 
Figure 62: The overall scheme of comparison using real data from Sony A I 00 camera 
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TABLE X IX 
RI Sl LT!> OF M IJLTIFR'\ \If. D E:VIO AIC'Kll\G C0\1PAREDTO Tt\li'ORAL 0 1SE Rrot rno-. 0 ' TilE REAL '\E:"SOR OA l"A 
umber of Temporal Noi,c Reduc1ion Muhiframe Demo-aicking 
frame' in a -cl M SE I PSNR I CD M SE I PS R I eo 
I 0.00809 21.1 8 0.448 0.00728 2 1.(>4 0.409 
4 0.00238 26.5 1 0.23 1 0.00229 26.69 0.2 13 
9 0.00136 28.99 0. 160 O.OO IJ9 28.91 0.150 
16 0.00 101 30.36 0.126 0.00107 30.09 0. 120 
25 0.00083 ."11.24 ().107 0.00092 30.83 0. 103 
frame to frame. fn a camera wi th embedded multiframe demosaicking this should not 
be the case as all frames wi ll be acquired in a fract ion of a . econd. 
The results are grouped into two tables. The method in each table have 
comparab le implementation cost. Table X IX contai ns result of temporal noise 
reduction based on bilinear interpolation and cost-effecti ve multiframe demosaicking. 
Both of these method operate on a JxJ pixels neighbourhood and have comparable 
computational complexity. Three metrics were used: mean square eiTor, peak ·ignal to 
noise ratio and normalized colour di f ference (NCO). As can be seen, the NCO results 
for cost-effecti ve multiframe demo aicking are alway better than for temporal noise 
reduction. MSE and PSNR result. are better for temporal noise reduction for 9, 16. 
and 25 images in a set. However, for smaller number of frames the multiframe 
demosaicking hows its advantage wi th all metric . 
T he second group of re ul ts shown in Table XX contains the combination of 
temporal noise reduction with Variable Number of Gradients Demosaicking (TVNG) 
and propo ed here Multiframe Temporal Demosaicking (MT). As was mentioned 
earlier the Variable Number of Gradients Demosaicking i described in 122 1. The 
operational neighbourhood for both these methods is SxS pixels. However. the 
computational efficiency of Multi frame Temporal Demo aicking is better than for 
Temporal Variable Number of Gradients Demosaicking. 
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TABLE XX 
RESULTS OF TEMPORAL VARIABLE N UMBER OF GRADIENTS DEMOSAICKING COMPARING f O M UI. TIFRAME BILATERAL 
DE,-.IOSAICKING ON T HE REAL SENSOR DATA 
umber of Tcmpoml Variable Number of Gradients Muhiframe Bilareral Demo,aicking 
frame, in :1 >Cl MSE I PSNR I NCD MSE I PS R I NCD 
I 0.00922 20.62 0.337 0.003 11 25.20 0.200 
.j 0.00238 26.51 0. 176 O.OO IR8 27.41 0. 134 
1.) 0.00119 2957 0.125 0.00114 29.68 0. 107 
16 0.00079 3 1.38 0. 102 0 .00080 3 1.3 1 0.093 
25 0.0006 1 32.56 0.089 0.00058 32.69 0.0 83 
A ll results in the second group are better than in the first for every particular number 
of frames in a set. The comparison of the methods within the second group shows the 
clear advantage of Temporal Bi lateral Demosaicking. The only case when the 
Temporal Variable umber of Gradients shows bet ter result is for 16 frames and only 
for MSE/PSNR metrics. 
Significant difference between the methods i ob ·erved when the number of frames 
in a set is small. The result. of the techniques converge as the number of frames 
increase, however. there is sti 11 a 30% difference between the best and the worst 
results when number of frames is 25. M ost of the image quality improvement 
happened in I to 9 frames per set for all methods. 
Figure 63 i. a graphical representation of the results for real en or data. For 
convenience of demonstration only normalized co lour difference values are hown. [n 
addition to the table data the standard deviation of NCO is shown also illustrated. 
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Figure 63: Dependence o f normalized colour di fference from number of frames in a set. [mages were 
taken with lSO 1600 selling. 
The results show that Multiframe Bilateral Demosaicking has a clear advantage over 
the other described methods. 
6.12 Proposed digital hardware architecture 
It is possible to bui ld the architecture of a di gital camera featuring multiframe 
demosajcking based on the techniques summarized in this chapter. The most 
important part of thi s is the bus between memory and processing unit. The schematic 
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needs to maximize its throughput l:IS thi s is the key to processing larger images with 
smaller time granularity. The speed of the conversion of analogue data from the 
. ensor to digitally stored image samples i also very important. The memory 
architecture and the CCD analogue to digital conversion improvement. are the first 
two priori ties in the implementation. The third . ection is devoted to the processing 
unit itself. The block scheme of the processing is also described here. 
A. Memory 
The final aim o f the multiframe demosaicking is to replace expensive mechanical 
motion compensation mechanisms. That i. why all the subsystems of the proposed 
architecture should be optimi zed not only by speed bur also by cosr. The described 
multi frame demosaicking doe not require fa ·t random access to the memory but the 
throughput a very important parameter. DDR2 memory . ati fies all of these 
conditions: it is relatively cheap, has high data transfer rate although the random 
access to it is relatively slow. Most of the current portable image acquisition devices 
are already carrying 64-256 megabytes of DDR2 memory. This amount should be 
enough for our purpo e . however memory bandwidth needs to be extended. It i. 
common to have 32 or 64 bits bus in camera phones or digi tal cameras nowaday . . 
This assumes one or two DDR2 memory chip . In order to maximize the processing 
speed the memory bu need to be 128 bits or more. l t is a sumed that in ·tead of two 
chips of memory the device will have four chips of half the capacity. U ually it i 
more expensive but not significantly. [t addition, having fa ter memory wi ll improve 
the speed of normal sti ll image and video processing. 
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TABLE XXI 
TilE TAOU OF FSTI\IATIO' FOR DIFFERE.,TC0\1811\ATIO\ OF ADCS (A 'I AI OGL'~·TO·DIGITALCO~VERTI:R ) ,,;o..o DDR2 
\IE~IOR) . TilE A\IOU~ fOF \tEGAPIXELS IS SIIOIVN IN TilE CELLS. TilE FIGl RES 11\ ITALICS SIIOW TIIAT TI II:. UMIIII\G 
FACTOR ARE ADCs OTIIERWISE TilE \IE~ IORY I Ll\ln"fi\G Tilt: PERFOR~1ANCE. 
Sampling rate I OOMH1 Sampling rate 200M Ht 
I ADC 4ADC 16ADC I ADC 4ADC 16ADC 
32 bits 0.443 0.443 0.443 0 .443 0.443 0.443 
133 MHt 64 bi\-. <J.X33 0.887 0 .887 0.887 0.887 0.887 
v 128 bi\\ 0.833 1.773 1.773 1.667 1.773 1.773 v 
"' 
...., 
~ 32 biL' 0.833 0.887 0.887 0.887 0.887 0.887 
0 
~ 266 1\fHz 64 bih 0.833 1.773 1.773 1.667 1.773 1.773 
n 
0 
"' ="' 128 bi\> 0.833 .1..133 3.547 1.667 3.547 3.5-17 fr.> 
~ 
s· 32 bit<, 0.833 1.777 1.777 1.667 1.777 1.777 
"' 
5331\IHt 6-1 biL' 0.833 .1 .. 133 1.55.1 /.()(i7 3.553 1.5:H 
128 bit> 0.833 .u .u 7. 107 1.667 6.667 7. 107 
Alternati vely or even additionally the frequency for the DDR2 memory can be 
increased in a . hart burst just adequate to proce, s one sequence of image . As 
mentioned above. the time pan of the sequence could be not more that quarter o f a 
second. Such a short peri od of processing with increa ed frequency should not af fect 
overall power con umption of the device. On the other hand it can requi re more 
expen ive memory chips that can work with higher frequency. The above 
con iderations are taken into account in Table XXI where the possible size of the 
image is estimated ba ed on the various architecture conditions. 
B. Sensor 
The speed of analogue to digital (ADC) conversion is critical for thi design. The 
typical peed of the converter u ed in the modern camera i approximately I 00 
million samples per second. Within the time of quarter of a second this speed allow 
us to capture not more than 25 images with resolution of I mega pixel. This is below 
the requirements of modern image capturing device . A with the memory 
architecture, two ways of improvement are po ible: increasing the operating 
frequency and increasing the number ADC elements in one device. 
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To perform the conversions at high speed, the so called "pipelined" ADC 
converters are used to digitize the charge from the CCD matrix. ·'An analogue-to-
digital converter (ADC) uses pipe- lined data flow through paralleled charge transfer 
channels in a CCD for implementing a successive-approximation conver ion 
algori thm. Successive charge splitting divides a standard level charge packet into 
binary-weighted charge packets. selectively added to develop the successive 
approx imations again t which charge packets dependent on analogue input signal are 
dif ferentially compared. The e compari son are made using fl oating gate sensors and 
auto-zeroed sense amplifiers. A battery of progre si vely shorter shift registers can 
convert the pipelined ADC output to paral lel-bit form." 1571 
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Figure 64: Neighbouring pixels in the Baycr mosaic pattern can be proces ed in parallel to increase 
performance. This placement allow easy calibration of each ADC based on output averaging for each 
channel. 
The speed. higher than 100 million samples per second are also avai lable in the 
range of the devices produced for con umer electronics. The prices for such ADC are 
relati vely high, however. Analog Devices produce. a range of ADC with . ampling 
rate up to 250 million ample per second. There is a hope that once the ·e device 
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start to be used in consumer products the pri ce wi ll drop signi ficant ly. In Table XXI 
the sampling rates of I 00 and 200 million ample · per second are considered. 
T he second method of optimization is though increasing number of ADCs used in 
parallel. le is poss ible to u ea separate analogue-to-digital converter for every pixel in 
the Bayer quad of pixels. I f four parallel converters is not enough the scheme can be 
ex tended to 8 or even 16 parallel ADCs. However, that extension comes at a price. 
The CCD schematic needs to be changed significantly. Currently CCD matrices have 
output of one or four paral lel analogue channels. Figure 64 above show the proposed 
scheme of paral lel converter . The utili zation of mul tiple ADCs requires 
normalization o f thei r outputs. Often converters have varying nonlinearit y which 
need. al. o be taken into account. 
C. Overall scheme 
Image Processing 
Module 
G, analogue signal 
R analogue signal 
)r-----=G:.!:.b analogue sig,_n_al_-i 
B analogue signal 
DDR2 
Memory 
Chips 
CCDSensor 
Figure 65: The overall d igital schi!mc of 1hc camera wi1h muhiframe demo aicking feature. 
The cheme of the camera with a multi frame demosaicking feature con ·ists of a main 
image proce. sing chip with a central processing unit (CPU) embedded in to it. In 
addition it . hould have additional digital ignal processing hardware to be able to 
proce s huge amounts of data coming from CCD sensor. Among other peripheral 
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interfaces it should have a wide memory bus. A bus with a width of 128 bi ts is 
illustrated in Figure 65. However it i dependent on the requirements. The possibility 
that thi s may have to be increased to 256 bits or more in the future should be 
considered. 
T he second large block on the scheme is the memory. Four chips wi th parallel 
connection to the memory bus are also shown. As the memory standards evolve. the 
memory can be replaced for DDR3 or any other high performance storage. 
The parallel analogue-to-digital conveners are connected direct ly to the image 
proce sing module through 12bit bu e . . They obtain the analogue signal from the 
CCD ensor. [t i important to note that most likely modification of the CCD 
schematics will be required to increase the speed of image capturing and in tcad of 
four analogue outputs eight or sixteen should be prov ided. 
Yes 
No 
Parallel execution 
of the following 
sequences 
Figure 66: The diagram of thl! multi frame dcmosaicking processing 
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The block diagram of the multiframe demo aicking proce . ing i shown in Figure 
66. The process is split into three concurrent activities. First of all the immediate data 
from the image . ensor is captured and stored directly to the memory. It is hard to 
estimate the motion vector of the given image blocks "on-the-fly". This is because 
the image data needs to be stored to the memory so it is possible to compare the 
regions of the current and the previous frame in an exhausti ve search motion 
estimation algorithm. 
Once the image data in the first frame is captured into memory it is possible to 
determine the image blocks with maximum contrast. They will be latterly be used a · 
reference blocks for motion vectors e. timation. 
As an alternative to software based motion estimation. gyroscopes can be used. 
A lthough i it a more expensive olution, the prediction accuracy of the frame motion 
can be improved. Three gyroscopes are required to determine roll qJ. pitch e and 
yaw If! . The schematics can be similar to those described in section the 6.4 on the 
page 139 above. 
The third concurrent sub-process fuses the accumulated statistics for the ex isting 
history of frame with the newly captured frame based on the estimated affine 
transform of the new frame compared to the fir. t frame in a equence. It is required to 
calcu late the backward affine transform. !t is can be ba. ed on mall block process ing 
with dimensions of up to 32x32. As hown previously in this chapter the angles of 
rotation are small and it is possible to load the block of 40x40 pixel from newly 
captured data onto the random access memory inside the image processing module 
and match it with accumulated data using the backward affine transform coefficients. 
The dimension of 40x40 are elected to overlap pos ible rotation of the 32x32 block. 
The whole image can then be processed u ing the block by block method. The 
DDR memory throughput is very important for this ub-process. We need to load all 
the accumulated data from the memory, then mix it with just captured data and then 
put the updated accumulated data back into the DDR memory. Not to mention that 
motion vector earch should be executed in parallel. In other words it i required for 
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one RAW image to be stored, one RAW image loaded and the accumulated data both 
updated. lt is possible to estimate the throughput per frame per I pixel : 
The required sen or shutter speed is high. Therefore each captured frame will 
contain a lot or noi. e. lt is assumed here that each frame can be captured w ith a 
precision of 8 bits. To store and load the frame data simultaneously, 16 bits required. 
This ystem can be designed for merging not more than 64 frames in a sequence. Thus 
for the accumulated data, 6 bits required to store a counter of the collected samples 
and 14 bi ts for the accumulator. Since i t is required to have one accumu lator and one 
counter for every co lour channel the total throughput for accumulated data is 120 bits 
of simultaneous load and store. The motion vector search does not require access to 
the whole image. The implemented model shows good results wi th just I 0 percent of 
image area used for the earch. Summari zing, approx imately 160 bits would be 
required to be accessed per pixel per frame simultaneously. For example for an image 
with one megapi xel resolution and hav ing 30 frames in one ·equence the processing 
module would have to load or store 600 megabytes of data. 
Table XXI on p. 172 shows the estimation for different combination of AD Cs 
(analogue- to-digital converter. ) and DDR2 memory. The amount of megapixels is 
shown in the cells. The figures in italics show that the limiting factors are the A DCs, 
otherwise the memory is limi ting the performance. A possible image size with 
minimal hardware configurati on is 0.44 megapixe ls. A lternatively. image w ith size of 
7. 1 megapixels can be processed with 128 bits memory running at the frequency 533 
MHz. The most efficient configuration i one with 4 ADCs runn ing at the frequency 
200 MHz and memory with 128 bits bus running at 533 MHz. 
I t is not required to keep the frequency of DDR2 always high. Mo t of the time the 
image processing module and the memory can run w ith low frequency. The required 
high frequency can only be et for short processing "burst' ' which in our ea e lasts 
quarter of a second. 
The following formulae are used for the estimations. The DDR2 memory can 
tran fer data at double the f requency rate. Let us demote the width of the memory bus 
a w, the working frequency f, the number of frames in the sequence as n , the total 
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time taken by the sequence as t , the number or bi ts to be transferred per pixel a b 
and the desired image resolution is r . U. ing Equation ( 178): 
m b 
--= I 
2fw ( 178) 
An achievable reso lution can be estimated: 
2fwt 
r =--
nb 
( 179) 
In the ea. e where the parameter of the frame sequence are weaker. for example 15 
frames are captured within half a second, the requirements for the hardware can be 
significantl y lowered (by 4 time. ) but . till benefiting from the multi rrame 
dcmosaicking feature. 
6.13 Conclusion 
The proposed method of multiframe demosaicking has shown a clear advantage over 
temporal noise reduction on sequences with number of frames from I more than 25 
image . lt i also imple to implement in the hardware of modern digital camera or a 
mobile phone. To get better results with a small number or images in a set, multi frame 
demosaicking can be improved in an adaptive way such as a patial f iltering kernel for 
uniform urface and temporal filtering for edge . lt should be mentioned that one of 
the disadvantage. of the propo ed method i ab ence of local motion e timation. The 
method can be significantly improved i f it could be possible to detect the areas which 
are moved between frames. Thus, by matching the moved areas could be possible to 
reduce the noise but without introducing a motion blur. 
This is the final tudy de cribed in the the i . The next chapter ummarize the 
research which wa carried out and highlight po sible future directions. 
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Chapter 7: 
Conclusion 
The aim of thi s thesis was to identify and develop efficient demosaicking techniques. 
Several ways of improving demosaick ing algorithms for digital cameras have been 
propo ed. The objecti ves have been achieved by deeply integrating the camera lens 
system, sensor and demosaicking methods. This chapter outlines the contribution of 
the thesis and areas for future research. 
7.1 Contribution of this thesis 
The utilization of the artificial neural network was chosen as a tarting poi nt of the 
study. The demo aick ing stage of image processing was improved through optimizing 
the ex i ting physical tructure and characteristic. of colour filter an·ay . This include 
searching for berter pixel layout and adju ting the CFA' filter characteri ti cs to be 
compatible with human perception. Artificial neural net were u ed widely for thi s 
study. They provide a simple and fast method of bui lding an interpolation algorithm 
with minimal a priori knowledge about the data. 
The econd area of the research was the integration of digital compen ation 
method of the transverse chromatic aberration and demosaicking. The variou types 
of colour aberration are among t the mo t important factor that define image quality 
in both digital and analogue photo cameras. Nowaday. most digital cameras address 
the problem of transverse chromatic aberration the same way a their analogue 
predece sor ; the aberration is mo tl y uppressed by specially designed lens ystem 
which minimizes the aberrations. lt greatly affects the price of a digital camera. Some 
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digital cameras are trying to approach this problem using an alternative way: digital 
aberration compen ation as a post-processing step after demosaicking. 
A new cla. s of demosaick ing algorithm was introduced: aberration aware 
demosaicking. The aim is to minimize the cost of a digital camera while preserving or 
even improving the image quality. The study not only proposes several aberration 
aware interpolation methods but also introduces a framework for comparison of such 
algorithms. T he proposed method are compared with one of the be t demo aicking 
methods in the class of non-iterative algorithms: Variable umber of Gradients 
Demosaicking. Thi. method is combined with post-processing aberration correction in 
order to achieve a high quality reference by current standards. In addition to th is 
method the simple bi linear interpolation with post-processing aberration corTection 
also has been included into the compari ·on. Three new aberration aware interpolation 
methods have been proposed and sllldied. 
During the study it has been shown that the performance of the we ll known 
demosaicking method. greatl y depends on the simulation conditions. From the resu lts 
it can be concluded that incorporation of the aberration correction into a demosaicking 
algorithm is almost alway beuer than the appl ication of the aberration correction a a 
post-proce~sing step. U ing common assumptions. it ha been shown that image 
re torarion algorithms can be easily modified to include the simpl i f ied model of 
transverse colour aberration. 
Finally, a new technique for multiframe demosaicking was propo ·ed. The 
multi framc demosaicking is similar to temporal noise reduction or so-called super 
resolution problem. but operates with mosaicked images. By fusing several 
mosaicked frame. of the same scene it is possible not only to restore full colours of an 
image but also reduce noi e and increa e resolution of the result image in comparison 
to one-frame approach. The new cost-effective multiframe demo aicking method is 
created and compared with a conventional dernosaicking fol lowed by a temporal noi e 
reduction. The proposed method require change in the hardware of the digital 
camera. Pos ib le hardware architectures are proposed and their performance are 
compared. The new method of multi frame demosaicking ha shown a clear advantage 
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over temporal noise reduction. lt is also simple to implement in the hardware of 
modern digi taJ camera or a mobile phone. 
The overall contribution achieved with the re earch described in thi s thesis cou ld 
be divided into three key directions: new methods for improvement physical 
characteristics of photo-sensors, integrmion of the chromatic aberrati on compensation 
and demosaicking and, finally. novel combinations of demosaicking and temporal 
proces. ing. lt is also important to note that all these methods can be used in a 
combination therefore providing even grater improvement in the image quality. 
7.2 Suggestions for further research 
Demosaicking as an area of re earch is already more than 30 years old. however. the 
direction described in this thesis are relati vely new. They only become possible 
recently due to tremendous achievements in electronic mass production. The study 
described is thi s thesis is already useful in practice but it could be improved. This 
section suggests a list of topics for further re earch. 
A. Adjustment of CF A characteristics to account for human visioll 
A new method of optimization of the CFA's filter parameter ha been proposed in 
Chapter 3. However the experiment lacks the data from the real sensor. It is important 
to prove that the method works well with a real en. or. Ln addition it is required to 
confirm a possible improvement not only with mathematically defined mea ure but 
also by using human-based assessments. 
B. Spatially-varying neural networks for demosaicking 
The optimal architecture of the neural network for compari on of sen or patterns are 
proposed by this rhesi . However, their performance is . ti ll not good enough to u e 
primarily as demosaicking method. There are however more sophisticated ways of 
using the neural networks for demosaicking. By tudying them it could be pos ible to 
create a demo aicking algori thm based on the neural networks which i uitable for 
hardware implementation. For example the whole mo aicked image can be di vided 
into tiles and then the neural net can be trained individually on each tile. The whole 
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image can then be processed using smooth interpolation of the net weight when 
cro sing the tile boundarie . This technique can be applied for both online methods. 
C. Hardware ready aberration aware demosaicking 
The proposed methods showed good results using the simulation of optical system 
and sen. or characteristics. Nevertheless, it is important to check the performance of 
the propo ed methods with real RAW images and it could be a topic of future study. 
Furthermore, many question till remain regarding the best uses of thi result. The 
described framework simulated only small part of an image where the aberration 
parameters remain constant. Therefore, the actual (hardware ready) implementation of 
the de cri bed method remains to be seen. 
D. Camera shake measurements on variety of digital cameras 
The experiments caJTied out in Chapter 6 provided useful knowledge about the 
amplitude and speed of camera shake during a shot. However, only one camera was 
used in the experiment and the results for cameras with different weight or shape 
could differ significantly. I t i of interest to perform camera shake measurements on 
variety of digital cameras and use these result for a fine adju tment of multiframe 
demosaicking methods. 
ft is also interesting to carry out several additional camera shake measurement 
experiments for various group of people. The results cou ld be then cla ified 
depending on age, gender, and experience with a camera and so on. Camera 
manufacturers could use thi s in formation for a manual adjustment of the camera 
behaviour depending on the user needs. 
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Appendix A Image quality criteria 
A. MSE and PSNR 
The re tored image quality criterion should be defined for correct comparison of any 
demosaicking methods. The most frequent ly used method in publications related to 
demo. aicking is mean squared error (MSE). The following formu la is used to 
calculate distance mea. ure between original and restored image. : 
I X.Y 2 
MS£=--·~ R0 - Rr + G0 -G,. Y . X 7-: X, y X, y X, y X, y 
2 
( \ 80) 
where /( , . G.'., and U:,, are colour components of original image re. pectively. 
Similarly K.., . CJ.., and EJ. .• are restored colours. This method i good for measurements 
of physical data which have infinite uniform distribution such as coord inates in 30 
space. However. the problem with MSE f'or images is that it depends strongly on the 
image intensity scaling. Peak Signal-to- oise Ratio (PSNR) avoids this problem by 
. cal ing the MSE according to the image range. lt is defined for 8 bit images (with 
colour values from 0 lO 255) a : 
( 
255 ) PSNR81111 = 20 1og10 .J MS£ ( 181) 
For images with value in the intervallO, 11 it is defined as: 
PSNR = 20 1og10 ( ~) ( 182) 
Thi i a logarithmic form of PSNR which describes ratio between the maximum 
possible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise that affect the fidelity of 
its rep re entation. 
The following differences exist between PSNR (MSE) and visual perception: 
I . One inaccurately interpolated area can make the whole interpolated image 
unacceptable with perceptual compression. The PSNR mea ure doe not 
reflect thi s feature of human vi ual perception. 
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2. A ll directions in colour pace are equally important if PSNR is used with RGB 
data. Thi aLo differs from visual comparison where intensity variability has 
priori ty. 
3. The specificity of the perception varies depending on frequencie. of the 
image. 
The above considerations can be u. ed to form al ize the requirements for vision-based 
image quality criteria: 
1. The method should consider one badly matched image area to have highest 
priori ty on small scattered through whole image errors. 
2. The original and resulting images should be filtered in the frequency domain 
to simulate the sensitivity of the human eye to different wave forms. 
3. The distance between the ori ginal and the interpolated image should be 
estimated with utilization of the knowledge about the human eye perception. 
The candidate for the image quality estimator can be compared w ith visual 
a. sessments of demosaicking algorithms which were done by P. Longere et al. in 
[73 [. The databa e of the result can be also used for the adju tments of a criterion. 
B. Normalized Colour Difference 
There are several colour space that aim to match the di tance between two poi nt~ 
(colours) to visual sense. All of them are based on a large number of experiments. 
There are two most frequently referenced and standardi zed spaces in this variety: 
CIELAB [761 and CIELUV [771. The Normalized Colour Difference (NCO) is a 
frequently used qual ity criteri a in the demosaicking research field. It uses CIELUV 
co lour space. If O(x, y , c) and R(x, y, c) are the original and resulting image. 
re pecti vely. The formula for NCO is: 
'I ~(L, - L} +(u11 - u,Y +(v"-v,Y 
NCD =~r·.~·----~======~--­
L ~ L,2 + u"2 + v o2 
'·~ 
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( 183) 
where L, . u,, v, are lightne s and chrominance components of the result image in 
C fELUV colour pace [77] at the pixers location (x. y). L, , u, , v" are the same 
colour components of the original image. ln order to calculate CD the co lours of the 
images need to be converted into this co lour space. On the other hand, most 
publ ications use the Kodak Image Set. The images there are stored in RAS image 
format. The colour space is not defined for them, however these are fu lly processed 
and gamma-corrected colour images which mean thaL under the Microsoft Windows® 
operating system the default ITU-R BT.709 colour space i u ed. The COJTecL 
conversion to C rELU V can be done only when the conver ion to CIEXYZ i. known. 
IL i assumed that an evaluation image database is tored in ITU-R BT.709 (sRGB 
1751) colour space. To convert it to CIELUV two steps hould be: 
• Conversion from sRGB to CIEXYZ 
• Conversion from CIEXYZ to CIELUV 
The conversion from the gamma corrected ROB space Lo CIEXYZ has been carried 
out by 
l~ J = r~:~ :~: ~:~~~~ ~:~~~~Jr:~~~J Z 0.0 193 0. 11 92 0.9505 g(B) ( 18-1-) 
where 
l( I + 0.055)
2
.4 
g(l )= I + 0.~55 ' 
12.92 ' 
(/" I > 0.04045 
( I 85) 
otherwise 
The conversion from CIEXYZ to CIEL UV was 
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where 
I 
L*= 
( 
y )l 116 - - 16, 
Y, 
y ( 6 )~ if->-
Yn 29 (2:)'( ;, ). otherwise 
u*= 13L*(u' - u;,) 
v* = 13L * (v' - v;, ) 
I 4X 
L( =-----
X+ ISY + 3Z 
, 4Y I' =-----
X+ ISY +3Z 
I 4X, 
u, = 
X,+ ISY, +3Z, 
I 4Y 
V = " 
" X,+ 15Y, + 32, 
( 186) 
( 187) 
( 188) 
The constants X,, Y
11 
and z, are the coordinates of the white point. For thi s 
conversion the white point po ition was taken from CIEXYZ colour pace as 
l~,:·] =l0.95~456] z, 1.088754 ( 189) 
The co lour conver ion procedures were written by Pasca l Getreuer [7 1]. The source 
code of the Matlab implementation of the M SE, PSNR and NCO metri cs based on the 
work of P. Getreuer are listed in Appendix G on p 207 and Appendix H on p. 208. 
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Appendix B Source code of colour separation block for 
aberration aware demosaicking 
0000 % MATLAB version 7.2.0.232 (R2006a) 
0001 function raw_separat ed = separate_colours(raw, colour_mix_matrix) 
0002 % separate_colours - separates colours for classic Bayer 
0883 % colour filter array, given that the colour mixing matrix is known. 
0084 It is assumed that sums of the inver·t colour_mix_matrix are already 
0885 ~ normalised to ones 
0086 
8087 [H W C] = size(raw); 
8888 
0889 pattern = generate_bayer_pattern; 
8818 [PH PW PC] = size(pattern); 
8811 
0812 repeat_y = ceil(H I PH); 
8013 repeat_x = ceil(W I PW); 
0014 
0815 big_pattern = repmat (pattern, [repeat_y repeat_x 1]); 
0816 m= repmat(raw, (1 1 PC]) .* big_pattern(1 : H, 1 : W, :); 
0017 
ee1s g = (1 1 s) * [0 0 0 0 0; 
8019 8 1 2 1 8; 
8828 e 2 4 2 8; 
8821 8 1 2 1 8; 
8822 8 8 8 8 8]; 
8823 
0a24 rb = (1 1 4) * [8 8 8 a a; 
aa25 8 1 2 1 a; 
aa26 e 2 4 2 a; 
ae27 a 1 2 1 e; 
aa2s 8 8 8 8 a]; 
aa29 
aa38 im_garyed(: , ' } 1) = imfilter(m(: , ' } 1}, rb, 'symmetric'); 
aa31 im_garyed(:, ., 2) = imfilter(m(:, ., 2), g, 'symmetric'); 
aa32 im_garyed(:, ., 3) = imfilter(m(:, ., 3), rb, 'symmetric'); 
0033 
aa34 im_coloured = reshape((inv(colour_mix_matrix) * .. . 
aa35 reshape(im_garyed, [], 3)')', size(im_garyed)); 
a836 
aa37 raw_separated = sum(im_coloured .* big_pattern(l : H, 1 : W, :), 3); 
e038 
a039 end % function separate_colours 
aa48 
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ea41 function bayer_pattern = generate_bayer_pattern() 
ea42 generate_bayer_pattern- Generates RGB image ~ith 
ea43 ~ dimensions of minimal pattern repetitive block 
ea44 ~ The positions where a sensor can detect given colour 
ea45 % are marked with ones, otherwise zeros 
ea46 
ea47 bayer_pattern = zeros(2, 2, 3); 
ea48 bayer_pattern(:, :,1) = [e 1; a a]; 
ea49 bayer_pattern(:, :,2) = [1 e; e 1]; 
ease bayer_pattern(:, :,3) = [ea; 1 e]; 
aes1 end ~ function generate_bayer pattern 
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Appendix C BiJinear demosaicking with aberration 
compensation 
0000 % MATLAB version 7.2.0.232 (R2006a) 
0001 function [result_rgb_image] = bilinear_cac( .. . 
aaa2 raw) abberation_descriptionJ colour_mix_matrix) 
0003 % bilinear_cac - bilinear demosaicking with 
0004 • embedded transversal colour aberration correction. 
000s 
0006 Parameters: 
0001 
0008 ra1~ - mosaicked Bayer RAW image 
0009 
a0H~ abberation_description - two-dimensional 3x2 matrix 
0011 where columns are x and y offsets and for each of 
0012 three colour channels (rows). Note that the offsets for the 
0013 green plane are always zeros 
0014 \ 
0015 '~ colour _mix_matrix - simulated sensor colour mixing matrix 
0016 
0017 [H WC] = size(raw); 
0018 
0019 pattern = generate_bayer_pattern; 
0020 (PH PW PC] = size(pattern); 
0021 
0022 repeat_y = ceil(H I PH); 
0023 repeat_x = ceil(W I PW); 
0024 
0025 big_pattern = repmat(patternJ [repeat_y repeat_x 1] ); 
0026 m= repmat(separate_colours(rawJ colour_mix_matrix)J [1 1 PC]) 
0027 .* big_pattern(l : HJ 1: WJ :); 
0028 
0029 g_coef = (1 1 4) * [0 e a a a; 
0030 0 0 1 0 0; 
0031 0 1 4 1 0; 
0032 0 0 1 0 e; 
0033 0 0 0 0 e); 
0034 
0035 rb_coef = (1 1 4) * (0 0 0 0 e; 
0036 0 1 2 1 e; 
0037 e 2 4 2 e; 
0038 0 1 2 1 e; 
0939 0 e 0 0 e]; 
0041 im_coloured_raw = m; 
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0042 
0043 dy_red = abberation_description(1, 2); 
0044 dx_red = abberation_description(1, 1); 
0045 r_with_anti_shift = get_linear_coef(dy_red)' * 
get_linear_coef(dx_red); 
0046 
0047 dy_blue = abberation_description(3, 2); 
0048 dx_blue = abberation_description(3, 1); 
0049 b_with_anti_shift = get_linear_coef(dy_blue)' * 
get_linear_coef(dx_blue); 
0050 
0051 result_rgb_image(:, . , 1) = imfilter(im_coloured_raw(:, . , 1L ... 
ees2 r_with_anti_shift, 'symmetric'); 
0053 
0054 result_rgb_image(:, :, 2) = imfilter(im_coloured_raw(:, ., 2), ... 
0055 g_ coef, 'symmetric'); 
0056 
ees7 result_rgb_image(:, :, 3) = imfilter(im_coloured_raw(:, '} 3), ... 
0058 b_with_anti_shift, 'symmetric'); 
0059 
0060 end % function bilinear cac 
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Appendix D Bicubic demosaicking with aberration 
correction 
0000 % MATLAB version 7.2.0.232 (R2006a) 
0001 function [result_rgb_image ] = bicubic_cac( . . • 
0002 rawJ abberation_descriptionJ colour_mix_matrix) 
0003 % bicubic_cac - bicubic demosaicking with 
0004 % embedded transversal colour aberration correction. 
0005 % 
0006 % Parameters: 
0007 % 
0008 % raw - mosaicked Bayer RAW image 
0009 % 
0010 % abberation_description - two-dimensional 3x2 matrix 
0011 % where columns are x and y offsets and for each of 
0012 % three colour channels (rows). Note that the offsets for the 
0013 % green plane are always zeros 
0014 % 
0015 % colour_mix_matrix - simulated sensor colour mixing matrix 
0016 
0017 [H WC] = size(raw); 
0018 
0019 pattern = generate_bayer_pattern; 
0020 [PH PW PC] = size(pattern); 
0021 
0022 repeat_y = ceil(H I PH); 
0023 repeat_x = ceil(W I PW); 
0024 
0025 
0026 
0027 
0028 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
1L ... 
0037 
0038 
3L ... 
0039 
big_pattern = repmat(patternJ [repeat_y repeat_x 1]); 
m= repmat(separate_colours (rawJ colour_mix_matrix)J [1 1 PC]) 
.* big_pattern(1: HJ 1 : WJ :); 
dy_red = -abberation_description(1J 2); 
dx_red = -abberation_description(lJ 1); 
dy_blue = -abberation_description(3J 2); 
dx_blue = -abberation_descript ion (3J 1); 
result_rgb_image(:J ·J 2) = direct ional_interpolation (m(: J :J 2)); 
result_rgb_image(:J ·J 1) = shift_colour_plane (m(1:2:endJ 2:2: endJ 
'bicubic'J dx_red + 0.5J dy_red - 0.5); 
result_rgb_image(: J :J 3) = shift_colour_plane(m(2:2:endJ 1:2: end , 
'bicubic' J dx_blue - e.5J dy_blue + 0.5); 
20 1 
0040 
0041 end % function bicubic_cac 
0042 
0043 function o = directional_interpolation(green) 
0044 
0045 [H WC] = size(green); 
0046 
0047 pattern= generate_bayer_pattern; 
0048 [PH PW PC] = size(pattern); 
0049 
0050 repeat_y = ceil(H I PH); 
0051 repeat_x = ceil(W I PW); 
0052 
0053 big_pattern = repmat(patternJ [repeat_y repeat_x 1]); 
0054 
0055 hor_grad = [1 0 -1]; 
0056 ver_grad = [1; 0; -1]; 
0057 
0058 horizontal_interp = 0.5 * [1 0 1]; 
0059 vertical_interp = 0.5 * [1; 0; 1]; 
0061 mask use hor = ... 
0062 abs(filt(greenJ ho r_grad)) < abs(filt(greenJ ver_grad)); 
0063 
0064 h = filt(greenJ horizontal_interp); 
0065 v = filt(greenJ vertical_interp); 
0066 o = v; 
0067 o(mask use hor > 0) = h(mask_use_hor > 0); 
0068 o(big_pattern (: J . J 2) > 0) = green(big_pattern(: J . J 2) > e); 
0069 end 
0070 
0071 function o = filt(imJ mat) 
0072 o = imfilter(imJ matJ 'symmetric'); 
0073 end 
0074 
0075 function J = shift_colour_plane(IJ method) x_offsetJ y_offset) 
0076 Scale = 2; 
0077 
0078 [Hi Wi Ci] = size( I); 
0079 
0080 HSi = 1 I Hi; % original_pixel_size 
0081 WSi = 1 I Wi; 
0082 HSo = HSi I 1; % result_pixel size 
0083 WSo = WSi I 1; % result_pixel size 
0084 
0085 
0086 
tform = maketform( 'affine' J 
[Scale 0 
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e; ... 
ees7 
eess 
eesg 
e Scale 
WSo * x_offset HSo * y_offset 
ee9e J = imtransform(I, tform, method, ••. 
ee91 'Size I J 2 * [Hi Wi L ... 
0; , . . 
1] ) ; 
ee92 'UData', [(e + WSi I 2) (1- WSi I 2)L 
ee93 ·voata ·, [ (e + HSi I 2) (1 - HSi I 2) L 
ee94 'XData', [(e + WSo I 2) (Scale - WSo I 2)] , 
ee95 'YData') [(e + HSo I 2) (Scale - HSo I 2)]); 
ee96 end % 
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Appendix E Post-processing aberration correction 
eeee v MATLAB version 7.2.e.232 (R2ee6a) 
eeel function rgb_out = postprocessing_cac( •.. 
eee2 rgb_in, abberation_description, colour_mix_matrix) 
eee3 % postprocessing_cac - postprocessing aberration correction. 
eee4 % In many modern digital cameras the aberration correction 
eees % is done as post-processing step. This function aims to 
eee6 ~ simulate this method. The colour planes are already restored into 
eee7 ! full RGB image. And the code below simply shifts the blue and 
eees ~ green planes. 
eeeg 
ee1e 
ee11 rgb_coloured = reshape((inv(colour_mix_matrix) * 
ee12 reshape(rgb_in, [], 3)') ' , size(rgb_in)); 
ee13 
ee14 red_shift = -squeeze(abberation_description{l, :)); 
eelS blue_shift = -squeeze(abberation_description{3, : )); 
ee16 
ee11 rgb_out(:, • J 2) = rgb_coloured{:, : J 2) j 
eens rgb_out(:, 
. ' 
1) = anti_shift(rgb_coloured(:, • J 1), red_shift, 
'cubic'); 
ee19 rgb_out(:, • J 3) = anti_shift(rgb_coloured{:, • J 3), blue_shift, 
'cubic'); 
ee2e 
ee21 end function postprocessing_cac 
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Appendix F Minimal gradient directed demosaicking with 
aberration correction 
eeee % MATLAB version 7.2 .0.232 (R2006a) 
eee1 funct ion [result_rgb_image] = mingrad_cac( .. . 
eee2 raw) abberation_descriptionJ colour_mix_matrix) 
eee3 % mingrad_cac - minimum gradient directed demosaicking 
eee4 % with embedded transversal colour aberration correction. 
eees 1. 
0006 f. Parameters: 
0007 • 
eees ra1v - mosaicked Bayer RAH image 
eeeg 
ee1e . abberation_description - two-dimensional 3x2 matrix 
0011 where columns are x and y offsets and for each of 
0012 three colour channels (rows). Note that the offsets for the 
0013 green plane are always zeros 
ee14 1,; 
0015 t. colour_mix_matrix - simulated sensor colour mixing matrix 
ee16 
ee17 [H W C) = size(raw); 
ee1s 
0019 unused_variable(C); 
ee21 pattern= generate_bayer_patternj 
0022 [PH PW PC) = size(pattern); 
0023 
0024 repeat_y = ceil(H I PH); 
ee25 repeat_x = ceil(W I PW); 
ee26 
ee27 big_pattern = repmat(patternJ [repeat_y repeat_x 1]); 
ee2s 
ee29 g_coef = (1 I 8) * [1 2 1; .. . 
ee3e 2 4 2; .. . 
0031 1 2 1)j 
0032 
ee33 m= repmat( .. . 
0034 separate_colours(rawJ colour_mix_matrix)J . .. 
0035 [1 1 PC]) . * big_pattern(1 : HJ 1 : WJ :) j 
0036 
0037 dy_red = abberation_description{lJ 2); 
ee38 dx_red = abberation_description(1J 1); 
ee39 r_with_anti_shift = get_linear_coef(dy_red)' * 
get_linear_coef(dx_red); 
ee4e 
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ee41 dy_blue = abberation_description(3J 2); 
ee42 dx_blue = abberation_description(3J 1); 
ee43 b_with_anti_shift = get_linear_coef(dy_blue)' * 
get_linear_coef(dx_blue); 
ee44 
ee45 rgb_lpf(: J . J 1) = imfilter(m(:J . J 1L r_with_anti_shiftJ 
'symmetric'); 
ee46 rgb_lpf(: J . J 2) = imfilter(m(:J . J 2L g_coefJ 'symmetric'); 
0047 rgb_lpf(: J . J 3) = imfilter(m(:J . J 3) J b_with_anti_shiftJ 
'symmetric '); 
ee48 
ee49 H_edge = [1 -2 1]; 
ease v_edge = H_edge'; 
ee51 
ee52 v_lap = sum(abs(imfilter(rgb_lpfJ V_edgeJ 'symmetric' ))) 3); 
e053 h_lap = sum(abs(imfilter(rgb_lpfJ H_edgeJ 'symmetric'))) 3); 
e054 
e055 h_edge = h_lap > v_lap; 
0056 h_edge_med = medfilt2 (h_edge); 
e057 
e058 H = 0.5 * [1 2 1]; 
0059 V = HI; 
0e60 g_h = imfilter(m(:J ·J 2L HJ 'symmetric'); 
0061 g_v = imfilter(m(:J ') 2L VJ 'symmetric'); 
0e62 
ee63 g_hpf = g_h; 
0064 g_hpf(h_edge_med) = g_v(h_edge_med); 
0e65 
ee66 gain= (e .2 + g_hpf) ./ (e.2 + rgb_lpf (:J ·J 2)); 
ee67 rgb_hpf(:J 'J 1) = rgb_lpf(:J ') 1) .*gain; 
ee68 rgb_hpf(:J ·J 3) = rgb_lpf(:J :J 3) .*gain; 
ee69 rgb_hpf(:J ·J 2) = g_hpf; 
0071 result_rgb_image = rgb_hpf; 
0e72 
0073 end % function bilinear_cac 
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Appendix G Implementation of the Mean Squared Error 
(MSE) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 
(PSNR) 
00e0 % MATLAB version 7.2.e. 232 (R2e06a) 
eae1 function [mse psnr] = mse_psnr(imgO_J imgR_) 
0ee2 io mse_psnr - the function calculates the 
0ee3 Mean Square Error (MSE) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 
eee4 comparing two input sRGB images. The colour values 
0aes should be within range (e, 1]. 
0ae6 
eae7 imgO = double(imgO_); 
eaes imgR = double(imgR_); 
0ee9 
ea10 if max(imgO(:)) > 1.0 
ea11 error( 'max(imgO(:)) > l.e'); 
ea12 end 
eeB 
ea14 if max (imgR(:)) > 1.e 
eelS error( 'max(imgR(:)) > l.e '); 
eel6 end 
ee17 
eelS square_of_difference = (imgO - imgR) . A 2; 
eel9 
ee2e mse = mean(square_of_difference(:)); 
ee21 
ee22 psnr = 1e.e * logle(l.e 1 mse); 
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Appendix H Implementation of the Normalized Colour 
Difference metric 
0000 % MATLAB version 7.2.0. 232 (R2006a) 
0001 function [distance] = ncd(srgb1, srgb2) 
0002 % ncd - the function takes two images in 
0003 % sRGB colour space with colour values 
0004 % varying from 0 to 1 and calculates the 
0005 r. Normalized Colour Difference between 
0006 them. It uses colour conversion function 
0007 implemented by Pascal Getreuer and available 
0008 , on the Internet: 
0009 http: I /1-llotW. math1·mrks. com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/ 
0010 loadFile.do?objectid=7744&objectType=File 
0011 
0012 if exist ( '. jcoLorspace ', 'dir ') 
0013 addpath( ' ./coLorspace' ); 
0014 end 
0015 
0016 luv1 = colorspace('Luv<-RGB', double(srgb1)); 
0017 luv2 = colorspace('Luv<-RGB', double(srgb2)) ; 
0018 
0019 diff = (luv2 - luv1) . A 2; 
0020 
0021 luv_pow2 = luv1 . A 2; 
0022 
0023 if size(diff, 3) -= 3 
0024 error('Image shouLd have 3 coLours'); 
0025 end 
0026 
0027 array_distance = sqrt (sum(diff, 3)); 
0028 array_abs = sqrt (sum( l uv_pow2, 3)); 
0029 
0030 distance = sum (sum (array_distance)) ./ sum(sum(array_abs)); 
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Appendix I Image set used to train the neural network 
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